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Dear Reader, 

This is number 18 of UNIDO's state-of-the art series in the field of 
aaterials entitled Advances in Materials Technology: Monitor•. This issue is 
devoted to Plastics Recycling. 

In each is~ue of this series, a selected material or a material-related 
technology as in this Monitor, a group of materials is featured and an expert 
assessaent aade on the technological trends in those fields. In addition, 
other relevant information of interest to developing countries is provided. 
In this manner, over a cycle of several issues, •aterials relevant to 
aeveloping countries could be covered and a state-of-the-art assessment made. 

The leading article for this issue was prepared by Dr. E. G. Wogrolly, 
Professor on Plastics Technology at TGM in Vien~a, Austria, as well as by 
Mr. H. Richter, Ms. G. Grossaayer and Mr. w. Ulbert. 

We invite our readers also to share with us their experiences related to 
any aspect of production and utilization of aaterials. Due to paucity of 
space and other reasons, we reserve the right to abridge the presentation or 
not publish them at all. We also would be happy to publish your forthcoming 
meetings (please see section •past Events and Future Meetings•). 

~e would be grateful to receive your opinion on possible subjects for 
our forthcoming issues. In this way we expect to have a dialogue with our 
readership to ~stablish the feedback which will allow us to effectively 
monitor the developments in the field and better serve our readers, especially 
in the developing countries. 

For the interest of those of our readers who may not know, UNIDO also 
publishes two other Monitors: Microelectronics Monitor and Genetic 
Engineering and Biotechnology Monitor. Foe those who like to receive them 
please write to the Editor, Microelectronics Monitor; and E-itor, Genetic 
Engineering and Biotechnology Monitor. 

Industrial Technology Development 
Division 
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PLASTICS RECYCLING 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In many countries up to 80 per cent. and sometimes more. of domestic and industrial 
wasres are at present disposed of on the land. In some countries crude dumping on 
marshes. in ravines or quarries is the practice. The refuse is left to rot and serves os a 
breeding place for flies, rats and other pests, creating bad smells and nuisance through 
smoke from fires. 

But as living standards increase so also does the demand for improved environmental 
benefits, and insanitary practices. indud;ng crude dumping of waste. becomes increa
singly unacceptable to a better educated and well-informed public. 

The dumping of waste into the sea is still being done by some countries. but it is to be 
hoped that with the growing awareness of the increasing pollution of the oceans far more 
effective restrictions to such dumping will come into force (for example, following the 1990 
United Nations Conference on the Mediterranean). 

Recyding of plastics is a relatively young and developing industry which shows a trend 
towards an increasing growth. This also applies to reclamation of plastics from discarded 
industrial and consumer products, which contai. 1 plastic components. 

New technologies, with examples of related plant and equipment are described in this 
report. It is felt that new developments in some countries can be successfully applied to 
others, resulting in "know-how" and licensing agreements. 

This report includes information on 

Forms of Recycling Collection of Plastics Waste Basics and Problems Economics of 
Different Transport Systems for Refuse Disposal of Waste - Basics and Technologies 

About a third of the total plastics consumption finds applications in products of less than 
a couple of years life span, such as films, one-way bottles and other packages. 

Recycling of homogeneous plastics is a straight-forward operation. However, the recycling 
of mixed plastics, including plastics from Municipal Solid Waste streams af'd the recovery 
of plastics from products incorporating plastics, requires special technologies. 

Amongst the earliest applications of plastics recycling was the production of polyethyle
ne(PE)-films where the process uses scrap and trims either by mixing it with virgin polymers 
in film production or using the regrind in the core layer of the multilayer extruded film, the 
two outer layers being made from virgin material. 

The recycling to energy by various technologies is growing, and the calorific value of 
polymers offers gr Jat advantages when compared to other materials. 

Nevertheless, there is very little acceptance of waste incineration facilities in public opinion. 
It should therefore be taken as a recommendation for these countries where it is still 
possible to establish waste-fuelled power stations (i.e. waste incineration plants) not to 
delay. but to immediately start with the drafting and designing of such plants. 



Some commentators feel that recycling cf plastics waste to energy is to be recommended 
only when recycling to materials is not ec.Jnomically feasible. On the other h;;nd. the high 
calorific value of plastics is an important factor in recycling to energy by incineration 
combined with production of hot water and steam. 

The cnst of the growing amount of rubbish in landfill operatior is is steadily increasing. 
Recycling to materials and/or energy i~ becoming an urgent task. 

The economics of recycling operations should be taken into account when considering 
the costs of landfill (negative factor). This means that the economics of recycling have to 
be calculated as follows: 

a-b+c-d 

a = the revenue from recycled material or produced energy 
b = cost of recycling 
c = savings from non-disposal in landfill 
d = cost of disposal in landfill of the remaining tonnages after recycling [24] 

The world consumption of plastics is estimated at approx. 70 million tonnes. The produc
tion figures for Western Europe and the USA being 20 million tonnes respectively and 
about 10 million tonnes in Japan. The following table shows Western European plastics 
consumption for 1987 by end-use industries. indicating that: 

short lifetime use Oess than one year) accounted for 20 per cent medium lifetime use (1-10 
years) accounted for 35 per cent long lifetime use (more than 10 years) accounted for 45 
per cent. 

PACKAGING & CONTAINERS 39 % SHORT LIFETU£ USE 
CONSTRUCTION 19 % LESS THAN 1 YEAR 

ELECTRlCAL/ELECTRONlC 7 % 
20 l 

TRANSPORTATlOH 7 % '1EDIU,, LIFETU1E 
DOflESTl C APPL l ANCES 5 % USE 
FURHlTURf 3 % 1 - 10 YEARS 
CLOTHlNG 3 % 35 l 
HOUSEWARE & TOPS 3 % 
P£CHAUlCAL EQU(Pf'afr 2 % LONG Ll FET IP'iE 
AGRICULTURE 1 % USE 
lElSURE & HEALTH 1 % 110RE THAN 10 YEARS 
OTHERS 10 % 115 l 

TOTAL 100 % 

Figure:1 
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Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) in the Economic Community (EC) amounted to 100 million 
tonnes per annum. representing 4 per cent of the total solid waste of 2.200 million tonnes 
per annum (agricultural wastes of 1.3GO million tonnes accounting for 59 per cent, and 
other solid wastes of 800 million tonnes accounting for 37 per cent). Plastics with about 7 
million tonnes p.a. accounted for 7 per cent of Municipal Solid Waste in the EG in 1986. 

The following illustration shows: 

(a) the composition of MSW according to materials. (b) the composition of plastics in MSW. 

Average Composition of MWS 
1979/80 

CWtrow (4. t) 

Medium(l·40mm) (15.1) 

Papor (14.1) 

Pacllaging Compound• (1.2) 
,-- F1·M.W1 (l.5) 
,- NF·M1w1 (O.C) 

_. .. ,..,,,,/,.VA.I' 

Plastics (1.1) 

Average Composition of MWS 
1985 

Mtd1um(l·40mm) (11) 

Figure:2 

Ola11(U) 

PIUhCI ('J.4) 

M1neral1 (7) 
Compo11tt Mll1nal1 (I) 

On1 way N1plun1 (2 I) 
~U11dou1 Wut1 (D 4) 

'•nt( Imm) (ID I) 
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In general. waste managerpent is sub-divided into four basic principles: 

1. Waste reduction 
2. Waste reclamation 
3. Energy recovery and material-recycling 
4. Waste disposal. 

2. DEFINITIONS 

In Austria. for example, solid waste management has been subject to standardization since 
the early seventies. 

Apart from the Austrian Standard 6NORM S2000, Austrian Law has its own definrtion of 
waste, but it is not very detailed. 
According to ONORM S2000, waste is generally understood as solid refuse generated by 
private households. industry and public institutions. Because of its composition. it can be 
disposed of (by collection, transport and re1 no\/al ) without undertaking special measures. 

Domestic ref-use is waste usually originating from households, such as ash, slag, soot, 
kitchen refuse. food remains. textiles, leather. paper, packing materials. plastic containers, 
tins, beverage cans, metal goods, glass and small amounts of garden refuse. Factory 
waste in similar quantity and type is also called domastic refuse as opposed to street 
sweepings and other industrial waste, which is called special waste. 

Industrial waste is refuse originating frcm manufacturing and processing activities caused 
by factories or public enterprises which is in type and quantity similar to domestic refuse. 
It can be liquid, solid or gaseous. vaporous or even sludgy. 

Bulky refuse cannot be transported by ordinary waste collecting lorries because of its 
dimensions. This is generated by private households, industry and public institutions. 

Special waste cannot be handled together with ot:ier waste either because of its compo
sition or quantitity. Special safety measures or pre-treatment may be necessary. 

The predominant proportion of waste is neither dangerous to mankind or the environment 
and is called non-hazardous special waste. After appropriate pre-treatment it can be 
handled together with other waste. 

Hazardous special waste must be collected and treated separately. 
Measures concerning waste including environmental influences. are summarized under 
the term "waste management". 

Waste removal is the deposition of waste (possibly after biological, biochemical, physi
cal/chemical or thermal pretreatment) onto predetermined landfills. 
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3. FORMS OF RECYCLING 

The recycling of waste is one of the oldest human activities. It may assume different forms: 

1. Re-utilization of rejected articles. such as machinery. cars. appliance5 or clothing, often 
ofter previous examination. repair and cleaning: 

2. Closed-loop recycling. i.e. the re-utilization of waste materials in applications similar to 
the original ones. e.g. making new steel from scrap; 

3. Open-loop recycling. i.e. the re-utilization of waste materials in lower grade applications. 
e.g. making boards from waste paper; 

4. Conversion of waste ir:to new materials. such as fuel, compost or building materials. 

The recycling potential of waste usually depends on economic factors. such as available 
quantites and grades. market value of the reclaimed products. available reclaiming 
equipment and nc~ least. labour ccst. [3] 

4. COLLECTION OF PLASTICS WASTE 

One of the main problems is how to organize the c Jlection of plastics waste. The degree 
of contamination is determined by the mixture of the different types of plastics materials 
and other waste. The total amount of contamination determines the economy of the entire 
re~yc!ing-process. 

The object of collecting plastics war~: is to separate the plastics materials tram the other 
waste already at source. i.e. at the producer. It may be worthwhile to mak€ a distinction 
between the different types of plastics. 

Preferably one should differentiate already waste collection at private households and 
industrial sites. Industrial waste is mainly generated in a form which is advantageous for 
recycling, while household waste is on the contrary usually mixed up witt" Jth~r material. 

4.1 Waste stock exchanges 

In many cases industrial waste recycling is complicated by the producer's ignorance. as 
he is not able to carry out the recovery process himself, nor does he know where to find 
companies who can do it for him. Waste stock exchanges are created to provide 
information for both the producer and the customer. 

They are operated by different national and international institutions and try to obtain 
information on supply and demand. Their offe:-s range from some kilograms of wdste up 
to severC\I tonnes per month. [4) 

4.2 Plastics collection from households 

Plastics waste originating from private households is principally collected together with 
other residual waste, contamination therefore causing a decrease in quality. 
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In the last few years differe.1t systems of waste collection have been introdu ~din order 
to sort out valuable material from the waste stream with little cost and high purity. There 
are two main systems available: 

(a} Integrated collection systems (b) Additive collection systems 

The integri:lted collection systems are sometimes called " fetch systems". The total amcunt 
of household refuse is collected 1n a number of dustbins (containers). each for a different 
type of material. The materials are collected simultaneously with the other waste. 

Additive collection systems are independent from the conventional waste collection. They 
are based on the readiness and co-operation of the customer to transport the valuables 
to containers located at a central area. This system is called the "bring system". 

4.2.1 The "fetch system" 

To establish such a system in an area, a number of containers are used instead of a small 
dustbin. The number ranges from systems using two up to five or even more containers, 
with simultaneous or alternating removal. with combined or separated collection of different 
materials. One-way sacks (made of plastics or paper) can also be used. 

Plastics materials are collected either together with materials such as paper, glass or metal, 
or separated into individual bags. 

The expenditure for the customer is low, about 75 per cent of all plastics materials found 
in the refuse can be collected. The average composition of waste, determined by an 
analysis in Hamburg - Bergedorf in the Autumn of 1986 is shown in the table below: [5) 

Composition of Plastics Waste weight per cent 

--------------------------------------------------
Polyethylene/Polypropylene 44 

Polystyrene 25 

Polyvinylchloride 15 

Residual plastics 12 

Non-plastics 04 

-------------------------------------------------------------
total 100 Table:1 

The total costs arise from the higher expenses of the system, determined by its type. 
Additional costs, extra to the basic costs, are about 45 to US$ SO oer tonne of plastics 
material. [6) 

If only plastics are collected separately in addition to the normal municipal waste disposal, 
the specific cost would be about US$ 1,000 to 1,500 per tonne of plastics waste, which 
demonstrates that this would not be economical. [7] 
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4.2.2 The ·bring system• 

The •bring system• works on a number of containers being placed at ce11tral areas. The 
materials must be deposited by the consumer. The volume o! the containers range from 
0.5 to 5 m3. Plastics materials are collected separately frorr. the others. 

The problem with this system is that a high motivation by the public is necessary. In 
practical experiments only about 3 to 8.5 per cent of the plastics materials in waste are 
returned. [5] 

The success of this method is also i11fluenced by the number of containers at a special 
area and their distance from individual households. 

The results of the investigation of the composition of plastics collected in Hamburg -
Bergedorf in Autumn 1986 are summarized in the following table: [5] 

Composition of Plastics Waste weight per cent 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Polyethylene/Polypropylene 

Polystyrene 

Polyvinylchloride 

Residual plastics 

Non plastics 

56 

19 

13 

9 

3 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
total 100 Table:2 

The cost is reported to be approx. US$ 200 to 350 per tonne of plastics waste. [3) 

4.3 Examples for the collection of plastics from househoid waste 

In the following some examples of practical experiments are described. One was carried 
out in 1980 in the Federal Republic of Germany in the community of Radolfzell. 

1980, Radolfzell - Bohringen, FAG 

The duration of the test was thr2e months. Bags for plastics waste were distributed to 
private households. The waste was collected weekly. The composition is described in the 
table below. [3) 



Composition in per cent by weight 

-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
Plastics Material Average Minimum Maximum 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·------
Fiim 36.0 5.0 52.3 

Sheet material 8.2 1.4 19.2 

(._ 
... 

-ontainers 7.6 6.4 10.0 

Non-rolling containers 8.3 6.3 10.9 

Containers 30 cm ~2.3 7.8 20.8 

Containers 10 cm 3.1 1.4 5.7 

Margarine and Yoghourt cups 15.7 8.6 25.6 

Massive parts 7.1 1.1 21.6 

Foams, e.g. polystyrene 1.7 0.3 3.8 

Tab!e:3 
France 

Since 1970 a separate collection of plastics bottles is carried out in France. About one 
fourth of beverages are filled in PVC bottles, which amounts to 20,000 Va; that is, 
approximately 20 per cent oj the total PVC consumption in France. The PVC manufacturers 
are associated in a dub named GREPP, which aims to recyde 40,000 tonnes of PVC 
Qncluding rvc bottles) per year. At the mom~nt 37 per cent of the waste PVC is collected 
and converted into products as such cable insulation and dralnpipes. 

Since about 1973 the separate collection of plastics materials as well as glass, metals and 
ceramics is practiced in the city of Tokyo, Japan. The proportion of the separately collected 
material is about 20 per cent of the total waste, of which 20 per cent are again plastics. 

Vienna. Austria 

In Vienna a test for separately collected material lasting one year was carried out in 
1974fl5. Special bags (refuse sacks) were distributed to 420 households and collected 
weekly. Thus 30 per cent of the plastics waste could be collected. 

5. BASICS AND PROBLEMS 

5. 1 Influence of contamination 

Contamination can be by three causes and can be divided into three different groups: 

1. Contamination caused by contact with other waste materials 2. Defilement originating 
from use of the product 3. Non-plastics materials collected by mistake. 



The highest external contamination {caused by other waste materials) occurs with the 
oonventional single container collection. The degree of defilement is about 5 per cent. It 
can be decreased by separating the different components of waste in the households 
themselves. (8) 

Contamiration originating from the application of the product consists mainly of labels. 
metal closings and remains of the contents. 

Because of the low density of plastics materiais {compared to the contertts of the package) 
is only about one volume per cent of the contents. which increases the weight of the 
package by 10 to 35 per cent. [3) 

Parameter Einheit Quark- J'oqhurt- I soul-
becher becher altt.el 

Filllinhal t CJ 500 150 500 
Restinhalt CJ 4,5 5 18 
Resunteil Gev.-\ 0,9 3,3 3,l 
Leerq-icht CJ ' 3,3 47 

VerschlaltzunCJ Gev.-\ 33 60 28 Table:4 

The contaminations of three typical packages make up 28 to 60 weight per cent of the total 
weight of the package, by drying it can be reduced to 5 to 15 per cent. 
The contamination of the collected plastics material is determined by the collection system. 
About 5 per cent of non-plastics material is added by the consumers because of ignorance. 
(5) 

Thus, recycled plastics from household waste for use in high-grade applications require 
an intensive deansing-process and separation from non-plastics. Contaminations sticking 
to the plastir,s material can usually be removed by washing with water; the remains must 
be separated. 

5.2 Influence of plastics mixtures in recycling 

Mixtures consisting of different types of 
plastics can decrease the quality of 
endproduct considerably. The table 

the 
be-
le) low shows the miscibility (1 ... miscib 

and non-miscibility (6 ... non-miscible 
different types of plastics materials. Th 
table refers to quality standards for n 

) of 
9 

ew 
materials. 
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The three main fractions occuring in household waste {PE/PP. PS. PVC} are non-miscible. 
This prevents the application of mixed polymers for high-grade products. 

H used only in low-grade applications. mixtures of plastics occuring in household waste 
can mainly be pru-~ssed. Usually only the main-fraction. PE/PP, (50 - 65 per cent} is used 
for the production of plastics articles. (2) 

In some cases, the separation proves to be impossible. e.g. sandwich materials are 
disadvantageous. This should be avoided by appropriate planning. 

5.3 Additives in plastics materials 

Normally the majority of plastics materials contain additives: they can be divided into those 
additives which increase performance. and those additives which facilitate processing. 
Processing additives do not exceed 5 per cent, but the proportion of fillers, reinforcing 
materials and plasticisers can be up to 70 per cent of the polymer, causing a severe 
problem: 

lhe quantity and type of additives in recycled materials are unknown and therefore the 
performance of recycled plastics cannot be accurately predicted 

5.4 Variations in design 

Usually consideration of the recycling process starts when me refuse should be disposed 
of. Thus only a small proportion of the total amount of waste can be recycled, and often 
only by means of expensive and complicated techniques, such as pyrolysis and hydrolysis. 

It would be of advantage, if the designers would consider three points: marking of the 
end-product, homogeneity and appropriate assembling techniques to fit the part into the 
recycling process. There are two further points to consider: 

1. Selection of the plastics type and the processing technique 

2. ApplicaLion of compounds {e.g. metal - plastics) instead of reinforcements. 

lhe application of com
pounds provides a 
much easier recycling 
than glass- fibre reinfor
ced products. 

Figure:3 
0111 kCJ s • Z.10 
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The above table shows that the pi"ice/load ratio and the weight/load ratio is a minimum 
with a steel-thermoplast compound. 

5.5 Marking of plastics articles 

No perfect and economic separ~tion method is available today. It is possible to separate 
the PP/PE fraction. but the PVC and PS fraction cannot be separated for ecor.omic and 
technical reasons. Therefore, a separation in the households by lhe customers themselves 
would be desirable. Thus it is essenf31 to mark the plastics artides in order to give the 
consumer the chance of performing such a separation. 

On the other hand, the chemical industry and the association of the plastics processing 
industry are afraid of prejudice against several types of pla.qjcs materials, especially 
against artides made of PVC, again because of ignorance. 

5.6 Bio-degradable plastics 

Basical~/. plastics were developed to obtain a corrosion-proof material. Therefore it would 
not make sense to use bio-degradable ple?~cs for machine parts, but they would prove 
valuable for packaging materials. In that branch of industry the duration of the application 
of plastics artides is usually short. A long lifetime is not necessary. 

5.6.1 DefinitionS 

Ot.""Qradable plastics are plastics materials which deteriorate under the influence of light, 
water. heat to macromolecules which remain biodegradable. 

There are a number of advantages connected with these materials: 

(a) Separation of the plastics materials from the household refuse is not necessary; 

(b) landfilling needs less space; 

(c) the litter problem could be solved by using such materials; 

(d) medical applications: the human body is able to decompose plastics materials; and 

(e) films for special applications in agriculture and food packaging can be produced. 

5.8.2 PsycholOglcal reasons 

Bio-degradable plastics can be decomposed by bacteria or fungii. Plastics can be 
disposed of without difficulty or extra cost. 

5.8.3 Problems 

Although bio-degradable plastics materials have many advantages, the problems listed 
below should be taken into consideration: 



1. Bio-degradable polymers lead to an uncertainty with packages. A too early decom
position causes contamination er even loss of the product. Test and safety measures 
would prove necessary. Stock-keeping of products would becvme complicated. 

2. The polymer must not contain toxic components which may migrate into the product 
during decomposition. 

3. New technologies for recyc!ing t-.ave to be found. 

5.6.4 Assumptions 

The requirements listed below are essential for this type of material: 

1. Only non-toxic additives may be used. 
2. The additives should not discolour the 3rtide. 
3. Coloured or imprinted plastics must a!so decompose. 
4. There should be a possibility of cont..'lfling the rate of degradation. 

One way to manufacture bio-degradable plastics is by the use of bio- additives. such as 
starch in PP. PS or PE instead of conventional fillers. 

Starch is one of the most importa:-.t carbohydrates. It is produced in huge quantities. 
second to cellulose. A special type of enzyme fluidizises the starch and destroys the links 
between the macromolcules. Normally about 20 per cent of starch can be added to the 
polymer. 

Difficulties occur in the distribution of the starch in the plastics materials. because starch 
is hydrophilic and most plastics used in the packageing industry are hydrophobic. A 
chemical treatment.such as curing, etherification or esterification proves necessary, but 
on the other hand these pretreatments cause decomposition problems. 

A second possibility was found by Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI). They developed the 
bio-degradable polymer •siopo1·. 

Biopol is a bio-de
grada b le thermo
plast, consisting of 
the alipatic polye
sters polyhydroxy
butyrate (PHB) and 
polyhydroxyvalerate 
(PHV). (10) 
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Figure:4 



Polyhydroxybutyrate !s manufactured by a chemical reaction caused by bacteria with sugar 
as hasic material. The polymer can be processed by using conventional equipment The 
performance of Biopol is determined by the portion of PHB and ~HV a"ld r.: can be reused 
several times. 

5.6.5 Waste disposal 

Biopol is manufactured from sugar and starch by a process of fermentation. It can be 
decomposed completely by bacteria and fungii which occur in soil. By means of hydrolysis 
an oligomer is formed. this acts as a food supply for the micro-organism and is decompo
sect Biopol can be deposited at landfills or incinerated without causing any problems. 
Recyding of Biopol is possible. but not economic. 

5. 7 Direct reutilization of duromeric materials 

Duromeric materials cannot be melted over and over again. Thus it is not possible to 
process them twice. 

Nevertheless a technology to reutiiize then has been developed based on milling and using 
them as filler in thermoplastic materials. The duroplastic material can substitute up to 20 
per cent of the new material by improving the mechanical properties and reducing the 
costs. [12) 

6. THE ECONOMICS OF DIFFERENT TRANSPORT SVSTEMS FOR RE
FUSE 

6. 1 Basics and problems 

The major technical problems in transportation, refining, disintegration and treatment of 
waste. arise from differences between the mechanical. physical and chemical properties 
of the materials. Additional problems are caus~d by the collection of the waste, originating 
from the long distances between the waste producers and the recyding companies { 
landfills. power plants, etc. ). Thus the waste transportation systems now used are 
becoming more and more uneconomic and new solutions for a wide area of waste 
disposition have to be found. 

Instead of the dustcarts. economical and beneficial transportation systems could be used. 
Pneumatic tube transportation systems with suction pipes or pressure pipes could be built. 
For longer distances combined container traffic or other transportation systems. such as 
belt conveyors, could be used. 

More careful planning of waste disposal systems and adoption of more purposeful and 
practical public cleansing systems would make it possible to use integrated refuse disposal 
systems. By this the entire method is meant by which refuse is transferred from the place 
where it originates to the place where it is finally returned to the industrial or ecological 
cycle. The figure below illustrates a number of different waste disposal systems. 
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The refuse is taken from its place of orig'.n to the local collection and transportation point 
near the house, where it is temporarily stored. then by way of the actual transport stage 
to the place w!iere it is treated. Waste disposal systems can be devided into two sections, 
the collection (storage and transportation systems) and the treatment of the refuse. The 
points listed below should be consiaered: 

1. The collection and transportation of refuse comprises a considerable part of the whole 
waste disposal process, since between 60 to 80 per cent of the total costs involved in 
waste disposal are spent on the collecticn and transport stages. 

2. The development of refuse arid collection systems and the smooth operation of these 
play an important part in the visible disposal of waste. The treatment of refuse and the 
ways in which it is finally disposed of on the other hand are not always seen as a part 
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of the overall urban pictu1 e. Nonetheless. they are reflected in the urban surrour.dings 
and m the total economic cost ot waste disposal. 

Although a waste disposal system C".an. in principle. be studied in two separate sectors it 
should nevertheless be borne in mind that the way in which refuse is trea!ed may have a 
very significant effect on the choice of collection and transport methods. 

6.2 Refuse collection and transport systems 

Refuse collection and transport systems are integrated systems of equipment and me
thods by which refuse is transferred from the places where it originates to the sites where 
it is treated or pretreated. The ways in which refuse is collected and transported from a 
house or block of flats often form a separate stage from the stage where it is transported 
to the treatment site. 

Household waste is mainly placed in bins or bags and carried from the kitchen to dustbins 
or refuse containers in the yards. Today newspapers and magazines are often collected 
separately. In large blocks there may be special chutes to facilitate the transport of refuse. 
Though very pleasant for the inhabitants, they are not very popular, partly for economic 
reasons and partly because of experiences. which have not been entirely positive with 
such chutes. 

The collection of iefuse and its transport away from homes is the most visible stage of 
waste disposal. Moreover, numerous systems have been developed for this stage of waste 
disposal. 

Refuse collection and transport methods can be devided into four rr.ain classes: 

1. Bin methods 
2. Demountable container methods 
3. Transfer loading methods 
4. Pipeline methods. 

Bin methods may involve the emptying of the bins or the exchange of full bins for empty 
ones, and the containers used may be of a permanent or disposable type, eg. sacks. 
Transfer loading methods are two-stage methods of transport and may be used with either 
bin methods or demountable container methods. Pipelines are also two-stage transport 
methods, the first stage being the actual pipeline system, and the second involving the 
use of a demountable container. 

6.3 Bin methods 

6.3.1 Refuse bin/truck equipped with boom crane 

This method may be of the exchange type, where the full bin is exchanged for an empty 
bin by means of the truck crane. or it may be of the emptying method, in which the bin is 
hoisted onto the platform of the truck to be emptied and then returned to its original place. 



This method has proven uneconomic. nonetheless. it is still in use in the Soviet Union. for 
example. [3] 

6.3.2 Refuse bin/compacting refuse collection vehicle 

The full bin. sack or small container (1 to 5 m3) is emptied either manually or mechanically 
into the loading hopper of the vehicle. The refuse is then compressed by means of a 
compacting plate or screw device into the loading space of the vehicle. Such vehicles can 
transport about 50 to 80 m3 of loose refuse at a time. This method is in general use 
throughout the developed world for the collection of household refuse and of industrial 
refuse similar to household waste. 

6.3.3 Refuse sack/light collection vehicle 

The full refuse sacks are collected by means of a mechanical loading device and a light 
vehicle equipped with a loading platform that can be tipped. Vehicles of this type can 
transport about 5 to 10 m3 of loose refuse at a time. The method is used principally for the 
collection of household waste. mainly for transport to a nearby refuse dump or treatment 
site. 

6.3.4 Container/compacting refuse collection vehicle with winct. 

The full container ( usually 6 to 8 m3 ) is emptied mechanically by means of a winch 
arrangement into the loading hopper of a compacting refuse vehicle and the refuse is 
compressed into the load carrying space of t'1e vehicle. It can transport 50 to 80 m

3 
of 

loose refuse. Th~ method has become very widespread of late, since such a type of strong 
multipurpose vehicle can be used for transporting various types of refuse, even furniture 
and machines. 

6.4 Demountable container methods 

6.4.1 RefuSe containerttruck with demountable body equipment 

The full refuse oontainer is transported by means of a truck equipped with demountable 
body apparatus to the refuse treatment site or transfer station. The container is emptied 
by tipping. It can transport 5 to 20 m3 of loose refuse. A very popular system is the Multilift 
demountable container system, even building refuse can be collected and transported with 
it. They are only used for household waste if 1 to 20 m3 accumulates daily and the journey 
to the treatment site does not exceed 15 kms. 

6.4.2 Compacting containers/truck with demountable body equipment 

The refuse is collected directly or emptied from refuse containers into a certain compacting 
eqJipped apparatus. The full container is then transported by means of a truck with 
demountable body equipment to the refuse treatment site. Such a container can transport 
40 to 80 m3 of loose refuse. This method is widely used for collecting commercial and 
industrial refuse where the accumulation of refuse is 15 to 50 m3 each day at least and the 
journey does not exceed 30 kms. 

I 

I 

6.4.3 Refuse compactor/refuse container/truck with demountable body equipment 



The refuse is collected directly or emptied from large containers into the loading hopper 
of a refuse compactor. The loose refuse is then compressed into a detac.~able refuse 
container attached to the compactor. The full container is then transported to a refuse 
treatment site. Such a container can transport 50 to 100 m3 of loose refuse. The 
compactor/container system is mainly used for collecting commercial and industrial refuse 
and for collecting refuse from households producing 10 to 100 m3 of refuse a day and 
where the distances are no more than 30 to 40 kms. 

6.5 Transfer loading methods 

Transfer loading methods !nvolve two stages of transport where the refuse is transferred 
from one form of transport to another. Usually only transport by road is considered when 
talking of transfer loading. However, there are other methodes of transfer loading in use 
involving the transfer of refuse from road transport to rail or water transport. The principle 
of transfer loading methods is illustrated below. [3] 

(bl 

Figure:6 Diagram 1llusrraflng pnnc1p!e o! 1rans!er loading (al The refuse 1s rransporred 
srra1ghr 10 rhe rrearmenr planr (bl Refuse is raken firs! ro :he rransfer srar1on and rhen to 
rhe trearmenr plan! 

Transfer stations do not, provided they are operated properly, pollute the environment, 
furthermore they can be operated at relatively low cost. 



The waste can be transported to the transfer station with the methods described above. 
In the station the waste can be put through a refuse shredder or a refuse crusher and 
afterwards is usually compacted by a packer plate or a screw compactor. 

The transport containers used in this method are capable of transporting 100 to 150 m
3 

of loose refuse at a time. 

A transfer station can also be built in the centre of a large town. for example underground. 
as has been done in central Stockholm. Finland especially shows an increasing interest in 
the transport of refuse from water to land and vice versa. [3] 

6.6 Pipeline methods 

Pneumatic and screw methods of transport are widely used in industry for carrying different 
kinds of powdery and fine-grained matarials. Since the early 1960's, pneumatic transport 
systems have also been used for municipial refuse. In addition to various collection and 
transport s~stems for household refuse. pneumatic methods have also been used for 
district refuse handling in residential areas where the refuse is collected and transported 
by means of a pipeline to a central refuse collection centre. At the centre the refuse is 
separated from the transportion air stream and thei1 usually compressed into transport 
containers and taken away by trucks. 

Figure:? Pneumatic pipeline system for use in r~sidentiai blocks 10
: (1) chute feed. (2) 

refuse chute. (3) air inlet. (4) relief inlet. (5) floor-mounted chute feed. (5) refuse storage 
section. (7) discharge valve. (8) air inlet control valve. (9) pipeline jc 'nts. (10) 
compressor. ( l ll slide gate. (12) cyclone separator. ( 13) compartor. (14) transport 
container. (15) air filter. (16) air outlet. (17) silencer. (18) exhaust blowers. (Reoroduced 
from P.H Luiten. in: National Waste Processing Conference 1976. by permission of The 
American Soc1<?ty of Mechanical Engineers) 

The most important users of these methods are hospitals. government offices, industrial 
plants and heavily built-up residential areas. One considerable advantage, which has been 
increasingly stressed, is that the refuse does not have to be touched by human hand at 
any stage of the collecting process. Among the advantages of pipeline methods of 
transporting refuse are the absence of smells and noise, aesthetic and hygienic benefits 
and the reduction in traffic. Weighed against the ecological benefits are economic 
considerations and also technical difficulties, such as pipeline wear, and above all, the 
danger of blockages. 
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In the past years a new method. using a screw. has arisen alongside the pneumatic 
systems. Systems using water as a tr~:msport medium are also in use. 

6.7 Transportation conditions for hazardous material 

The 1umber of transports of hazardous mate!'ial has increased during the past years. up 
to 30 per cent of the European railway and road traffic. [2]. Industrial waste can often be 
dassified according to several hazard classifications (eg. explosive materials, inflammable 
fluids, toxic, caustic or radioactive materials). thus precautionary measures have to be 
taken, a dassification proves necessary. 

6.7.1 Risk and transportation-safety 

The problem in the transportation of hazardous material is mainly found in the following 
point: Ensuring the safety of the transport. of the transport devices and the people involved. 
Especially railway and road transports are performed in densely populated areas. Another 
important influence is pollution control. Safety measures must endure the whole lifetime of 

a hazardous material. 

One of the most important points is the unification of the transport conditions. 

There are several international regulations for: 

road transport: ADA (Accord Europeen Relatif au Transport International 
des Merchandises Dangereuses en Route) 

railway transportation: RID (Reglement International Concernant le Transport des 
Merchandises Dangereuses par Chemin de Fer) 

shipping traffic: IMDG (International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code) 

air traffic· ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organi"?.ation) 

These are accepted by most countries of the world. According to these regulations the 
classification of hazardous material is listed below: 

Classification 1 a: 
Classification 1 b: 
Classification 1 c: 
Classification 2: 
Classification 3: 
Classification 4a: 
Classification 4b: 
Classification 4c: 
Classification 5a: 
Classifi~ation 5b: 
Classification 6a: 
Classification 6b: 
Classification 7: 
Classification 8: 

Explosive substances and goods 
Goods loaded with explosive substances 
Pyrotechnics and the like 
Compressed. liquefied gases or gases solved under pressure 
Inflammable fluid substances 
lnflamr.lable solid substances 
Self-igniting substances 
Substances developing inflammable gases in contact with water 
Flammable acting substances 
Organic peroxids 
Toxic substances 
Disgusting substances or contagious matters 
Radio-act!ve substances 
Gaustic substances 
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The containers must resist against aggressive agents. Plastics materials are often used. 

6. 7 .2 Unification of tl1e hazard-classifications 

In European rail and road traffic the international hazard classifications are valid. 

For international traffic within Europe several transport conditions concerning tank cars 
transporting hazardous material listed in the regulations were added. 

7. DISPOSAL OF WASTE-BASICS AND TECHNOLOGIES 

Plastics refuse can be treated mechanically, thermally or chemically by various techniques. 
The goal of mechanical treatment is the recovery of a •regranulate", on the other hand 
chemical and thermal processes have been developed to provide the basic materials or 
to convert plastics refuse into energy. 

Figure:8 
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7.1 Material recovery by central sorting of household refuse 

Material contained in household refuse can be recycled either after collection of source 
segregated materials or after centralized manual or automated sorting of refuse. 

7.1.1 Basics and problems 

The oldest simplest and most widely used sorting method is the hand-picking of valuable 
components from waste. Although most of these activities will meet criticism on hygienic, 
social and aesthetic grounds, it should also be stated that recovery on the dumpsite is an 
organised and basic part of developing economies all over the world. The capacity of 
sorting at a belt varies from a few hundred kg/ti for light and bulky material to severals 
tonnes/h for dense material. Usually the belt moves at a speed of 1 O m/min. (3) 

Sorting methods can be subdivided into dry and wet methods. Dry methods are cheaper 
in investment and operating costs than wet methods, but they may create dust problems 
and explosion or fire hazards. Moreover, the recovered fractions are still contaminated 
with dirt or organic materials. Wet methods are more expensiv~. they yield a cleaner 
product, but give rise to a waste water treatment problem. The table shown below lists a 
number of dry and wet methods, with their size range of application. 
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Figure:9 

7 .1.2 Yields and grades 

Each sorting operation subdivides a feed stream into at least two fractions, between which 
the components of the original mixture are distributed. The performance of a sorting 
operation on a component can be characterized by a concentration ratio, a yield and a 
product grade. When a separator, for example, is used to extract plastics materials from 
a refuse layer, spread onto a conveyor belt, the previous factors can be defined as follows: 

Amount of plastics material in the concentrate 
Yield = 

Amount of plastics material in the feed stream 

Amount of plastics material in the concentrate 
Product Grade = ------------------------------------------------------------------

Total amount of the concentrate 

Flow rate of the feed material 
ConC'.entration Ratio = ---------------------------------------------------

Flow rate of the concentrate 

These factors should be as high as possible, but may be conflicting goals. 
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7.1.3 Size reduction 

Size reduction is a basic operation for ail separatio:i methods. Hydrolysis and pyrolysis 
require only small size reduction. on the other hand there is a size reduction to small 
partides necessary for technologies such as screening and separation to remove non
plastics and separate the different types of plastics materials. 

Size reduction in sorting systems can serve: 

1. to make oversized materials more tractable; 

2. to liberate entangled material; 

3. to convert composite items to more homogenous materials; and 

4. to give the feed stream an optimum, homogeneous size for a particular sorting process. 

For all these reasons. shredding is the basic step for a large number of automatic refuse 
classification systems. But it can also be used as a selective classification method for 
specific feed streams: 

1. Shredding of a mixture of paper and plastics films selectively tears the paper. expecially 
when this is moist; 

2. Glass can be eliminated from plastics or metals by crushing it in an impact mill or a drum 
with filters. [3] 

Hammer and flail mills operate on the basis of impaction and shredding. 

I 

feed opening 

s"•tdded 
product Figure:10 
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These consist of a heavy casing, with a single or double rotor. rotating at high speed 
(usually 1,000 to 2,0CXJ rev./min.). Low speed knife or disc mills are used to reduce the 
size of the larger refuse components without extensive shattering of glass or cross 
contamination. 

There 3re several problems forthcoming with size reduction. The equipment has higher 
operating ind investment costs and during the shredding process the different compo
nents are t"'oss contaminated. 

Costs: 

Low speed knife mills: mass specific energy consumption: 30-35 kWh/t 

costs for a plant with 1,000 t/a: 35-45 US$/t 

hammer mills: mass specific energy consumption: 150 kwtait 

(13) 

7.1.4 SCreens and sieves 

Screens and sieves are basic equipment useJ to: 

1. protect downstream equipment against oversized and tramp material; 

2. remove fines. which are either valueless (e.g. ash). or interfere with subsequent 
operations. such as the formation of slimes; and 

3. prepare the feed stream for a particular sorting process which requires material in a 
given size range. 

Raw or shredded refuse can be subdivided into several size fractions with markedly 
different compositions: 

1. Fines (usually below 2 cm), containing ash. dirt, earth or shattered glass. 

2. Middle fraction (usually 1-2 to 5-10 cm), containing a large part of kitchen and garden 
waste, small pieces of paper, plastics or metals. 

3. Large fractions (usually 5-10 to 15-30 cm). containing a large part of reuseable paper, 
plastics and bottles. 4. Oversized material, consisting of large films, magaiines, and 
miscellanous objects. [3] 

For some separation processes. such as the sink/float separation process and other 
processing technologies, sizes of particles above 1 mm are necessary. Tests with a 6 mm 
screen in a hammer mill have shown that more than 45 per cent of the product was reduced 
to sizes smaller than 1 mm. This portion cannot be recycled. (2) 
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Figure:11 

Drum screens, consisting of a slightly inclined, rotating cylindrical frame covered with a 
perforated plate, bars or wires, are mostly used in the screening of raw and stvedded 
refuse. The most important operating problem with saeens is their tendency to be blinded 
by wires, textiles etc .. 

7 .1.5 Dry sorting 

The success of the separation is basically determined by the particle size. 

7 .1.5.1 Ballistic semtrators 

Ballistic separators are used to classify refir..,e according to the inertia of the individual 
components. The latter are dropped one by one onto a rotor and projected into a 
classifying chamber. The greater the mass of the particle, the greater is the travelling 
distance. 

Organic parhcles 
Inorganic 
parhclcs 

Figure:12 Ballistie separator. (Reproduced with permission from A. V. &idgwater and 
C. J. Mumford Wascc Recycling and Pollu11on Control Handbook. George Godwin/Van 
Nosuand Reinhold.) 
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In a sorting process developed by the Franklin Institute, refuse is shredded. screened and 
air classified. Material over 2.5 cm in diameter is hurled away by a rotating cogwheel in an 
almost horizontal direction and collected by one of three consecutive bins. (3] 

7.1.5.2 Secators 

The secator is used to separate hard and elastic materials from softer and lighter ones. 

~i-Bounct 
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parhcles partoeles 

Figure:13 Seca1or. (Reproduced wilh pc!flnission &om A. V. Bridgwala and C. J. 
Mumford W~ R«yding and Pollution Control Hondboolr. George Godwin/Van 
Nostrand Reinhold.) 

The components to be separated are dropped onto an inclined band conveyor or onto a 
slowly revolving drum. The heavy, hard or el?.stic particles bounce up and move down by 
gravity, whereas the light and soft material adheres to the surface and is carried away. 

7.1.5.3 Fluidized bed separators 

Auidizied bed separators have been invented for separating metal from cable sheath after 
chopping up electric cables. 
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Figure: 14 fluidized bed separator. !Reproduced with permission from A. V. Brid9wa11r 
and C J Mumford Waslt Rte11clrng and Pollu11on Control Handbook. Gtorgt Godwin/ 
Van Noilrand Reinhold I 
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The separators are based on the sink/flOat principle. i.e. light particleS flow atop and dense 
particles sink to the bottom of the bed. The separator handles material in sizes ranging 
from 0.2-10 cm and requires a miniumum difference of density of 0.2 g/cm

3
. 

7.1.5.4&oners 

&oners are slightly inclined perforated tables with a specific movement. so that dense 
particles dimb faster than lighter ones. The latter are carried off ctownwards. An air current. 
rising through the perforations more or less fluidizes the mixture. 

7 .1.5.5 Air classifiers 

Air dassifiers separate waste components on the basis of falling velocity which is 
determined by weight and aerodynamic properties. They are ma;or- components of almost 
fNery dry sorting system. 

Vertical classifiers give a sharper separation than horizontal ones. On the other hand their 
capacity is a factor 3-4 lower to allow the settling of particles without excessive mutual 
hindrance. 
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Figure: 15 Zig-zag air dass&fier. (Reproduced w11h permiSSiOn from A. V. Briclgwaler and 
C. J. Mumf,,rd Waste Recycling and Pollu11or. Conrro/ Handbook. George God1A.in/Van 
Nosc1..nd Reinhold.I 

The beSt dassification is achieved by zig-zag air classifiers. 

Air dassifiers can be used to reduce the portion of fines, having a size below 1 mm. A 
combination of screening and air classification has proven useful for high throughputs. 
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7.1.5.6 Vortex dassifiers 

Particles falling through an air vortex change their radial position under the combinded 
influence of gravity and aerodynamic forces and approach their equilibrium radius in a 
manner depending on their density and drag coefficient. Such partides can eventually be 
colected at convenient points. Air is used as a dassifying medium; whe.n the density is 
lower than one water is used for denser materials. 

7 .1.5. 7 Ootical sorters 

Optical sorters have been developed to separate colour sorted glass from a concentrate 
of mixed cu:let. They can nor be ..ised for sorting household refuse nor for separating 
different types of plastics materials. 

7 .1.5.8 Ory magnetic separators 

Ory magnetic separators are extensively used in refuse sorting, either to recover ferrous 
metal from shredded refuse or to remove tramp iron from various streams. The overband 
separator consists of a stationary electromagnet around which a rapidly moving rubber 
belt is fitted to capture and carry off the material lifted from the refuse. 

... 
m•gnetic m•terial • • 6. 

Magnetic pulley 

p•rabolic 
curved 
nose of 

up;Mr pol!} high 
magnet • . concentretion 

magnetic 
cross belt lines of force 

fHdbeult .·:'\: 

. flat lower . . Po•• 
Cross· be~! 

high·intensity 
sep•r1tor 

Figure:16 Magnetic separaton. (Reproduced with pamission from A. V. Bridgwacer and 
C. J. Murr.!ord Waste Recycling and Pollurion Control Handbook. George Godwin/Van 
Nosttand Reinhold.) 

On raw refuse. the yield of recovered material can be as low as 25 per cent; with shredded 
or sized refuse a yield of 50 per cent or more can be attained. The usual speed of a 
conveyor belt is about 1.5 m/s. The treatment cost is of the order of US$ 0.2 per tonne. 
[3] 

This separation technique is often used after size reduction with a hammer mill, but before 
the knife mill in order to decrease wear. 

7.1.5,9 Electrostati~ separators 

Electrostatic separators can be used to separate condu~ing from non- conducting 
particles, or even to separate non-conductors consisting of different materials. Typical 
applications include most paper/plastics, glass/aluminium. and different types of plastics. 
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In practice it is difficult to use electrostatic separators. because of the frequent occurance 
of short-circuiting. 

The conductivities of polymers are very similar. therefore destaticisers have been develo
ped to increase conductivity. This separation technology has proven uneconomic because 
of the lack of selective destaticisers. [2] 

7.1.5.10 Metal detectors 

These are used to detect small pieces of tramp metal. When a metallic part:de passes 
through the detector, an impulse is generated. A deflection mechanism or an air jet is 
actuated by this signal and the metallic particle is ejected by one of these means. 

7.1.5.11 Eddy current c;emrators 

Eddy current separators have been developed to separate metal particles from non-con
ducting ones. When a conducting particle is subjected to a variable magnetic field, an eddy 
current is generated which follows a closed circuit inside the particle. The induced current 
has its proper magnetic field which is opposed to the original field. The repellant force of 
the two fields can be used to deflect the metal particle from the feed stream. 

7 .1.6 Wet sorting 

These methodes are mainly used for the purposes listed below: 

1. to separate organics f;om inorganics by sink/float methods (e.g. for plastics recycling); 
and 

2. to classify inorganic materials. 

Wet processing virtually eliminates explosion hazards and dust problems. Fractions 
separated by wet classificators are generally cleaner than those obtained by dry methods. 
Unfortunately. they are generally more expensive in terms of both investment and opera
ting cost. 

7.1.6.1 Sink/float separation 

A mixture can easily be separated into a light floating and a dense sinking fraction merely 
by immersing it in a fluid of intermediate density in which the individual components are 
insoluble. Water is a suitable fluid to separate floating organic from sinking inorganic 
material. Water/alcoholic mixtures of suitable density have bee!'! tested as a means for 
sorting plastics according to their various types (PE, PS, PVC, etc.). To separate materials 
denser than water, stable suspensions of very finely dispersed inorganic magnetic 
materials are used. The magnetism is necessary to separate them from the waste fraction 
later. 

With the sink/flO?t process plastics fractions with purities of over 98 per cent can be 
obtained. The separation of PVC-P (PVC Plasticised) is not possible. [15) 
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7.1.6.2 Wet classifiers 

Wet classifiers are based on the differences in settling rates of dense and light particles of 
a constant dimension or between coarse and fine particles of a constant density. The 
driving force may be either gravity or centrifugal force. as in hydrocyclones and centrifuges. 

7.1.6.3 Elutriators 

Elutriators can be used to dassify incinerator residue. car scrap, chopped electric cable 
or colliery waste. In an elutriator. the particles settle against a rising current (as in air 
classifiers), whid1 in';feases the effective density of the liquid. The drag force on the 
particles is a complex function of size and form. 

7.1.6.4 The hydrocyclone 

A hydrocyclone is a vessel with a cylindrical conical shape and provided with a tangential 
inlet The entering slurry whirls down along the wall of the vessel. Because of centrifugal 
forces, heavier particles are concentrated near the wall and are discharged through the 
apex. The rest of the slurry moves to the centre of the vortex and leaves the hydrocyclone 
through the overflow. Hydrocyclones are effective in separating solids from about 5 to 150 
micrometers. (3) 

The hydrocydone has, compared with the sink/float process. a higher throughput and a 
simpler structure. The purity of the output can reach up to 97 or 98 per cent The energy 
consumption is about 36 kWh/t. A plant with a capacity of 4,000 tJa causes costs of about 
US$ 20 per tonne of plastics material. [14) 

7 .1.6.5 !he centrifuge 

A centrifuge can also be used to classify solids. Since the entire body of liquid rotates at 
an almost uniform velocity. the shear forces between successive concentric layers of fluid 
are very small. Therefore the agglomeration of particles does not take place. 

In nozzle bowl machines the feed enters near the axis of rotation and spreads radially 
between a numt.Jer of closely spaced perforated disks. 

Figure·17 · Ne ult·l:iowl cenrr•~•Jgt. !From Chtm1col Engineering Handbook by Perry 
and Ch1lron. Cop~,.Tlghr ,r McGraw·H11l Used with rhe perm1ss1on of McGraw.·H1ll Book 
Company) 
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The feed splits into a dense fraction which is collected by a discharge nozzle at the 
periphery of the bowl and into a light fraction which discharges near the axis of rotation. 
Sharp oassifications are possible for particles below 1 o micrometers. 

7.1.6.6 Flotation 

At the present flotation is probably the most important method for processing of complex 
ores. but can also be used for other materials such as plastics. The material is first slurried 
to a pulp. Chemicals are added which influence the surface properties of the material to 
be separated. Adsorption of collectors make partides water repellent ( hydrophilic ). Then 
a froth layer is created, either by mechanical means or by air agitation. The hydrophobic 
material collects in the froth al"\Cf is scraped off, whereas the hydrohphitic material is retained 
in the pulp. 

Flotation can be applied to all liberated particles that can be lifted by gas bubbles (S.SOO 
micrometers). 

The selective separation of plastics material is caused by chemical substances (5 to 150 
mUL) in the saparation fluid. The purity can reach up to 99 per cent; the costs being about 
US$ 17 per tonne. (14) 

With this technology the different PVC types can also be sorbet 

7 .1. 7 E11ects of collection 

The collection method or frequency has a marked influence on the quality of the refuse to 
be sorted: 

1. In compression vehides the mixing and contamination of refuse components are 
minimal. Screw compacting systems open most refuse bags and cause a mo: e intensive 
mixing. The tumbling action of rotary drum collection vehicles opens most bags and 
causes extensive moisture transfer and attrition. 

2. The frequency of collection determines the amount of odour hindrance, flies and 
moisture transfer. 

3. Where refuse is collected in paper or plastic bags. provisions should be made to open 
the bags and liberate the contents prior to or during the initial stages of sorting. 

7.2 Recycling of plastics materials (material recycling) 

The plastics fraction in household waste consists of more than 90 per cent of thermoplasts. 
These can be melted and processed over and over again Oimit: decomposition). It is 
necessary to have at least an amount of 50 per cent of a certain type of a thermoplast to 
achieve sufficient mechanical strength. The compositions of thermoplastics in household 
waste is given in the table below: [2) 



fJtastic:s Type 

Polyolefins 

Polystyrene 

Polyvinylchloride 

Other plastics 

weight per cent 

60-65 

15-20 

10-15 

about 5 Table:6 

This way of recyding without separation into the different thermoplastics is of relatively low 
investment cost It allows the manufacture of products with •new" properties, different from 
the •originating• thermoplasts and with mechanical strength lcwer than each of the 
mentioned commodity plastics. The processing techniques can be granuling, extrusion, 
foaming, in;ection moulding or compression moulding. 

To obtain a sufficient homogeneity, the material should be processed above the melting 
temperature of the most stable plastics fraction. 

I ltunscscoffarc Eni9ic:l'lunq Verfliiss iqunq 
c·c1 c·ci 

PVC 100 - 150 130 - uo 
P! 105 - 130 140 - 200 
PS 80 - 90 140 - 160 Table:? 

Beca• ise of the differences between the melting points of the various types of plastics, a 
partial decomposition of several fractions may occur. The crack products must be sucked 
off and treated properly. 

Recyding has always been the desired method, when compared with the thermal dispo
sition of plastics waste. Without the requirement of using virgin material new plasticc; articles 
can be manufactured quite economically. 

Although the quality of the recycled products is poorer than of those made of virgin 
material, they are still valuable for applications together with new material or for parts having 
to meet lower requirements and quality standards. The amount of recycled material in the 
virgin material is determined by the mechanical properties required. As a matter of fad 
recycled products are predorninantly of dark colours, they are usually pigmented grey, 
black or brown. 

In spite of these disadvantages mentioned above, recycling of plastics materials should 
be practiced in order to save resources and energy. 

Generally spoken there are two philosophies existing in the recycling of Municipal Solid 
Waste: 

1. Recycling of waste plastics consisting of pure polyolefins or polystyrenes providing a 
high quality •regranulate•; 

2. Recycling of the plastics mixture more or less as it occurs in the household waste bins 
without mechanical separation and sorting. 
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The recycling of industrial waste. consisting mainly of one type of polymer with little 
contamination is in practical operation since a long time. but is not to be dealt with in this 
report. 

7 .2.1 Recycling of plastics films and sheets consisting mainly of polyolefins 

To achieve pure polyolefine waste comp!icated and expensive separation and cleansing 
technologies are necessary, resulting in high - quality products. showing excellent perfor
mance (tensile stress. MFI, etc.). 

In the following the recycling process by ANDRITZ-technology will be described, similar 
process-techniques have been developed by AKW. WAVIN and LANCE. 

7.2.2 The ANDRITZ technology-recycling plant 

The plant for treating waste plastics with Andritz Technology. producing roughly 1 tonne 
polyethylene granulate per hour. is able to process mixed plastic films and sheets (mainly 
LOPE and HOPE-a low amount of PP) with a maximum cortamination of 20 per cent. 

Foreign matters and other types of plastics, such as PVC. PS, PET etc., are separated and 
removed in the cleaning and separating stages. 

WASTE PLASTIC TREATMENT 
PLANT US 11\G 

MORITZ TECHNOLOGY 

Moch..,iul 284 up.,eli•t tl•t• hi upe,.1i•t tl•t• 
dfyi•t 

Figure:18 
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The process is carried out as follows: 

The raw material is brought from the storage pile on a stacker truck and deposited on a 
belt conveyor, which brings it to the preliminary shredder. 

The material coming from this shredder is transported to the preliminary washing stage 
on a second belt conveyor. Following this washing stage, there is a wet shredder. with 
rotating knives. which reduces the size of the films to pieces of about one cm in diameter. 

After this second shredding stage, the plastics material enters a multi- stage separating 
and washing unit via a dewatering screw. 

The multi-stage separating and washing unit has two highly efficient hydrocyclo"le stages, 
which remove foreign matter. The upper stream of washed material from the second stage 
then is put through a vibration dewatering stage. 

In the low-concentration section after the separation stage, the shredded sheets are 
properly divided into two streams. 

Since all subsequent units are in duplicate, the entire system's operating reliability is raised. 

After the vibration dewatering stage, the material undergoes mechanical drying. 

Now the raw material is more or less free of water, it is put through a thermal drying stage. 
From here it is conveyed on a specially d~;igned storage conveyor to the granulator. 
Finally, the granulated material is blown into a mixing silo and filled into bags from there. 

The water needed in the wet section of the plant is circulated in two loops and cleaned 
efficiently by mechanical means in order to keep consumption of fresh water as low as 
possible. 

The total electric energy consumption is approximately 0.6-0.8 kWh/kg granulate and 
around 0.15 KWh/kg granulate for thermal drying energy in the form of hot water. 

The fresh water consumption, which depends on the grade of contamination of the waste 
films, is about 8 kg/kg granulate. 

The resulting product is high-grade PE granulate, which can be used again for processing 
of plastics films. [28] 

7 .2.3 Remoulding of mixed plastics waste 

Using these technologies a y1ga~ variety of waste, even copper-strands of cables, 
yoghourt-cups, all types of packaging material~ and the like, can be recycled. A remarkable 
decrease in quality in comparison to the recycled products made of pure polyolefine waste, 
must be considered. 

The determined development of energy and cost effective solutions to the re-processing 
of mixed (comingled) plastics waste has resulted in introducing •new" raw materials to the 
industrial market, which makes savings upon the use of basic energy resources and 
furthermore :mproves the environment. 
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The products are used for wood-reolacement. EURO-palettes, palisades. fences, flower 
pots. noise control screens. drainage channels, marina supports and plant control 
constructions. 

A frequently used technology was developed by GREINER, other companies with similar 
techniques are SUPERWOOD. ART and several Italian. Dutch and Swedish Companies all 
based on the basic development of the Japanese Reverzer-process which has been 
introduced to European countries by REHSIF SA. and modified and further developed by 
E. Klobbie. 

7.2.4 DEV.OPLAST-plastics recycling from GREINER EXTRUSIONSTECHNOLOGY 
COMPANY, AUSTRIA 

Picture: 1 

(Hollow Chamber Plastics Profiles from Mixed {Comingled) Plastics Waste) 
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7.2.4.1 Basic research 

To establish this recyding technique several assumptions had to be met. 

It was found that the most promising methods of collection and sorting were using the 
•Green Bin• system; in this system each household has two waste disposal bins. one 
•stack• for inorganic materials such as glass. paper. metals and plastics and a •Green• bin 
for organic materials such as food remains. wood and compostible remains. The second 
system involves the establishment of collection centers organised by local government. 
Households would be encouraged to bring their own inorganic waste and hazardous waste 
to the centres where this could be sorted and further transported to those recycling 
companies involved. 

Using material gained from each method of collection trials were made with the plastics 
waste exactly as it was delivered. This meant that all soiling. dust, dirt and remains in 
plastics containers, is be ar.empted to be reprocessed with the plas!!cs without further 
washing or sorting. 

Analysis of this waste showed that this mixture was composed of the following: 

weight per cent Plastics Type 

------------------------------
50-65 

15-20 

8-14 

0-5 

1-4 

Polyolefines (PE, PP, Polyolef.ne laminates etc.) 

Styrene polymers (PS) 

Vinyl polymers (PVC) 

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 

Other materials, including dirt paper, aluminium etc. 

7.2.4.2 Preparation of tr.e elastics waste 
Table:S 

This phase involves the most appropriate methods of preparing the plastics waste into a 
form where this material can be processed into hollow chamber extruded profile~. 

It must be realised, that the collected material can be divided into two basic types: 

1. Formed parts Qnjection mouldings, vacuum formed mouldings, blow mouldings and 
injection - blow mouldings), know as hard plastics; 

2. Items directly produced from plastics films (plastics sacks or bags and film wrapping), 
known as soft plastics. 

By using conventional shredding and grind::ig machinery it is possible to size reduce both 
types of material, however the resultant granulate has obviously a relatively low bulk 
density. There are two reasons: The film products can only be chopped into small pieces 
which do not not flow easily in transport equipment and their intrinsic shapes give an 
uncontrolled low bulk density. 
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Size reduction of the hard plastics alone results in a regular granulate with a bulk density 
of approximately 0.35 g/cm3• furthermore this granulate has a good flow. 

Soft plastics and fi'm products can be size reduced and densified using an agg!omerator. 
where the film wasce is processed into basically round (ball-like) granules with a regular 
bulk density of approximately 0.35 g/cm3. This material also shows a good flow behaviour. 
which means, that the soft plastics granules and the hard plastics granulate can be remixed 
together and be processed in this way. 

7 .2.4.3 Machinery 

This phase involves the development of the best suited extruder to plastify and homoge
nize the miJCed (comingled) plastics and the design characteristics of dies and calibrators 
to produce extruded hollow chamber profiles. 

The first trials were made with single screw. medium lengti1 machines. however the 
moulding material showed too much inclusion of gas. Further trials showed. that this gas 
comes from moisture inclusion in the waste and reaction gases from the plastifying of 
mixed plastics. 

E>i.periments using relatively compact twin-screw extruders with medium length plastifying 
units and de-gassing units gave better results. A melt being 99 per cent free from gas 
inclusions can be formed. 

Increased through-put (kg/hour) was further improved with the incorporation of a special 
agitator, compression device in the raw material hopper above the extruder barrel material 
inlet. 

Processing temperatures range between 170 and 195 centigrades. Materials having higher 
melt temperature remain as "non-plasticated" fillers. 

Die designs were optimized with the emphasis on providing more compression of the melt 
through the die flow channels. 

Calibration and cooling of the formed plastics mass was achieved using a single dry cooling 
vacuum calibrator externly and wet calibrators under vacuum in a spray tank. 

7.2.4.4 Products 

The gram.date size, approximately 5 mm. dictates the minimum wall thickness of profiles, 
4-5 mm. Comparatively simple hollow planks, posts, pipes and single wall profiles have 
been produced and are now successfully competing with conventional products including 
items for the transport, construction and agricultural industries, such as noise control 
screens, drainage channels, marina supports and plant control constructions. 

7.2.4.5 Cost analysis 

(based upon Austrian conditions, maximum 4000 tonnes per year = 4 extrusion lines with 
Austrian costs, US Dollar converted at 13 ATS = 1 US$). 
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A. Investment: 

a) Land 
5000 m2 at US$ 23,00/m2 

( approx. 54000 SOFT ) development cost 

on 20 year loan with 9 per cent interest 

b) Production building 
2500 m2 a US$ 4flJ/m2 

115.000. - US$ 

15.385. - US$ 

-----· 
130.385. - US$ 

1.150.000. - US$ 

( approx. 27000 SOFT ) on 15 year loan with 9 per cent interest 

c) Administration buildi 
nlm2aUS$1154/~ 346.200.- US$ 

( approx. 3230 SOFT) on 15 year loan with 9 per cent interest 

d) Office funiture + equipment 46.154.- US$ 

on 5 year loan with 9 per cent interest 

e) Vehicles 
1 car, 2 trucks, 2 fortrucks 38.462.- US$ 

on 5 year loan with 9 per cent interest 

f) Accessory production equipment 115.385.-- US$ 

on 5 year loan with 9 per cent interest 

g) Production plant 

on 5 year loan with 9 per cent interest 

Li$$* 1000 

1i.46 

128.23 

38.46 

11.31 

94.24 

28.23 

640.n 

953.70 
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B. Overheads and Maintainance Costs US$* 1000 

a) Building and land 19.23 

b) Machinery 

1 barrel and screw set 34.61 

grinder knives 19.23 

accessories 23.CI! 

76.92 

C) Vehicles 

taxes/maintainance 6.92 

fuel 13.85 

a:J.77 

d) Overheads 

travel 23.08 

advertising 15.38 

service personnel 15.38 

insurance 11.54 

post, telephone, fax 26.92 

office and computer 26.92 

taxes and contrib. 15.3d 

extras ( not defined ) 30.77 

working capital 
locm costs 15.38 

180.75 

e) Raw material free of charge 

c. Personnel 

18 people a USS 29.23 526.15 

D.Power 

2200 Megawatt/year 
at 0.1 US$/kWh US$ 220.000.-



1200 m3 water 
at 0.65 US$/m3 

E. Cost 
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US$ 7.800.-

227.11) 

2005.32 

without seUing costs, profit, freight, additives and margin at90 per cent efficiency 
= 3600.lXXl kg (approx. 7.637.28 thousand pounds) 

manufacturing cost per pound = 0.2526 US$1l.B 

(29) 

7.2.5 COnclusion 

In the last two years several recyding plants for plastics films have been installed in Europe 
and the real cost per tonne of regranulate induding investment, operating and maintainan
ce costs vary between US$ 300 and 400. 

7.3 Pyrolysis 

Pyrolysis is the thermal decomposition of organic materials under exclusion of oxygen, air. 
CD2 and the like. Fugitive substances are emitted in a temperature range between 150 
and 900 centigrades. 

Products obtained in this process are: 

• Pyrolysis soot or coke 
• Pyrolysis oil 

• Pyrolysis gas 

The products are either used as fuel or to process basic materials for the chemical industry. 

7.3.1 PrOducts and their properties 

Plastics are cracked in C25-t;40 aliphatic materials in a temperature range between 300 
and 350 centigrades. Increasing the temperature up to 700 to e:x> centigrades result in a 
(4-C4-olefinic fraction. The olefinic materials combine under high temperatures to aroma
tics under emission of methane anci hydrogen. [17) 
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7.3.1.1 Pyrolysis soot or coke 

The solid products provided by pyrolysis of plastics materials are: 

• filers 
• soot 

• coke 

Depending on the material aacked the solid portion can range from 1 to 43 per cent of 
the input material. (2) 

7 .3.1.2 Pyrolysis oil 

The portion of the pyrolysis oil is about 40 to 60 per cent of liie input material. It is a mixture 
c:I ight fractions und coal tar and consists to 95 per cent of aromatics. By means of 
destlation, the oil can be separated into a high and a low boiling fraction. 

Benzal-, Toluol-, Xylol-Araaacen Gev.-\ 60 - 70 
.. pilUa&lin + ~ecilyla..phc.uline c-.-\ 10 - lS 

SiedeYUuuf: 
Siedebeqinn •c lO - 70 
Siedeeade •c 200 - 250 

Dic?lte: kc;/a> . 100 - 900 

l!isc!lok-..ADz&hl: 80 - 100 
!S - 110 

Orqanisc~es C.\lor: mq/kq O,l 

Ana:qanisc~es C~lar: mq/l JO Table:9 

lleDzol, Tolual, Xylol-Aroll&ten Gev.-\ s 
.. pllth&lin + Hethyln&phc:h&line Gev.-\ 20 - 30 
Gudu:Oll&t. erfa~bare Anteile Gev.-\ 70 

Ext.rakt.i.onsrickst&nd: Gev.-\ ' - 10 

Dic:hte: kg/a-> 1000 - 1200 

Aacbe: Gev--' 10 

OXqanJ.sclwS Chlor: lllJ/Jtg 5 

Anorqanisches Chlar: lllJ/l 1000 - 2000 Table:10 

In the low boiling fraction benzene is the main component and haS a portion of 30 to 50 
per cent. The high boiling fraction could be used to produce naphthalene. Pyrolysis gas 
is mainly used in the petrol sector to increase the Octane Number. The refinement of 
chemical substances such as toluene and benzene has been proven to be uneconomic. 
(17,18) 
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7 .3. 1.3 Pyrolysis gas 

r,efering to the input material 35 to 60 per cent gas is developed. Pyrolysis gas main~ 
consists of methane. ethane. ethyiene. propane. Its calorific value is about 35,000 kJ/m . 

Wasse::s:.o:: 
ltoil.lendioxid 
XohleNDOncxid 
!!etl:an 
Ec!uul 
E:hen 
!tro~n 
!tro!)e:i 
3uudien 
3enz~L-, Toluol-, 
Xylol-A::omat.en 

~::~ler!l !>ich.c.e: 

II Allt.eil i~ 
[G~v.-\J I [Vol.-\) 

2,2 18,8 
4,3 1,9 ,,., . 5, 7 

c. c 
~ ... ~ :a,2 
5,2 J,O 

li,7 10,2 
9,2 O,l 
2,9 l,2 
1,2 0,4 

2,7 0,5 . 
0 I 15-l Jc:q/pa:J 

3; ~54 Jc.Um'" ,. 9,6 Jc:~/•'" 

The gas can be used to replace natural gas. 

7.3.2 Partial Oxidation 

Table:11 

The pyrolysis of plastics materials between 600 and 850 centigrades provides a mixture 
containing carbohydrates such as methane up to higher aromatics. A part of the input 
polymers is oxidized, thus the temperature is increased to 1500 centigrades. At this 
temperature mainly unsaturated C2 carbohydrates and methane are formed. Synthesis 
gas is also developed. Unsaturated C2 carbohydrates ( ethylene ) are basic materials for 
the plastics industry. 

7.3.3 Economic considerations 

7.3.3.1 Pyrolysis gas 

A basic assumption is the short distance between ttie waste producers and the pyrolysis 
plant This should not exceed 50 kms. This range would provide an annual volume of waste 
of about 10,000 tonnes. A cracking plant for household waste with 5,000 tJa. compared 
with industrial cracking plants (usually 500,000 tJa) is not economic, but can be used in 
combination. A price between US$ 350 and 600 per tonne pyrolysis gas could be obtained. 
(19,20,21) 

7.3.3.2 Pyrolysis oil 

The price depends on the price of crude oil. Pyrolysis oil usually costs about USS 350 per 
tonne. [2] 
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7 .3.3.3 Pyrolysis soot 

Soot can be activated and used as active coal. or as pigment in varnishes and paints. 

7.4 Hydrolysis 

The goal of hydrolysis is to obtain monomeric basic materials from plastics refuse. A 
re-reaction of an plastics produced by means of polycondensation or polyaddition, such 
as the j)Olyarnides, polyesters and polyurethanes etc. is possiblt.. The hydrolysis can be 
performed either in water or in higher alcohols. 

The fluid or gaseous monomeric products can be used after special treatment to produce 
the respective plastics material again. 

7.4.1 Hydrolysis of expanded materials 

The most important material to hydrolyse is polyurethane. During the past years polyuret
hanes have become more and more popular and are today much in use. PUA is usually 
used as a foam, is expensive (US$ 15-18 per kg) and needs large transport containers. 

At temperatures of 200 centigrades approximately two hours are needed for a quantitative 
chemical reaction. lnaeasing the temperature by 10 to 15 centigrades reduces the 
duration of the reaction by 50 per cent. [22] 

By means of a twin screw extruder (reaction temperature 200-230 centigrades, pressure 
of hydrogen/steam: 15-30 bar) a continuous hydrolysis technique could be developed. 
[22] 

~,, .... , ..... -1-;e .... ,, ......... - I 
zw,,wrtNttWMu•• ZOS 0 1fO IHI 

Figure:19 
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The expanded PUR materials are first reduced in size to flocks or powder and then fed 
continuously into the hydrolysis screw. In the compression section the material is com
pacted. The water. essential to the hydrc:ilysis process. is pressed into the screw by dosing 
pumps. It vaporizes under heat and pressure. The mixture of fluid and gas is continuously 
carried cut by the scraw. 

7.4.2 Products and their properties 

PUR foams are usually manufactored by means of a reaction between toluylendiisocyanate 
and polyether. Under special conditions polyurethane can be hydrolysed to the exact 
preproducts. The amine is used to produce the isocyanate. 

Figure:20 

The amine (TOA) can be distilled. By means of a chemical reaction the amine is converted 
to the isocyanate. The polyether is not modified by the hydrolysis and can, after a 
purification, therefore be used without pretreatment. 

This techr-ology can be applied to all plastics materials which are hydrolysable. The 
performance of PUA produced from hydrolysed PUR foams and that of new PUR foams 
is similar. 

7 .5 Incineration 

The calorific value of the plastics fraction in household refuse is about 30,300 kJ/kg. Thus 
polymers contribute about 15 to 20 per cent to the energy contents of the waste and a 
separate plastics disposal would lead to a decrease in thermal power. 

Older incineration plants are designed for a calorific power of household waste without 
plastirvS (8,500 kJ/kg). These plants can only be operated with a reduced throughput, so 
a separate disposal of waste would prove economic for these plants. [23) 

It must be considered that several types of plastics, e.g. PVC, emit HCI, heavy metals and 
organic substances. About 50 per cent of the HCI emissons are caused by plastics 
incineration. Ecologists talk of dioxins and furanes in the emissions, but this has not yet 
been proven. 
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7.6 Deposition at landfills 

Plastics materials do not cause any fluid or gaseous emissions. They are completely inert 
and are therefore no-toxic. 

Unordered disposition of household waste or industrial refuse leads to: 

1.Contaminaton of subsoil water and water on the surface by extraction of toxic substan
ces; 

2.danger of contagious diseases; 

3.contamination of th& air in cases of uncontrolled fires; and 

4.decreasing value of th~ nearby landscape. 

Thus, an ordered deposition at landfills is required. The costs depend on the geographical 
position of the landfill, about US$ 10-20 per tonne, but will increase strikingly in the future. 
(23] 

Recylcling techniques, incineration, hydrolysis and pyrolysis need an ordered landfill for 
the deposition of non-usable remains. 

7. 7 Composting 

Polymers in compost behave like glass or metals, i.e. they cannot be decomposed and 
must be separated. The problem is not physiological, but compost made out of waste, 
contaminated with plastics is hard to sell. 

8. CONCLUSION 

The economic value of recovered plastic material depends on the quality of the products 
that may be made from such a material. 

For replacement of relatively cheap construction material separation and cleaning need 
not go very far. But for more sophisticated applications the recovered material has to meet 
agreed specifications. 

Over the past few years, consciousness in society has undergone a decisive change with 
regard to environmental problems. A great number of technical research and development 
programs in the environmental protection area, as well as numerous legal regulations. 
have been the manifestation of this changes. Recycling of plastics is a relatively young 
industry which has been developing lately, and the trend is to continue at an increased 
rate. Thus also applies to reclamation of plastics from discarded industrial and consumer 
products containing plastic components. 
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2. llATIOllAL Alm RBGIOllAL llPPQllTS Mm PllOCll'1918S 

Solid waste concerns spur plastic recycling efforts 

The management of solid waste is reaching a 
crisis in the United States and world-wide. This is 
illustrated by wandering garbage barges with no 
peraission to land and by wastes wa·hing up on 
beaches. 

Every year the US generates about 
320 billiora lb of what is called municipal solid 
waste, or /ilOSt-consuaer waste. About 85 per cent of 
this trash is currently disposed of in landfills. 
Yet as the aaount of solid waste increases - and the 
Enviro.-.ntal Protection Agency estimates that it 
will reach 380 billion lb by 2000 - a third of the 
landfills are expected to close in the next 
five years. Many people are concerned that efforts 
to deal with the growing quantity of garbage are not 
aoving fast enough. 

Plastics make up only about 7 per cent of solid 
wastes, according to figures prepared by Franklin 
Associates for EPA, but plastics and paper are th~ 
fastest-growing segments of such wastes. In 1987, 
the plastics industry produced a total of 
55 billion lb of plastics, and the public discarded 
about 22 billion lb of that. By 2000, plastics 
production may reach 75 billion lb, and the public 
is expected to throw away about 38 billion lb of 
that, accounting for 10 per cent of solid municipal 
wastes that year. Although not a significant 
proportion by weight, plastics have been targeted as 
a waste problem since, by volume, they are a very 
visible 30 per cent of municipal solid waste. 

Rapidly rising costs of landfilling, as high or 
higher than $100 per ton in some parts of the US, 
and of alternative waste treatment methods, such as 
incineration, are making it prohibitively expensive 
to deal with large aaounts of waste. When coupled 
with the desire to conserve resources and have an 
environmentally acceptable means of reducing solid 
waste, recycling is often considered as an 
alternati'fe. Recycling, although not inexpensive 
itself, can be less costly than other disposal 
methods because there is both a return on the re-used 
materials and an offset of landf~ll charges. Of the 
more than 300 billion lb of solid waste produced, 
only about 10 per cent is recycled annually. 

The apparent lack of movement in riastics 
recycling has helped to make plastics • scapegoat in 
the battle on solid waste. In the past decade, 
plastics have become increasingly prevalent because 
of their light weight, versatility in a range of 
applications, and convenience. But many plastic 
consu ... r items have shcrt life spans and quickly 
make their vay into the waste stream. More than 
half of the discarded plastic• are found ln the form 
ot packaging, an ar~a frequently targeted for 
recycliny. Packaging, about one thitd by weight of 
consu ... r waste, consists primarily of paper 1'8 per 
cent), glass (27 per cent), ar.d plastics (11 per 
cent). 

Much of the public believes that plastics 
cannot be recy~l•d or safely incinerated and, 
because they do not decc.mpose, that they shou•d be 
removed <ntirely from the waste streaa. One can 
argue as to vhett.er plastics are in tact a major 
cause of the soli~ waste crisis, but the answer ls 
alaost irrelevant since plastics are generally 
perceived to be a s:gnificant problea. 

Public perception and the resulting trends in 
legislation have led manufacturers of plastics and 
plastic products to realize that they either have to 
act and get involved with the issue or be prepared 
to shoulder much of the blaae for the solid waste 
crisis and face tremendous restrictions on their 
industry. The c<>11panies' initial responses included 
the formation of both internal divisions and 
co-operative 1ndustry associations to approach the 
issues of plastics recycl"ng and solid waste 
management. 

•Fo~tunately, we had some visionary people,• 
says Wayne E. Pearson, e¥ecutive director of the 
Plastics Recycling Foundation (PRF), an independent, 
non-profit organization started through the Society 
of the Plastics Industry in 1985 by 20 aeabers of 
the plastics and allied industries. •This group 
recognized, before it was as apparent to most of us, 
that there vas a solid waste crisis, that re~ycling 
was iaportant and that (group ae!M>ers) needed to 
know aore about it.• The foundation nov has 
'5 aember C0411panies, ranging from resin producer~ to 
container manufacturers to users of the containers, 
who are concerned about the attitudes driving 
today•s legislation and would like to see it take a 
new direction. 

But how and where does a group like this get 
its facts? In 1985, PRF made its primary objective 
the establishment and support of the Center for 
Plastics Recycling Research (CPRR) at Rutgers 
U.tiversity. Funds totalling nearly $2.3 million in 
1988-89 to support research come from PRF, Rutgers 
University, and other organizations such as SPI, the 
National Science Foundation, the New Jersey 
C<>11111ission on Science • Technology (which has 
established CPRR as one of its Advanced Technology 
Centers), and several state governmt>nts and 
universities. In the near future, Rep. Jim Courter 
(R.-NJJ is expected to reintrodu~e a proposal to 
fund the centre as the National Center for Plastics 
Recycling, the hub of a national effort with other 
universities. 

Starting up a research pro~ramme in recycling 
is not an unlikely thing for plastics manufacturers 
to do, Pearson points out. •one of the things I do 
not think the public at all understands is that the 
pla .cs industry recycles every plastic, every 
thermoplastic, every day.• He explains that the 
reprocessing of in-house scrap from the manufacture 
of plastic prod•1-:ts has been a co.non pr act ice for 
as long as the industry has existed. Thus, much of 
the te~hnology for re-using ~lastics already exists. 
But, he notes, the use of in-house scrap ls 
relatively straightforward, since collecting and 
sorting the materials is not necessary. So the 
question CPRR vas given regarding plastics recycling 
vas, Pearson says: •How do you gather it back from 
2'0 million Americans and do something with it that 
makes any sense?• 

Under a charter to advance RiO in all aspects 
of plastics recycling and re-use, the job haP been 
given to Darrell R. Morrow, iirector of CPRR, and 
his staff. The centre operates with three 
divisions - research, process development, and 
information services - that work on covering the 
scientific, technological, ecoflOl8lc, enviro1191ental, 
and practical sides of recycling plastics. This 
includes defining and developing the necessary 
infrastcucture to recycle plastics. This fra .. work 



consists of four areas: collection, sorting, 
reclamation and re-use. ~n11~~ other lll<!terials such 
as paper, metal, and glass, which have been recycled 
for 40 years or more, the infrastructure for 
plastics recycling is not yet in place. 

The centre initially concentrated on 
reclamation and re-use and developed a technoloqy 
for the reclamation of post-consume: waste 
plastics. After only two years, CPRR published 
nearly 25 reports based on its research and held 
conferences to provide for transferring the 
technoloq~. •we want to disseminate the information 
as widely and in as timely a fashion as we can to 
help develop the infrastructure that will cause 
plastics tc be included in the recycling stream,• 
says Morrow. 

In its first two years, CPRR also constructed 
and began operating what is potentially a 
coanercial-scale piiot plant facility. "To be able 
to reduce the applied research to practice in a 
timely manner,• says Morrow, •we realized that we 
had to have a process development and demonstration 
facility that was signiticantly larger than you 
would ordinarily expect to find at a university, or 
even in industry.• He adds that this has dllowed 
~hem to move along faster towards a coanercially 
viable design. 

Through this focused effort, CPRR has produced 
a technoloqy transfer manual that describes in 
detail the set-up and operation of a plastics 
recycling plant. The hope of CPRR is that making 
the technology available will foster the 
C0111111ercialization of plastics recycling. There are 
currently 14 licensees of the CPRR process 
world-wide; two o: them are looking into building 
plants in the near future. 

The process developed at CPRR is said to be 
similar in its layout to those used in private 
industry. Most plastic reclamation systems are 
designed to work with rigid containers, such as PET 
beverage bottles, and HOPE milk or household product 
containers, because they are currently the easiest 
post-consumer items to collect and sort. PET 
beverage bottles are actually not one, but several 
materials: a PET body (clear or green), a pigmented 
high-density polyethylene (HOPE) base cup, aluminium 
cap, label, and adhesives. To separate these 
rJmponents, either a dry or vet separation method 
based on one or more of the different physical 
properties of the materials can be used. 

Frank w. Dittman, project manager at the CPRR 
plant, describes its operation after the containers 
have been collected and delivered to the plant. The 
bottles are sorted by hand to separate out the more 
valuable resins. •we are looking at mechanical 
sorting based on optical and electrical principles,• 
sai,•s Ditt111an, "but whether that is going to beat 
hand sorting at cost, I do not know. You can sort 
by hand pretty quickly.• After sorting, the bottles 
are shredded and ground into chips for processing. 
The chips are then air classified, which, Dittman 
says, 11ean, that the lighter weight paper and other 
c~ntaminants are separated in an ~ir cyclone from 
the heavier plastic chips. 

To remove the labels still attached to the 
chips, a cost-effective and efficient 1118ans of 
removing a waterproof adhesive had to be devised. 
After finally finding a detergent wash that would 
work, he explains, it had to be optimized w~th 
re1pect to temperature, wa1hing time, concentration 
of detergent, .,.,wer of mixing, and, of cour1e, 
concentration of chips. 
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In the case of the multi-component PET beverage 
bottles. once the labels are removed, the lighter 
HOPE fraction is separated from the heavier PET and 
aluminium pieces in a hydrocyclone system. It is at 
this stage that other reclamation methods often 
differ, us;ng a separation step based on flotation 
methods. Dittman suggests that the hydrocyclone 
system will be an improvement over the flotation 
methods. The HOPE chips are then dried and 
collected. 

The PET and aluminium chips require further 
drying so that they can be electrostatically 
separated. This is the most expensive part of the 
entire process. "The aluminium cap is only 1 per 
cent by weight of the bottle,• explains Dittman, 
"but the equipment to remove it represents about 
30 per cent of the investment in the plant. It is 
out of balance, and we are trying to remove the 
aluminium more cheaply.• The process - which at •he 
CPRR plant can handle about 600 lb per hour, ur a 
potential capacity of about 5 million lb per year -
generates clean, well-separated (99.9 per cent) 
granulated plastic chips that can be sold to a 
manufacturer who uses the resins. 

The chips sell for about 25 to 35 cents per lb 
for PET (with less than 100 ppm of aluminium), and 
17 to 25 cents per lb for HOPE. In comparison, 
virgin PET costs about 50 to 60 cents per lb, and 
HOPE resins about 40 cents per lb. The centre 
combines these and other factors in evaluating the 
financial aspects of operating a plant. "In our 
engineering manual we analysed the economics and 
shoved that a profitable plant should be able to 
process 20 million lb a year or more,• says 
Dittman. He notes that the investment for a plant 
of that size would be about $2.5 million and it 
would pay for itself in three to five years. 

Other available recla111ation technologies for 
rigid HOPE plastics are made by Transplastek of 
Canada and IJ<W of the Federal Republic of Germany 
and are similar in design to the CPRR process with 
granulating, washing and separation steps. 
Transplastek uses a pr.-,pr ietary f lot at ion tank 
method to separate plastics by density, whereas the 
AKW method is based on the hydrocycloning technology. 

Much of the resin reclamation and reprocessing 
technology comes from overseas, as the Europeans and 
Japanese have been involved in recycling for a 
longer period of time. There are other reclamation 
processes for different resins, which have been 
developed by o• licensed to private companies, but 
because these are usually proprietary the details of 
their operations are not known. 

Morrow makes a point of calling the system 
designed at CPRR a •resin recovery system,• to 
stress the fact that it will work on about five 
different resins. Currently PET and HOPE can be 
processed together and are easily separated because 
of their different densities. The centre hopes to 
add polystyrene and polyvinyl chloride to the mixed 
plastics stream they process. But, with the present 
technology, PET and PVC cannot be run together since 
they have similar densities. 

"WL ~ave a very ambitious objective,• says 
Morrow. "What we have challenged ourselves to is to 
1111ke our resin recovery system a universal 
reclamation facility.• Ideally, he explains, one 
would like to be able to feed in mixed, even 
granulated, pla1tics and have pure, generic resins 
come out the other end. Thi• would re1110ve the need 
for hand sorting and, for example, the separate 
proceuin9 of pi9•nted and unpi9•r1ted HOP& 



containers. Morrow notes th3t econ.:>a:ics are driving 
this stage of the reclamation process: coloured 
HOPE is less valuable than uncoloured HOPE, which 
has grea•er flexibility in end uses. 

The value of recycled materials is present only 
if t~ere are available markets, and plastics have 
become the second "'Os• valuable recyclable material 
after aluminium. The greatest return on recycled 
plastics is gained when the resins are re-usO!d in 
their original or similar applications. or by 
producing m.iterials with added value, such as 
engineering plastics. If the properties of the 
resins are not compromised by the reclamation 
process, and if free enough of contaminants, generic 
resins can be sold to the manufacturers of plastic 
products as a repl3cement for virgin material. But 
Food• Drug Administration restrictions prohibit use 
of recycled resins in food applications, making one 
m.ijor plastics market inaccessible to recycled 
resins. 

~ixed, or COllllllingled. plastics must be dealt 
with differently to find end uses. Several 
technologies exist for mixed plastics, such as the 
ET/l extrusion process from Advanced Recycling 
Technology of Belgium and a COIDpression-moulding 
process from Recycloplast of the Federal Republic of 
Germany. At CPRR, anott.er pilot plant with an ET/l 
extruder has been installed to make plastic lullber 
out of mixed plastics. Lover-melting plastics in 
the mixture act as a 11:4trix that carries other 
plastics, and even up to 40 per cent contaminants, 
such as paper, metal, glass. and dirt, into the 
mould. The resulting product can be treated and 
used like wood in non-construction applications such 
as decks, picnic tables, and park ber.ches. 
Reclaimed HOPE resins are also used to make f lover 
pots, pipe, bottle base cups, pails and drums. 

A few companies make mixed plastic items 
coai:ercially. About six years ago, Eaglebrook 
Plastics of Chicago started recycling HDPE plant 
scrap, developing its own technology for cleaning 
and reclaiming the resin to be sold back to 
manufacturers. Eaglebrovk since has extended its 
technology to deal with post-consumer waste and nov 
buys bales of bottles from community collection 
centres. An offshoot company, Eaglebrook Profiles, 
was recently opened to make plastic lumber profiles 
using a proprietary, continuous-extrusion proces~ 
developed in-house. 

Similarly, Polymer Products, a division of 
Plastic Recycling Inc. of Iowa, is a young company 
that has started buying industrial scrap and 
post-consumer plastics, generally ca.mingled, to 
make car stops, speed bumps, traffic bollards and 
plastic lumber. Floyd Hammer, chairman of Plastics 
Recyclin~ Inc., says that when he started the 
company he had in mind to m.inufacture value-3dded 
products with their ovn end-use markets, rather than 
deal in the more volatile cOIMIOdity resins. He 
noted that two years ago there was not a market for 
mixed plastics products, but that the company has 
been building its market slowly, but successfully, 
as one of the few sm.ill companies making these types 
of products. 

In contrast, PET end-use markets have been 
developing for at least 10 years. When the PET 
bottle was introduced 1n 1978 and was collected in 
states with deposit laws, the industry for recycling 
them arid reusing them began to develop. PET resins 
can be re-used to make polyols for insulation and 
unsaturated resins for bathtubs, shover stalls, boat 
hulls, and auto panels. Reclaimed PET is also used 
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for strapping, paint brushes. geotextiles, fibres 
for fibrefill and carpets, and other textile 
application~. 

We lman I~c. of Clark, NJ, the largest consumer 
of reclaimed PET, recycles PET beverage bottles and 
scrap to manufacture fibres, fibrefill, geotextiles. 
and other products. Dennis Sab<>urin, vice ~resident 
of Wellman, indicates that the CQllPany used about 
two thirds of the PET bottles collected in the us. 
or about 100 eillion lb, in 1988. About 
150 •illion lb of PET bottles were collected 
nation-wide and •ecycled in 19d8, or about 20 per 
cent of those manufactured. This is a substantial 
increa~~ over the 8 million lb collected in 1979 dt 
a ti11e when the return of plastic bottles vas just 
beginning. CPRR esti..ates a potential market nov 
for at least 500 million lb of reclaimed PET, 
increasing to more than 900 million ~b in 1993. 
Similarly, SS million lb of HDPE containers were 
recycled in 1988 and the potential market is 
estiaat.td at 440 millioi: lb, growing to 
b60 •illion lb in 1993. By most estimates the 
market for plastics re-use is growing. 

According to an analysis of 1113rkets and 
economics of recycling by R. M. Kossoff and 
Associates of Nev York City, although the market for 
plastic resins can fluctuate widely, economic 
incentives are present in all aspects Qf the 
recycling chain. The fir• sees the business as 
highly segmented, with opportunities at a variety of 
levels. Th~se include collection, reclamation, 
selling of reclaimed resins, end·-use prod10cts and 
equipment manufacture. But as Richard M. Kosso!f, 
director of the study, says, •In the long run, the 
markets will have to lead.• 

Increasing costs of virgin resins and viable 
end-use markets are currently making the recycling 
business attractive, and more and more C()jhp.tnies, 
both large and small, are entering the business. 
The 1988 Plastic Bottle Recycling Directory and 
Reference Guide published by the Plastic Bottle 
Institute of SPI currently lists 67 companies that 
buy bulK bottles for recycling, 47 companies that 
sell reprocessed plastics, SO companies that 
purchase reprocessed plastic, and S4 cOIP?anies that 
manufacture equipment for recyclers. 

Most people in the plastics recycling business 
will tell you th'!;· ca;, always use more plastlc than 
is currently ~vailable, out that the bottleneck is 
in getting tne materials collected frOla consumers. 
Sabourin indicates that Wellman could use more than 
twice the amount currently available and as much as 
three and a half times that in ~he next tvo years. 
That more than 200 million lb of plastic ccnta1ners 
were recycled with no org3nlzed recycling progra11111e, 
other than deposit laws in nine states, suggests 
that the level of plastics recycling and the 
requisite end-use markets will probably rise with 
increased collection efforts. 

Having produced a working reclamation plant, 
CPRR is shifting its R•D emphasis to the areas of 
collecting and sorting pla1tlc1. The centre ls ln 
the process of publishing another manual to help 
C(Jjllllunities and industry establish the 
infrastructure for collecting and 1orting plastic• 
as a part of a comprehensive recycling progra .... 
In following the progress and analysing th~ results 
of several COftllllU~ity pilot progra111111e1, the centre 
has found that the succe11 of these progra1M1es 
depends on many factors. The mo1t l•portant factor 
is the careful design and planning of a progra.,.. to 
fit a given c0111111Unity. 
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Even thou9h includin9 plastics in recyclin9 
proqra ... s is a nev concept, participation rates can 
be as hi9h as 70 to 90 per cent. "It you vant to 
9et serious about collectin9, you lll.lke it very 
si11pl• tor the consu .. r to participate,• says 
Pearson. This usually ... ans kerbside pick-up 
proqra.,..s tor trash and recyclable ll!ldterials in 
suburban c.,._..nities. In comparison, drop-off 
proqra ... s only have a lO to 30 per cent 
participation rate. Although aandatory recycling 
lavs do help to directly cOll9Unicate the need tor 
recycling and enforce it, Pearson feels that vith 
sufficient educztion at •L the solid vaste problea 
and the value of recycli .. ,, most people are very 
willing to participate. And the value of education 
is not to be underestiaated, because the most 
difficult initial obstacles to overcome are the 
previous •isconceptions people hold about plastics 
not being recyclable. 

The extent to which a ca-aunity gets involved 
in recycling depends on the econoaics of ~ollection, 
transportation, handling, reprocessing, the revenues 
froa sales of recycled materials, and the offset of 
landfill or incineration fees. The large number of 
variables aakes the overall econoaics of recycling 
proqra ... s complicated. Based on current costs and 
market prices, the CPRR econoaic f!IO<lel predicts that 
an average suburban ca-aunity vith landfill charges 
of $tS per ton or more cannot af tord not to 
recycle. Although this should encourage some 
comounities to become involvQd in recycling, this 
does not .. an that local governments must becoae 
entrepreneurs in the plastics end-use market. 
However, government subsidies to start progra....es 
and stimulate .. rket 9rovth •ight be necessary. 

CPRR suggests that C0111111Unities vor~ towards 
developing regional Material Recovery Facilities 
(MRFs) to handle all the recyclable .. terials 
collected. Several MRFs exist across the US, and 
the number be•ng looked at is growing rapidly. 
These larger tacilit:es, serving several 
comaiunities, can handle sorting and densification 
(baling or shredding) in addition to sale and 
transport of recyclables to reprocessors. 

Promoting recycling and collecting plastic 
containers has led to the development of other 
organizations. One of these is NAPCOR, the National 
Association tor Plastic Contai:ier Recovery, a 
non-profit association of 12 majc: !'ET resin and 
container manufacturers. •we work with coanunities 
in recycling efforts to either encourage incl~ding 

PET in existing progra....es or to have it included in 
~rogra111111es under development," says Luke B. Sch•idt, 
president of NAPCOR. NAPCOR has a goal of achieving 
a SO per cent recycling rate for PET bottles by 1992. 

NAPCOR works on a project-by-project basis to 
encourage collection, Sch•idt says. These pro)ects 
are usually in de1110nstration progralNM!s. Currently, 
they are working in at least seven state~ giving 
financial support, technical assistance and public 
education and promotion progra111111es. In addition, 
t~e 11Ntlllber companies of NAPCOR have pledged to use a 
voluntary coding syste• developed by SPI to identify 
resin:. The code consists of a number and letter 
syMbol that can be iaiprinted on containers In the 
1110ulding process and should help In the sorting of 
resins. 

The Plastic Bottle Institute of SPI and the 
Co~ncil on Plastics • Packaging in the Environm.nt 
(COPPE) work to educate and provide inforiution on 
plastics recycling and waste issues. The Plastic 
lottle Institute, with 23 industrial ,....,.,,, 

publishes newsletters in addition to its extei.sive 
plastics recycling directory. Along vith other 
organizations, it hOpes to infor• the public about 
the recyclability ot plastics and the existence of 
viable end-use .. rkets. COPP£ works to COOl9Unicate 
intor .. tion to industry, the public and govermnent 
about plastics tecycling and vaste .. nag ... nt. 

"We vant to educate the public as to vhat can 
and shouid be done so that decisiQns can be .. de on 
an informed and not a: ..,tional basis,• says 
Connie ~itt, COlllMlnications co-ordinator for COPPE. 
Althou9h not a lobbying organization, it does 
interact on matters of public policy as an 
infor .. tion source and in a peer review capacity. 
There are 42 companies ir COPPE that cover a broad 
base in the plastics industry. Noel H. Malone, 
manager of .. rketing in East .. n Chetaicals" polyester 
recycling division, says that the large number of 
groups spanning the plastics industry is 
beneficial. "The industry is deep and vide, and 
specific grc~~~ can foc~s in on specific probletaS," 
he says. 

Nev Jersey Division of Solid Waste Management 
deputy director Sheil is encouraged that the 
plastics industry appears to be joining together and 
moving t~rward on recycling. •unlike other 
industries [glass and paper). the plastics industry 
is a very diverse group, ••. especially by the ti .. 
you get to the end product," she says. "If the 
states had not put the pressure on, it would not 
have happened." Although the industry has coae a 
long way towards recycling plastics, ca....nts Sheil, 
recycling plastics has not yet become re•l on a 
large scale, and it will remain to be seen what 
happens in the next few years. 

In addition to getting involved in recycling 
through organizations such as PRF, NAPCOR and COPPE, 
the plastics industry is expanding its own internal 
efforts. Many of the .. jor resin .. nutacturers, 
such as Du Pont, Dow Che•ical, Mobil Che•ical and 
East .. n .:hemicals, have take:1 positions on and 
responsibility for solid waste issues and 
established corporate divisions to focus on plastics 
recycling and/or solid waste management. These 
divisions look into the govern .. ntal, environmental 
and business aspects. 

Of course, companies see the s~pport and 
promotion ot plastics recycling as vital to their 
positions in the market-place and the growth of 
their coepanies. As happened with the alu•iniu• 
can, the promotion ot a product as rec·;clable lets 
the public perceive it in a positive ligt.t and helps 
to maintain a .. rket. And joint ventures, 
acquisitions, and the building of recycling 
businesses offer the plastics industry new ~arkets 
and promotional opportunities. 

Mobil Chemical is a producer of polyethylene 
and polystyrene resins and a iaajor manufacturer of 
polystyrene products. In addition to recycling all 
in-house scrap, the co•pany purchases 100 •illion lb 
of polyethylene f il• scrap to use in r.t.e product ion 
of institutional trash bags. Robert J. barrett, 
general .. nager of Mobil's Solid Waste Manage1Dent 
Solutions unit, expects that business npportunitles 
will continue to arise fr<>111 the solutions to solid 
vaste proble•s. An exa•ple is Mobil's $4 •illion 
joint venture company, ~•astics Again, with Cenpak 
of Glens Falls, NY. 

Genpak, a plastic products •anufacturer, and 
Mcbil are in the process of opening and operating 
one of the fir•t plant• to recycle polyttyrene foaa 
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items such as food containers. cups •nd cutlery. 
The .. terials are being collected froa ... ssac:husetts 
schools •nd institutions by Nev Et\gl•nd CR Inc., • 
.. jor recla .. tiun fir• and recycled materials 
end·use man.,facturer. The plant i..s • c•pacity to 
recycle l •illion lb per year of polystyrene resin, 
vhicb vill be re-used by tbe ~nies or sold to 
producers of insul•tion, fence posts, and flower 
pots. The nev c~ny is expecting • prof it by 1992. 

Si•ilarly, Dov has entered into • joint venture 
agr..-.nt vith Dolatar of Canad• to operate what the 
eo11pan:es hope vill be by 1990 a self-sustaining PET 
and HOPE recycling business. The llorth ,.._ricar. 
<:09pany is expected to take post-consumoer pl•stics 
and, using •proprietary Dov process, convert th .. 
into resins for use in Dolatar's manufacturing or to 
be sold by Dov. 

Other industry efforts to •close the loop" of 
product .. nufacture, recycling and resin re-use 
include Procter • c.9ble's .. rketing of • plastic 
household product container .. de froa recycled PET. 
Johnson Controls, a -1or .. nufacturer of PET 
beverage bottles and containers, is •lsc involved in 
promoting recycling efforts. Internally, the 
c:oinpany recycles in-house scrap and is working on 
proprietary R•D efforts ln recycling. As • 
container .. nufacturer, Johnson Controls is also 
taking an interest in the design of pack•ging to 
.. ke it 90re req>clable. A company spokes.an 
indicates ti..t approaches are being worked on to 
begin .. rketing non-food containers from recycled 
.. terials. ...nufacturers looking to use recycled 
resins are concerned vith getting consistent 
quantities and quality of the .. terials to .. ke 
these effo•ts econo-ically feasible. 

Although plastics have been targeted in the 
bcttle on solid waste, and both govern.ent and 
industry have responded, plastics are only one part 
of the growing solid waste probl... The i9portance 
of investigating alternatives in vast• disposal is 
becoming obvious to all involved. And nev 
organizations, such as the Council on Solid waste 
Solutions of the SPI, are growing out of the 
plastics and other industries. Unlike PRF, which 
.-phasizes plastics recycling, the Council looks 
into all aspects of the solid waste probl .. , 
focusing on reachlnJ local, state and federal 
govern.ents to Influence legislation •nd on 
evaluating waste treat .. nt technol09ies. 

Alternative solid vast• tre•t .. nt .. thods are 
being explored and pl•stics recycling vill probably 
continue to be a90ng the•, becaus~ it does not see• 
likely that our society vlll •~tlrely give up their 
plastic products. Morrow 111\es ~he 19portant point 
that plastics should be integrated slowly into the 
recycling sch ... , 1 artlng vlth beverage bottles and 
.oving on to other types of packagin9, to provide 
ti .. for the collection, recla .. tion and end-use 
Infrastructure to grow. Forcing too much, too soon, 
into the existing structure could do 1110re harm than 
good in ter .. of a collapse of the effort and 
backlash from the apparent failure to recycle 
plastics. The outlook on biodegradable plastics, as 
generally expre~sed by the plastics Industry, is 
that they .. y only find limited applications in 
agriculture or In dealing vlth litter. 

EPA'• Office of Solid Waste has proposed that 
an Integrated system of waste reduction, recycling, 
incineration and landfilling be established. This 
view se .. s to be supported by .ost industries and 
.. ny legislative and envlroflllental groups, but with 
different etlptlasls on the different co.ponents. EPA 

has also set a goal fo: recycling 2S per cent of 
solid waste nation-wide. 

Although the details and issues of solid vast• 
management are both complex and controversial, it 
appears that after reducing the a90Unt of vastc 
through recycling and ~urning that which can be 
safely incinerated in waste-to-energy conversion 
faci.'.ities, the levels of Mterials left for 
landlills can be great!;· reduced. Still left to be 
dealt vith are the issues uf s•fe and cost-effective 
incineration, air and ash toxicity levels and 
disposal, est•blish9ent of a nation-wide recyclin9 
infrastructure and devetos-otnt of efficient and 
enviro,,..ntally safe landfilling aethods. 
(Extr•cted vith permission from Che•ical and 
Engineering Nevs, lO January 1919, A9erican Ch .. icat 
Society) 

...... 
Plastics recycling takes off in th~ USA 

Part 0.. 

Households in t~e USA generate over 11 million 
tons• of plastics solid vaste each ye•r. Although 
this quantity represe~ts only 7 per cent of all 
9Unicipal solid waste (see table on page 70), it has 
received disproportior.ate •ttention freta the public . 
Plastic containers have high visibility, particularly 
when discarded as roadside litter. Also, plastics 
are regarded as "unnatural" synthrtics, not subject 
to the r•pid br•akdovn in the soil that environ-
.. ntalists wrongly attribute t~ such "natuca1• 
.. cerials as paper. Finally, waste recovery has 
traditionally been seen as a tow-technology, 
"junk .. n's• business. 

Despite these attitudes, the US industry is nov 
d.-onstr•ting that plastics recycling is practical, 
environ.entally sound, cost effective and 
potentially profitable. Such .. jor producers as 
A.oco, Dov, Du Pont and Mobil are building resin 
recovery units, often in collabor•tior. with vaste 
sources like the fast food chain, McDonalds, or 
waste collectors, such as Brown Ferris Industries or 
waste Manageaent, Inc., but also many small 
entrepreneurs are entering the business. 

The driving forces 

Four factors are driving the boom in 
recycling. First, escalating landfill ~osts are 
revolutionizing the econoiaics of rec1ctin9. With 
its vast land area, the USA, unlike Europe •nd 
Japan, traditionally had large areas suitable for 
dumping. Such land is rapidly dis•ppearing, 
particul•rly in the populous states of the 
north-east and the vest co•st. 

Second, incineration, the IDOSt proiaising 
•lternative to reduce the volume of w•stes going to 
landfills, is also expensive. Construction c?sts 
toe • 1,000 ton/day plant run around $110 •ill ion; 
•dd to this the costs of acquiring suitable sites, 
•nd financing charges. After sale to local 
utilities of ~00 kWh of electric power per ton 
processed at, say, five cents a kllovatt-hour, total 
costs of such a plant run to $1S-2S (M/a), or $40-70 
per ton processed. 

• "Ton• refers to "short-ton•, or 2,000 lb, 
throughOut. 
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Third, landfills, incinerators, and othar vaste 
treat-.nt facil4ties all sutler from the "MillBJ" 
reaction - "Mot in •y badt yard". Every~n• vants 
disposal of vastes, but not close to home. Recycling 
plants are environ-.nt•lly and aesthetically 
beni9n. Fourth, the hi9h current prices anJ 
shortage of capacit)· for vir9in resins .. It• clean, 
rec)-cled plastics attractive as rav .. terials. 

Recycling requir ... nts 

For successful recycling, a resin aust meet 
four requirements: 

There must be a large dependable source in 
reasonably clean for•. Industrial scrap 
froa aouldin9, bloving or extrudin9 can 
easily be recycled, as can post-cons..-er 
scrap f roa single-resin sources such as HDPE 
aillt ju9s, PS trays froa school cafeterias, 
or PVC vater ju9s; 

In aixed .. terials, such as aunic1pal vastes, 
the resins aust be easy to sort and separate. 
Soft drink bottles and aillt or vater jugs 
already aeet this requir ... nt. ::quipment 
nov under development vill separate other 
plastics items into reusable streams: 

The recycled resins aust be relatively high 
in value, as PET and HDPE are ~oday: 

Recycled plastics must have acceptable end 
uses, generally in non-food applications. 

PET is the most coaaonly recycled resin. It is 
videly used in soft drink bottles; in the USA, an 
esti .. ted 89S million lb went into these bottles 
in 1988. 

The USA recycled over lSO Mlb of P<:T in 1988. 
Major end uses for the recycled product include: 
fibrefill for ski jackets and sleeping bags; 
geotextiles for control of soil 110vement: 
strapping: carpet fibres and non-food containers. 

A half-dozen firms reprocess PET, but most of 
them are s .. 11. The entry of Dow and Ou Punt into 
the resin recyclinq business represents a aajor 
change. Dow has announced plans to recyclo• 7S Mlb/a 
in a joint venture vith Ooatar of Canada, which vill 
supply the feedstock, initially froia bottle-deposit 
jurisdictions, and later frOlll kerbside collection. 
The plant is scheduled to start up in early 1991. 

Ou Pont, like other resin produ~ers, has been 
reprocessing large quantities of clean factory scrap 
for some ti... It is now looking ~o post-consu111er 
scrap as a new source of resin. In a joint venture 
vith Waste Management, a large waste hauler and 
processor, tne C0111pany plans to establish a nulllber 
of recycling centres in the USA and Europe. The 
first location will process 40 Mlb;a. Add1ti0nal 
centres wi1l be built as the infrastructure for 
collection becoaes established. 

For P!T bottles, the process developed at the 
Centre for Plastics Recycling Research has six 
steps: 1. grinding the whole bottle to 1 /4 in. in 
size: 2. air separation to blow off label paper: 
3. washing in warm detergent solution to ret110ve 
soluble glues and any residues: 4. removal or KDPE 
by flotation: s. drying the residual PET; and 
6. elect rostat 1c sep.srat ion of al um in 1u111 (from 
bottle caps). The reclai.,..d resin will replace 
virgin resin in many uses. 

HOPE is the second most videly recycled resin 
reclaimed from post-consumer scrap; 72 Mlb vere 
processed in 1911. One-gallon •illt jugs are the 
principal source of HOPE feedsto...-i<. The bas• cups 
froa PET soft drink bottles, .. ntioned earlier, 
pr~vide a second source. Since these items are .. de 
solely from HOPE, recovery pr i .. r ily involves 
cl•aning, baling and grinding. Currently, baled 
•ilk jugs sell for about 17 cents/lb versus 
40-4S cents.'lb for virgin resin. Major end uses for 
recycled HOPE include pipe, pails, druas, crates and 
nev base cups for soft drink bottles. 

Foamed PS is a favourite target for 
environmentalists. They clai• that even the nev 
blowing agents, like HCF~-22, damage the ozone 
layer, that styrene and its combustion products are 
toKic, and that paper is a preferable .. terial for 
disposables because of its rapid biodegradability. 
Although scientific studies refute these claias, the 
environ..ntalists• arg..-ent is aided by the high 
visibility of discarded PS litter in ~rlts and along 
highw.ys. 

To coabat these claias. and to establish new 
econoaic sources of resin, .r..oco and Mobil are 
beginning to recycle PS: Dow and others in the 
industry also are actively investigating the 
possibility. Amoco has a new recovery plant in 
Brooklyn, llev York to process total wastes f roa th• 
McDonald's fast-food chain and segregated aaterial 
froa other sources. Although the plant is billed as 
a demonstration unit, it .. y later be conve,teJ to a 
c~rcial operation. 

Wastes enter the unit in ~•astic bags. The 
bags are shredded and releas~ their contents to a 
rotating, sloping tr01111114tl, vhi-h allows s .. 11 
fragmen~s to fall into re)ect bins. An inclined air 
class1f1er then separates the larger pieces into a 
li;ht fraction containing the PS and paper. and a 
heavy reject fraction. Tne light fraction 91aves to 
a pulper, wnere water is added and the pieces are 
broken to s .. 11er size. 

Th• PS foam floa~s off in fragments of 1/4 to 
1 '2 in, vhich are dried and hauled to a central 
plant for repelletizing. The clean recovered 
pellets, priced soeewhat below virgin resin, are 
sold for conversion to insulation board, household 
utility 1te111s, or other non-food uses. Material 
rejected at various stages is blended and C0111pressed 
to densified refuse-derived fuel pellets, and 
shipped elsewhere for burning. 

Mobil has recently opened a reprucessing 
plant in Leominister, Massachusetts, in a joint 
venture with Genpak, a large pa~k•ging co.11pany. 
Nev England CR Inc. the waste pro~essing f 1rm 
described oelow, dcl ivers a strea"' <•t used PS trays 
and utensils, rough cleaned and stacked. f rocn school 
cafeterias in Massachusetts and Connecticut. A 
cafeteria serving lunch to 1,000 students generates 
about l~ lb of PS every d•y. This high grade PS 
stream is sor ed by hand, chipped, washed, dried anJ 
repelletized. 

Mobil's objective is to aake the recycled 
ptrllets virtually indistinguishable from virgin 
resin. The plant is e•pected to run prof it ably by 
its third year: 1f it does, Mobil may later build 
other plants around thv country to recycle PS from 
various sources, perhaps including fast·f.>Qd 
outlets. 



Dov is participatin9 in• d•v•lopment proj..:t 
in Akr0C1, Ohio vith th• v•st• .. n•9.-.nt fir• V'T• 
Corp. R.cycl•bl•s froa kerbsid• co'lectioc vill be 
separ•ted in • ...,t•ri•ls R.cyclin9 F•cility. •nd Dov 
•nd vTe vill r.cover and r~rocess PS •nd oth•r 
resins froa the •ixed pl•stics streaa. 

ln a n.v d•vel~nt. Amoco, Dov and Mobil 
joined four other producers. Atlantic Richfield, 
Fin. Oil 'Ch.aical, Hunts .. n Ch.aical and Polys•r 
to for• a .. tion.l Polystyre~ a.cycliDCJ Corp. 
Total initial investaent of ti.. seven mieaber 
companies is $14 •illi0C1. Tbe - company vill 
build and oper•te five PS r~lin9 centres around 
t ... country, includin9 the existin9 Nobil/C.npak 
plant in llassachusetts. All plants vill be runnin9 
by late 1990, and the ~l is to r.cycle 25 per cent 
of PS consu-.>ti0C1 by 1995. At first ti.. centres 
vill process stre.-s hi9h in PS froa institutions 
like schools, hospit•ls and fast-food restaurants. 
Eventually t ... y vill •lso treat household scr•p 
collected at the kerbside. 

C.~ral Electric Plastics is he•vily pr090ting 
the concept of recyclin9 PC •nd other hi9h-valued 
en9i~rin9 resins. For such resins. CE envisions 
aultiple uses over a lon9 lifetiae t~t vould 
Justify the resin's hi9h initi•l cost. For e•A""Fle, 
PC •i9ht 90 first into cle•r pack•9in9, s•y. •s 
o~-gallOC1 jugs for spring vater. lt could then be 
r.cy,led for conversi0C1 to buapers, ~l covers, 
distributor caps •nd ot ... r autoaotive parts, and 
fin.lly recovered froa scrap cars •nd recycled again 
into construction .. terials. The initial customers 
vould in effect "rent• the resin r•t ... r than buy it. 

CE already buys t>.ck eapty f ive-g•llon PC w•ter 
jugs froa suppliers of spring water to offices and 
factories. It is nov conducting pilot-plant work on 
autoaotive parts recycling, and has an agre.-.nt 
vith Luria Brothers, an autOllObile junk y•rds 
operator, to supply selected scrap auto parts, as 
detUnd develops. The company recently organized a 
subsidiary, Polyaer Land, to distribut~ s .. ller lots 
of resin to customers, and to buy t>.ck and re•ell 
their f•ctory scrap. 

Other single resins 

Low-deasity polyelbyl-. A large voluae of 
LOPE is recycled fr- clean fa~tory scrap. Mobil 
alone buys 100 Klb/a froia saall converters to 
reprocess into vaste t>.gs. Soma c~nies on th• 
vest ca.st are recovering LOPE fil• fr- shopping 
aall wastes, separating out the corrugated 
paperba.rd for resale, and reprocessing the LOPE to 
agricultur•l fil• (aulch) •nd other low-valued 
uses. Hovever, the industry h•s only just begun to 
evalu•te the recycle of household LOPE vaste. The 
initial econoaics appear unfavourable for Its 
recover1 as a single resin. 

PDlyprCIPl'l-. PP :s also recycled fr-
cl••n fac-:ory scrap and storage t>.ttery c•ses but, 
since it has li•ited use In containers, not yet fr
post-consuaer vaste. 

PDIJYl•yl c:lalorlde. PVC is readily recycled, 
froa factory scrap, such as insulated wire and 
cable, with little or no further addition of 
stabilizers. On• producer of clear one-gallon jugs 
for spring water is buying back ground resin fr
hi~ custoaers. If the application of PVC In such 
jugs Increases, it will provide an easily sorted 
source for further recycling. 
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B. F. Coodri~'"h. a large vinyl producer. is 
co-operatin9 in the Dov/vTe PS d.-onstration project 
in Akron. taking the sorted vinyl strea• tor 
e:speriaental r.cycl1n9. The ~"Y is seelr.in9 
sophisticated separ•tion t~niques tor autaa.ted 
sorting. 

Because vinyls have only li•ited use in 
bottles. not auch post-c;ms..-er scrap is recovered 
•s yet. Large-scale recycling to a single resin .. y 
become pr•ctical only when blinds, shower curtains 
and other household iteas •re collected at the 
kerbside, •s well as cont•iners. Pipe tor waste 
draia.ge and irrigation vould provide a ready .. rket 
for these r.cycled resins. (E:s~r•cted froa 
Cheaistry ' Industry. 17 July 1919, article written 
by ~rles H. Kline, PanCraphi0C1, Inc., 
119 Ski Trril, Kinnelon, IU 07405-2247. USA) 

• • • • • 

Hi9h prices and easy sortability .. ke reco~ery 
of polyethylene terephth.llate (PET) and high density 
polyethyle~ (HOPE) profitable even today. 
RecycliDCJ polystyrene (PS) fa.• also appears 
~ical, at least froa selected sources. But 
aixed stre.-s of low density polyeth7lene, 
polypropylen•, PS and vinyls are difficult to sort. 
particularly in the for• of f ila, lov-voluae 
containers, or other household iteas. Considerable 
research is under vay at the Center for Plastics 
a.cycling Research at Rut9ers University, in New 
Brunsviclt, lleV Jersey and Renssele•r Pol1technic 
Institute in Troy, lleV fork. 

Meanvhile, a few coapanies are already 
converting coaaingled plastics, a blend consisting 
priaarily of industrial scrap, with soae 
post-consuaer scrap. Haaaers Plastics Recycling in 
!ova Falls. lova, produces car stops in black, blue. 
brown. silver-grey and yellow, speed stops, bollards 
and thick-vall aoul~in9s. The coapany also .. kes 
12-ft plastic profiles in l, 4 and 6 in rounds and 
in flats sized 2 a 2, 2 a C, 6 a 6 and 6 a 8 in. 
End uses for these profiles include decks, aarinas, 
landscapin9 tiabers and fence posts. Announced 
production at the Iowa Falls plant is 15,000 lb/day, 
but actual throu9hput .. y run to twice this aa>unt. 
The company plans satellite plants in other 
locations as detUnd develops. 

The chief probleas in c.,._ingled plastics 
recycling are developing .. rkets for the end 
products, .. intaining a suitable •ix of feedstocks, 
and aechanically processing the •ix. 

Kost of the processing equipment ca.es fr
Europe. Haaaers Plastics Recycling .-ploys a 
British unit, tor which it has now acquired US 
patent rights. Other firas and universities are 
evaluating, and in a few cases using, 
lov-teaperature, low-shear extruders like the ET-1 
unit of Advanced Recycling Technology of Belglu•. 
Ca-pression aoulding devices, such as those sold b1 
Recycloplast CabH in the Federal Republic of 
eer .. ny, also find so.. use. Hovever, there is 
still no agre ... nt on processing aethods. 

Integrated disposal syste• 

Universal re~ycling of post·consuaer plastics 
will coma only after aunlcipal and state govern-.nts 
install the necessary Infrastructure to collect, 
sort and process all household wastes. In cities 
and towns householders llUSt separate all refuse into 



thr..- streaas set out at the kerbside for .,.ekly 
pick-up: 

llevspapers, stacked and tied or bundlotd; 

All recyclable containers, placed in s~ial 
bins provided fr.e by the state; 

Food vastes and other 9arba9e, in a se~rate 
container. 

In rural areas householders ... st take these 
.,.terials to drop-off centres. 

Scavenqers take the garb.age separately ~nd 
truck it to a landfill or incinerator. Specially 
desi9ned trucks pick up and load the recyclables 
into tvo ~rt-nts. one for nevspapers u>d one 
for containers. Both are hauled to a state-owned 
Materials Recovery Facility (IUlF) vith a capacity of 
140 tons/C.y. A private fir•, lleV En9land CR Inc., 
designed and operates this facility. The coapany, 
established in 1912 by 12 beer vholesalers in 
Massachusetts, already rbns an llRF in th.it state, 
and r..s contracts to build siailar units elsevhere. 

At the IG'..F, automated sortin9 equii;i-ent, 
desi9ned by Maschinenfabrik Bezner of the Federal 
Republic of Geraany, separa~es all recyclables into 
.,.rketable c~ities. llevspapers, unloaded 
separately froa the collection truck, are baled and 
sold, as are corru9ated container board and 
high-quality papers froa businesses. 

The aixed container streaa is conveyed to an 
eler. •• ~gnetic belt separator to r..ove steel cans, 
vhich ar'! shredded, baled and sold. The other 
container.: then pass to inclined gravity sorters to 
separate rut the heavier glass bottles. An optical 
scanner inspects these bo.>ttles and divides thea into 
clear, aaber and green fractions, each of vhich is 
crushed and sold. 

The lighter streaa passes through an eddy 
current separator, which r..oves aluainiua ca~s for 
flattenin9, baling and sale. The reaaining plastics 
containers are sorted by hand intc HDPE bottles and 
jugs, vhich are 9ranulated and sold, and PET 
bottles, vhich are perforated, baled and sold. The 
systea provides for inspection of the wastes and 
r..oval of fines. Other resin containers are nov 
discarded, but pilot progra..,.s for their recovery, 
and that of household batteries, vill begin this 
year. Leaf and yard vastes vill also be added to 
the list this year. 

Studies by the Center for Plastics Recycling 
Research deaonstrate that the aost effective aethod 
of collectin9 recyclables is kerbside collection. 
This procedure captures 70-90 per cent of the 
recyclable containers, ~ 15-20 per cent 
recovered through buy-back aethods, such as bottle 
deposit., and lC per cent reclaiaed ~y collect;on 
centres. The centre rec~nds giving each 
househcld a 20-gallon bin for weekly colle~tion of 
contain••~: newspapers are bundled separately, and 
placed next to or on top of the bin. 

The plastics industry's response 

Across the country, proposed nev legislation 
threatens to further restrict the use of ~:astics, 
particularly in containers. The plastics Industry 
has responded through Individual actions by aajor 
resin suppliers, such as those described in this 
article, and by group action through industry 
associations. These associations will spend over 
$20 •illlon on solid vast• proble1as In 1989 .. •.-.ng 
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thea are the Council fur Solid •aste Solutions, the 
ic.tional Association fer Plastic Container Re...--overy, 
the Council •~ Plastics and Packa9in9 in the 
Environ11ent, and the Plastics Recyclin9 Foundation. 

This Foundation operates the Center for 
Plastics Recycling Research at Rut9ers University, a 
technical centre also supported by resin prod•.cers, 
equii;i-ent suppliers, consuaer goods pa~-ka9ers, 
re..-yclers, the ic.tional Science Foundation, the 
ICeV .Jersey Coaaission on Science ar.d Technol09y and 
the States of Michigan, Nev Tork and Ohio. The 
Center conducts research on ~-ollection, sortin9 and 
processing of individual resins and coaain9led 
plastics. 

To help increase the recyclin9 of all plastics 
containers, particularly by aakin9 sorting easier, 
the society of the Plastics Industry has developed a 
resin coding systea for bottles 16 oz and up. and 
for tubs and trays 8 oz and up. The systea is bein9 
videly adopted by industry (see figure on page 70). 
When aost bottles are coded in aid-1991, sortin9 and 
recycling PVC and other lower-valued resins vill 
bee~ easier. 

The outlook 

The US Environ11enta1·Protection Agency has set 
a national goal of recyclin9 25 per cent of all 
solid wastes. In plastics the coabinatlon of 
9overll9ental action, pressure froa environ11entalists, 
the current heavy deaand and hi9h prices for 
theraoplastics, and the entry of both large resin 
suppliers and saaller entrepreneurs seeas likely to 
push recyclin9 far beyond this goal. Plastics are 
aovin9 f roa junk for discard to resources valuable 
for recovery. (Extracted froa Che•istry • Industry. 
7 Au9ust 1919, article written by Charles H. lline, 
PanGraphion, Inc., )89 ~ki Trail, linnelon, NJ 
07405-2247, USA) 

• • • • • 

Society of Autoaotive Engineer• !SAE! Conference, 
Karch 1989; Detroit 

Discussions hi9hl iqhted many of the uniq•1e 
Issues facin9 producers of plastic autoaotive 
parts. While big car aakers have been slow to join 
the battle, processors such as Davidson Instruaent 
Panel, a subsidiary of Textron, Inc., have already 
bequn institutin9 solid-vaste control pr09ra ... s of 
their ovn. These efforts have r~su~ted in a 2~ pee 
cent waste reduction and incre~~e~ profits for 
Davidson. Toqether with its ~uppliecs, the ca.pany 
continually looks for vay~ tu further reduce uaste 
and i111prove recyclin9. 

While industr1 is just now be9innin9 to set up 
structures for copin9 with household vaste, an 
effi~ient aechanis• - the network of autOlllOtive 
disaantlers ~nd scrapyards · already •~ists for 
reaovin9 a~d recyclin9 autoaotive part ~nd 
coaponent~. But Ironically, the very i.panies oiost 
able to deal vlth post·consuaer auto scrap could 
face serious econoaic difficulties with the 
increased use of plastic In cars. 

Nulllberin9 over 12,000 in the US and Canada, 
autoaotive disaantlers and recyclers take in 
"junked" cars, disaant•~ the• bolt by bolt, then 
rebuild and resell the usable parts including the 
scrap .. tal. Scrap recyclers and shredders take 
vhat is left, reoiove the re111ainlng saleable 
fractions and dispose of the thredded reaalns. 



While there vill proti.bly always be a a.arket 
for select, used, automotive parts. as the portion 
of r9'.-yclabl• .. tal decreases and plastic increases. 
the economic incentives for dis11.1ncling and 
recyclift9 di•inishes and v. are likely to see less 
of the car salvaged. 

Aftd it disposing of the recycling residue, or 
•fluff•, becomes too costly, the process of 
obtaining the valuable and recycl•ble components of 
autnmobiles. such as .. t•ls, .. y no longer justify 
the effort. Should t~t h•ppen, there vill be even 
more automotive v•ste for disposal. One Answer is 
to design tecycl•bility into the part in the first 
place. Just as streng•h, appe•rance •nd cost •re 
factors in .. teri•l ch'ice todAy, recycl•~ility - • 
real, but hidden cost - -st be included •s -11. 

Assuaing •utomotive pl•stic is removed •nd sent 
to plastics recyclers for processing, • different 
concern ... rges - the move tow•rds degr•d•ble 
plastics in cons119er products and packaging. 

Where does Detroit ca.e in? 

Automobile dis .. ntlers represent • ..chAnis• 
for r.-oving pl•stic COllpOllents from junked c•rs, 
vhic:ll then can be shipped to recyclers for 
reprocessing. One need, pointed out by the director 
of field services for ADRA: Automotive Dis .. ntlers 
• Recyclers of ,...ric•, is • .. •ns of deter•ining 
vhat plastic v•s used in mould~ng • gi~en part. The 
SAE, in its recommended pr•ctice, SAE Jll44, 
provides th•t tool. 

Co-authored by the product .. teri•ls engineer 
for Ford, Jl)44 provides a guideline for 
identif ic•tion .. rking of pl•stic components. The 
codes, used to identify .ne type or cl•ss of 
pl•stic, are intended to f•cilitate rec;~ling and 
the repair •nd repainting of pl•stic p•rts. Despite 
its simplicity, there is little enforcement of the 
code requir ... nts by the •uto indu1try. In fact, ot 
the nine divisicns within ~ord, orly one, the engine 
division, uses identification cod~s as • matter of 
course. It v•s unclear as to whether the record ot 
other auto .. ters is any better. 

Since it vill take about 10 years before 
dis .. ntlers •nd recyclers start seeing the results 
of initi•tives t•ken today, the longer it takes tor 
the automo~ile industry to start enforcing code 
requir ... nts, th~ longer it vill be before any 
benefit is re•lized. In the .. anti .. , it recycling 
of automotive ~lastic is to be atte•pted, an interi• 
identification technique vill be needed. One such 
sug?estion is tor dis .. ntlers to have access to a 
c.st•1"1"• v!;ich vill provide plastic coimpo•ition of 
parts, by .. ke, llOdel and year of the autu.obile. 

But coding, enforced or not, is not the answer 
unless there is a subst•ntial .. rket for recycled 
automobile plastic. which see•s to be the crux of 
the probl... Sending recycled plastic back to car 
.. ters vill not vork since the replace .. nt of .. tal 
in the car body and under th• hood often requires 
highly engineered and virgin resins to achiev~ the 
necessary physical properties. And .. ny of the 
pl•stics being drsigned into the •utomobile today 
are composites or .. teri•ls, such •s thermiosets, 
which do not lend the•selves to recycling. 

None the less, everyone see ... d to agree that 
the industry c•n ill ifford to have the Covern,...nt 
regulate solutions and that the preferred appro•ch 
to the issue lllUSt be • voluntary one. (Extracted 
fr.:>m Plastics World, May 1999) 

• • • • • 
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Pl•stics l•st forever. That is their curse, 
but ~t .. y •lso be their blessing, as nev uses are 
stead.ly being found for old plastic. ,...ric•ns 
vill soon be •ble to buy Spic-.nd-Span floor cle•ner 
in a bottle .. de entirely of rec;cled plastic. 
Another fixture of a.eric•n life, Chrysler v•ns, a.ay 
be cutfitted vith fenders .. de free re .. .-ycled sod• 
bottles •s e•rly as the 1992 model year. 

These are only two of the .. ny products that 
vill soon be a.ade of recl•i~ plas:i~s if the 
current boom in pl•stics recycling c'ntinues. The 
rush of •ctivity is the result of forces as 
disparate as the rising cost of ingtedients for 
high-technology plastic •nd people at the grass 
~oots worried •bout the garbage probl ... 

While plastics •ccount for only slightly more 
than 7 per cent of municipal sclid waste by weight, 
because of their bulkiness they t•ke up• surprising 
20 tc )0 per cent of l•ndfill space. A rising tide 
of throw•v•y pl•stic containers combined vith ebbing 
landfill space has turned public opinion ag•inst the 
long-lived plastics to such •n extent th•t sever•l 
com11Unities around the country h•ve bann_'(f certain 
plastics from their l•ndf ills. 

Al•rlled, the pl•stics industry began • c•mpaign 
to prOlllOte recycling •s An altern•tive to disposal. 
It has spe•rheaded research on nev techniques for 
processing reclaimed pl•stics •nd, in •n unlikely 
alliance, h•s worked side-by-side v~th recycling 
advocates to convince com11Unities th•t collecting 
and reusing plastics is feasible. 

Coincident•lly, large price hikes for the 
resins used in .. king pl•stics h•v• turned m.ikers of 
pl•stic products to recycled resins, which •re very 
ca.petitive in some uses, costin9 about h•lf as much 
as the virgin .. terial. 

Almiost •11 of the current recycling activity is 
centred on two pl•stics used by certain 
11.1nufacturers: PET (polyethylene teraphth•late), 
the .. teri•l found in soft drink bottles, •nd HOPE 
(hi9h-density polyethylene), found in •ilk jugs and 
miotor oil bottles. Right now one in five pl•stic 
soft drink bottles •nd one in 20 •ilk ju9s is 
rer.ycled. 

Overall, only ) per cent of v•ste pl•stics, or 
about one billion lbs, vas recycled in 1998, 
according to• Nev York consulting fir•. This is 
hardly il!pressive. but a definit• iaaprove,..nt on • 
recycling rate of less th•n 1 per cent recorded just 
tvo years ••rlier. 

These lov rates are destined to rise, however, 
•s the economics of recycling. rese•rch within the 
plastics indu~try, and the concerns of waste 
.. nagers create further pressure and dea.and to de 
so-.thing other than discard the .. teri•l. 

In the last year •lone, several comp•nies 
•nnounced plans for cpening plastics recycling 
plants, joining the ranks of ne•r~/ 70 fir•s already 
in business n•tion-vide. The entrants include tvo 
enterprises that pl•n to recycle the polystyrene 
foa• plastic used in fast-f<Xod containers and a 
joint venture between Dow Che•ical and Domtar, • 
Canadian fir•, that vill recycle PET and HOPE into 
roof shingles and other high-priced products. 

M•nuf•cturers' deMAnd for plastic is running 
high, but not enough plastic is being collected to 
... t it. Ri9ht now, the largest 1ource1 of 
aecond·hand plaatlc today are th• bottle-deposit 
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systems operatin9 in 10 states. By pla~in9 a 
red.-ption value o~ fl~• or 10 cents o~ bevera9e 
containers, these states retrieve almiost all of the 
aluainiua cans and 9lass and plas ic botttes .-ptied 
by t>.er and soit drink cons..-rs. The probl- vith 
such •bottle bills• is that they do not collect a 
vide ran9e of other products and containers owde 
froa aluainiua, glass and plastic. 

A aore comprehensive ran9e of aaassin9 plastic 
is to collect it alon9 vith aluainiua, glass and 
newspaper in sut:urban and urban recycling progra-s. 

Few co..unities pick up plastic nov be-:ause the 
unvield~ containers complicate the collection 
process. When a recycling truck .,.kes its rounds, 
the section for plastic tiPir.ally fills up fastec 
than the glass and al-iniua compart-nts. More 
trips to the depot -ans less efficiency and higher 
costs. 

Equipment firas ate busy designing and testing 
devices that can be installed on trucks to reduce 
tne vol- of plastics by shredding or C0111pacting 
the9 as they are collected. Th• res~lts ~f on-going 
tests in Ontario vill establish vhether these 
solutions are COl!mercially viable. 

Tovns and cities that pick up ursorted 
household recyclables avoid this probl- altogether 
but face another - separating the aaterials after 
collection. Until nov, the tedious and ti-
consuaing task of hand-sorting vas the only option. 
However, fully autoaated plants like the one built 
in Billerica, Massachusetts, Inc .• prove that glass. 
.. tals and plastic can be sorted mechanically. As 
of March, the $4 aillion facility began handling 
160 tons of recyclables brought in daily froa Rhode 
Island's aandatory kerbside collection progr..-.. 

Once plastic is culled froa the vast• streaa, 
though, the sorting dces not stop. Processors aust 
separate plastics into the five aost cOOllllOnly fou~d 
types to aaintain the purity of the -lted-dovn 
resins. ~ch plastic has different properties of 
strength and flexibility that suit it to particular 
tasks: aost aanufacturers cannot use anything less 
than pure strains. 

Distinguishing one plastic froa another is aore 
difficult than it sounds. The Society of the 
Plas~ics Industry (SPI) is trying to help by pushing 
its aetlbers to staap codes on their containers 
identifying the coaposite resins. Six states have 
legislated use of such a code, altho•igh not 
necessarily SPis, and others are exp.icted to follov 
suit. More sophistic.Ced coding .. thods aay soon be 
developed. A Cincinnati plastic aaker, Quantu• 
Ch .. lcal, has suggested adding fl~orescent dye 
•tags• to plastics so their resin content can be 
identified under ultra-violet light. 

Until a aore effect iv~ syst .. is Introduced, 
plastic collectors vlll continue to sort scrap the 
old-fashioned way: in vster. The process takes 
advantage of the different densities of P&T and HOPE 
resins - llDPE floats and the heavier PET sinks. 

The uses of pure, recy~l•d PET and HOPE are 
aany - carpet and rope fibres, fibrefill stuffing, 
car stops for parking lots, piping, planters, 
plastic lllllber and highvay aarkers, to na .. a few · 
but the real r•cycllng challenge comes In finding 
econoaically attractive uses for •lxed plasti~s. A 
substantial portion of plastic waste cannot be 
.. 1ted into pure resin, either because it is .. de 
froa a coablnatlon of resins technically infeasible 
to separate or because it is contaainated with 

paper, dirt or other aaterials. Ho-~ver. r.clai•ing 
this lov·value plastic •ixture of resins is 
essential if plastics are to be eli•inated froa the 
waste strea•. 

Mixed plastic vast• is usually turned into 
plastic lwober or other construction aaterial. 
Europeans have been recycling aixed plastics since 
the late 1970s (their solid-vast• crisis predates 
the US's by about a decade} and their technology is 
starting to cross the Atlantic. Four plants in ~he 
US now aake plastic 11191b<tr vith a simple syst .. that 
-lts a1xed plastic and feeds it into aoulds. A 
aore ve:satile process called ·~ecyclinplas• will 
soon be used foe the first ti- in North A9erica by 
Innovative Plastic Product$, Inc., an Atlanta-based 
f i ra. The patented West Ceraan technology puts hot 
plastic into ca-pression aoulds to for• pallets, 
drainage trou9hs and si•ilar iteas. 

Like their purer cousins, aixed plastic 
products vill sell only if they have a deaonstrated 
utility that 9ives thea value in the aarket-place. 
In the early stages. governaents aay need to give 
the industry a bo..·st as it experi-nts vith 
techniques and products. 

While the current economics of plastic and the 
threat of aore regulation bring new developaents 
•laost daily in the plastics recycling industry, 
gover...ants and citizens alike should recognize that 
aoney vill have to be spent to get rid of plastics, 
one way or the other. It is far aore sensible ~o 
subsidize plastic recycling through government 
purchasing require .. nts or tax incentives than it is 
to consign plastic to only one life and, in the 
process, pay for yet another landfill in vhich to 
give it a proper burial. (Source: World-Watch, 
V~l. 2, No. l. May-June 1989) 

• • • • • 

Excerc~ froa an articl~ vhich appeared in 
Mike Hyde's Cheaical In$iqht 409, early 
March 1989: 

.••. Like Dena.irk, Ceraany and Ital/, aany US states 
have aade the return of bottles obligatory. The 
!uropean countries have adopted laws vhich APME, the 
Association of Plastics Manufacturers in Europe, 
rightly sees as causing serious barriers to trade. 

DAaisb bottle law iDbiblt.s h- u.-de. 
Since 1~81, Dena.irk has had a aandatory deposit and 
return syste• for bevera9e bottles vhic;, has stopped 
the iaport of foreign beers •nd soft drinks, but 
without inhibiting Danish exports. 

The European Coaaission contested the Danish 
•c•s•• before the European Court which, vhile 
favouring the Coaaission, ruled th•t it had not been 
able to present a practical alternative that vould 
secure the control of eapty bottles without li•iting 
iaports. The decision has weakened the Coaaission's 
a~thority to query the laws of any .. aber State th•t 
aay distort trade. 

Pl••t.lcs vast.• oow oae of APllS's .. i• 
coacerDS. It is the first c•s• in which 
enviro,.....ntal protecti~n has t•k•n precedence over 
the protection of free tr•d•. APME concludes that 
th• ruling also iaplies that, vhen contesting 
official ... sures vhich affect trade, industry will 
h•v• to present alternative solutions. The 
•ssocl•tion ha•, in fact, rer~ntly appointed two 
executives dedicated to the question of 
post ·consu .. r plastics waste 11ana9e .. n~ ··hich is 
now one of its ~•in activities. 



This yeaa. plast ~s buttles in the Feder4l 
Republic of Ger11.tny v 11 be subject to a ~O pfenni9 
a4nd4tory deposit. vh le iaports vill be> subject t~ 

the sa-.e rule from the end of 1990. The aim is to 
~-cntrol ~he use of polyethylene terephthalate (PET). 
the Governm..nt refusing to accept Coca Col•"s ovn 
promise to c.:.llect and reprocess 80 pe: cent of a!l 
empties. The deposit nov imposed exceeJs the cost 
of the bottle and is the subject of protests fr<llB 
French mineral vater exporters. 

Il•IF lo l•• pl•slics IN9s. bottles. The 
Italian decree of 9 November 1988 says that the cost 
of collecting and processing plastics p.1cka9ing 
waste vill be financed by a combination of t••es on 

retail bags (up to 100 lire a pie•·e). on imports of 
plastics packs and on plastics 9'4terials sold tor 
packaging (10 per cent of the sales price). Unlike 
~n.ark an~ the Federal P.epublic of Germany. Italy 
has "delegated" the responsibility ar.d cost of 
selective waste collection and handling to the 
industry. 

Pl•slics seen •s preseatiDOJ more of v•ste 
probl .. ti... .. tur•l pr~s. It is worth lo-Jkin9 
at some of the solid vaste options. starting vith 
the knowled9e that plastics materials are perceived 
as presenting more of a litter probleta than the 
natural products they have replaced. They are so 
visible that they seem to account for more litter 
than thelr tonnage justifies. In fact. they 
represent only 7 per cent of landfills by weight and 
about 30 per cent of the waste mass by volume. They 
can. however. be incinerated or recycled. 

Much plastics waste is already being recycled. 
either by producers and processors within their ovn 
factories or by specialist companies. Polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) bottles. for instance. often use 
base cups made froe recycled high-density 
polyethylene and both marerials can be recycled. 

All -io lbermopl•slics for ~•gilMJ caa be 
recycled. All the major thermoplastics. which 
account for about 87 per cent of the total. can be 
recy~led. the main problem lying vith the smaller 
quantities of 110re exot'. materials that can be 
involved in domestic vas~e. 

This could be overcome if each contai~er were 
coded to indicate the resin, or resins, used. This 
would be costly, as vould any scheae designed to 
collect and sort domestic vaste. In some respects. 
producers vf the traditional materials which COlllpete 
vith plastics are better served, many having been 
involved in waste recycling for ~O yedrs or 110re. 
The problems, real and imaginary, associated vith 
the recycling of plastics vaste have led to other 
approaches, such as incineration or the supply of 
products that are biodegradable. 

locl-rati- r-ers be•l •borrowed• hoe 
crude oll. The modern high-temperature incinerator 
could be a more cost-effective means of disposal. 
It also has the advantage that it recovers the heat 
"borrowed" from the crude oil which formed the 
original st.utin" uterial. The energy in 
polyolefins Is at least as good as heating oil and 
better than coal. The average BTU/kg contained in 
polyolefins, 43.600. compares vith 41.700 for 
heating oil and 2~.400 for coal. 

Although incineration is considered both 
efficient and scientifically sound, it is not 
popular vlth environ .. ntalists vho believe that it 
creates more problems than it is likely to solve. 
However, If It vere to put the case for this method 
of treating difficult wastes vlt.h more vigour. the 
indu1try would be able to Influence deci1ion-.. kers. 
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llecycliDCJ offers ec:oaomic ioc:.Dti.,.s •11 •lODCJ 
c:baia. In the lon~ ter•. recycling is likely to 
prov~ mar~ •~~~ptable th~n jn~ineration. offering 
economic incentives to all invol~ed in the chdin of 
collection. reclamation and re-use. A US consulting 
firm estimates that 907.000 tonnes of recycled 
plasttcs vere used last year. representing 2.2 per 
..:eot of the total volu..., ..:or.sumed thruughout the 
vorld. It is e•pected that this vill increase to 
Ll million tonnes, or 7 per cent of the total. 
by 1998. 

Just ove: half the 1998 total vill be accounted 
for b) the USA. Packa~in9 offers the largest and 
most iroediate potent Lsl and is P.xpected to acco;,nt 
tor 50 per cent of the total 10 years froa nov. 

Plastics problem 

Are plasti..:s really a problem? This question 
cannot just be look<!d at froe a technical or 
economic point of view. it must also be considered 
froe the point of viev of increasing environmental 
awareness in society. An area of conflict has 
arisen here. vith, on the one hand. the advantages 
of plastics as a modern material. and. on the other 
hand. their disadv~nta9es above all where their 
disposal is concerned. 

The current method of avoiding waste when 
m.tnufacturing goods made from plastics is for the 
producing coep.tny to recycle it. In addition. 
production waste is also recycled by specialized 
firms outside of the producing firm. 

The general principle tor recycling materials 
is that it is easiest and most econoeic to re-use 
the materials vhen the plasti~s have been sorted out 
into the various types. Therefore. particularly in 
the car industry, cars are already being built f rocn 
plastics suitable for recycling. so that they can be 
dismantled much more easily. An additional 
labelling of the parts makes the task of sorting the 
various 9'4terials out after they have been separated 
much easier. This gives the recycling firm a much 
wider choice of :aaterials to work on. Bayer 
supports the production of plastics suitable for 
recycling. as veil as the labelling of the various 
parts. and is working on such projects, or is 
offering technical advice on applying the knowledge 
and on its experience in manufacture. 

Chemical recvcling means the recycling of 
plastic waste into its basic chemical components. 

In the course of a research p:ogra111111e set up by 
the Vl<E. Bayer hydrolysed PU flexible foam waste in 
the 1970s. But up to nov the knowledge could not be 
used in the market, because homogeneous production 
waste could only be produced with hoaiogene~us 
recycled materials. 

Bayer also supports the project aided by the 
BMfT (Federal Ministry for Research and Technology). 
VDA (Association of car manufacturers) and the VICE 
for the glycolysis of complete car seat cushions 
from Ford. However. it is at the lllOllMlnt not 
possible to foretell whether the standardizatlon of 
the recycled polyols produced by this method is 
enough to enable them to be re-used for PU 
applications such as rigid foams. 

The third largest use for plastic waste is its 
use as a source of energy. vhich is comparable with 
that of petroleum. This 111eans th•t plastic• are a 
valuable source of heating value of household 
rubbish. as they make up approximately 7 per cent of 



it. &Ayer is convinced t~t the present utili:ation 
of energy value of household vaste is too lov, as at 
least tvo thirds of household vast• is still dumped 
without being utili~ed. 

&Ayer sees a vay of environ-.ntally ~tible 
vast• disposal in •energy recycling•, vith suitably 
desig~ plants, vbich -st be developed further 
along vith .. terial recycling. Modern waste-fuelled 
power stations vith the necessary flue gas 
purification are, according to the standards of the 
•TA Luft• (technical instructions on air .. issions), 
...:>ng the cleanest incineration plants in Geraany. 
Along vith the regeneration of energy, this 
technique ensures a considerable reduction :n volume 
of the disposable vaste, thereby saving valuable 
dumping space. Moreover, the dumped residue hoa 
the incineration is -ch less of a danger to the 
environment than the unburned vaste. In addition, 
the vaste that exists after the flue gas has ti.en 
scrubbed and dedusted -st be disposed of in an 
environmentally friendly vay. Here develop19Rnt vort 
is being carried out to use the common salt vbich 
results froa the scrubbing of the flue gas in 
chloralkali electrolysis. 

If all household vaste vere to be used to 
create energy in waste-fueled power stations, it 
would correspond to approxiaately 1 billion kilowatt 
hours. This is about the same as tvo 600 llW pover 
stations burning fossilized fuels. The energy 
content of the plastics can therefore be used to 
protect our resources. This .. ans that ve replace 
the energy that ve have •borrowed". The plastics 
vhich are nov being used have already performed a 
valuable service, in particular by saving us energy. 

Burning to produce energy is the i~eal 
technical solution, vben it can be used to convert 
and dispose of hazardous vaste. (Extracted from 
Chemical Marketing Reporter, 11 Septetnber 1989, 
address by Dr. Gunter Oertel, Manager of 
Applications Technology in the Polyurethanes 
Business Group of Bayer AG, at the Pre-K'89 press 
conference in Cologne, Federal Republic of Germany) 

• • • • • 
Recycling in Italy: Legislation al1110st required all 
packaging be degradable 

Italian manufacturers of recycling equipment 
have becoae extre .. ly active. By the end of 1987, 
the amount of recycled ther1110plastic reached 
400,000 million tons, about lS per cent ot all 
ther1110plastic ~~d• in Italy and worth 400 billion 
lire. The Italian plastic and rubber 1114Chinery 
industry ranks second in the world In exports and 
third in production capacity. 

And exciting developments are coming. 
Interesting results have come from trial collection 
progralNMls In several cities. The three principal 
packaging associations have joined together in a 
progralNMI called "Plastlca Alllica• (Plastic, Our 
Friend) to prOlllOte the benefits of plastic and 
influence govern ... ntal decision-makers. 

The three main associations tor plastic 
matwrials manufacturers, processors and mac~ine-tool 
producers initiated the "Plastica Alllica• progralMle 
with tour objectives: 

l. Make authorities aware that plastic 
packaging contributes only 7 per cen: to 
urban waste and that plastic bagt represent 
0.7 per cent1 
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2. Invite authorities to begin •anti-litter• 
c411p4igns: 

3. Create • federation for the recycling of 
plastics vbich would study and verify uses 
for recycled plastic products and energy 
savings;; 

4. Work hand-in-hand with Italian 
-nicipalities and ainistries to initiate 
progr .... s for separating plastic in 
concert vith vhat is being done in other 
countries O\'er t!\e years vith glass bottles 
(and recently, vith saaller success vith 
metal cans). 

Italian experiences 

Recycling's aost difficult task i~ recovering 
containers. Several experiments vere performed in 
Italy vorth describing. 

In Paraa last year, 19 collection bins (vith 
l a 3 capacity) vere located in key areas such as 
the parking lot of a superaarket. A strong 
advertisin~ progr .... vas begun in Paraa's 
newspapers and radio stations to deliver clean 
plastic vaste to the bins. 

In fi\e 1110nths, 20 million tons vere 
collected. The experi .. nt vas declared a success 
based o.i a ~uick ex>;rapolation: if the bins had 
been place<! throughout Paraa, 8 per cent of the 
plastic prc.duced in Italy per year could be 
collected, a decent percentage. 

The collected plastic vas shredded and used for 
extrusion tests in the laboratory. The results 
shoved it vas possible to obtain good quality 
extrudate using tvin-screw technology, opening a 
path to the economical recovery of mixed plastics. 

Another interesting experi11ent was carried out 
in Tuscany. A society vas foriaed, jointly managed 
by a public adainistration and an association of 
plastic aanufacturers, to settle plans 'or a 
recycling plant. Plastic wastes are collected 
separately in coloured bags. 

Once collected, materials will be delivered to 
the recycling plant. There, they vill be used to 
aanutacture by-products. 

And in July 1987, a separate collection of 
plastic containers for beverages was organized by 
Plastici Alllica. It took place at three supermarkets 
in the Milan area. Posters throughout the stores 
asked customers to return their bottles. 

The result was unexpectedly good. By the end 
of January 1988, SOllMI 21 million tons o! bottles 
were collected, or about 400,000. (Extracted trocn 
Food Engineering International, December 1988, based 
~n a talk presented to the Plastics Institute of 
Alllerica, 2S-26 May 1989, by Mr. Claudio Grignaschi 
ot A~socomaplast, the Italian Plastics and Rubber 
Processing Machinery Manufacturers Association) 

• • • • • 
UNIDO's activities In plastics r•cycling 

A Morksbop oa Plastics Waste Recycling 
Tec:tmology, organized under the joint auspices of 
the United Nations Industri•l Development 
Organization and the Ministry of Foreign Economic 
Rel•tions and Tr•de (People's Republic of China), 



w•s hotld •t the Sh .. ngh•i Resourcot Rot.:ovot:y .. n.j 

Utiliz•.ion coap .. ny, Sh•ngh•i, Pe-0pte•s Republic ct 
Chin•, fr0ta 10 to 12 April 1989. 

1 • a.c1t9rowod 

Sine~ .971 intensive rese•rch h•s been c•rrieJ 
out in Belgiu• on polymer .. 11oys. which •re 
essentially very finely developed emulsions obtained 
by intensive and thorough Pixing ot poly-r~ in the 
molten state ar.d stabilized by cooling to obtain • 
hi~h qu•lity aix of a votry viscous polymeric 
liquid. To achieve this it is ner.ess•ry to h•ve • 
very short residence time. 

When the enerqy crisu started, concentrated 
study on the use and fabrication ot these polyseric 
alloys from mixed plastics waste w•s highly 
eaphasized. In 1977 Fabrique Nationale Herst•l SA, 
Herstal, Belgium, obt•ined • licence tor the process 
•nd developed• c~mplete pl•stics recycling line 
with the main piece of equipment being a short-screw 
pl•st if ier. 

In May 1981 • Chinese deleg•tion troa the 
municipality of Shangh•i visited Belgiu•, the 
Federal Republic of Ger.any •nd the United Kingdom 
to study various plastics recycling systems 
including the municipal v•ste recovery plant at 
Liege, designed to be the EEC pilot unit to be 
copied in other £EC countries. •nd • factory for 
industrial waste recovery, where all types of 
pl•stics waste were recycled using the above syst••-

In coaopliance with• request troa the 
Governiaent of the Penple's Republic of China, tvo 
Belgian expe•ts were fielded to China in 
August 1985. Their mission was to survey the 
plastics waste situation in C~ina and the technology 
used and to discuss with the Chinese counterpart 
institution. the Sh•nghai Resource Recovery and 
Utilization Company (SRRUC) the possibility of 
establishing a pilot plant for the recycling and 
utilization of plastics waste. The SRRUC recovers 
16 categories uf waste materials, including 110re 
than a thousand sub-grades. This includes ferrous 
metals, non-ferrous metals, rubber, paper, rags, 
cotton, chemical fibre and animal bones, hu .. n hair, 
broken glass, glass bottles, old machine parts and 
accessories, chemical residues, waste oil, and of 
course plastics. The total a110unt of waste .. terial 
collected in 1983 was 1,660,000 tons, of which 
industrial wastes accounted for 85 per cent and 
post-consumer waste for 15 per cent, with plastics 
waste being 12,000 tons and rubber waste 8,600 tons. 

Following this mission the SRRUC expressed a 
strong interest in establishing such a pilot plant 
and in using this plant as a demonstration unit not 
only for the People's Republic of China but also for 
other Far £.1st countries. According to the SRRUC, 
there is a potential need in China for the erection 
of about 200 similar plants. 

B•sed on the recommendations which emerged fr°"' 
the preparatory phase, a project "Recycling of 
plastics waste• (financed through a special-purpose 
contribution from the Covern-nt of Belgi1J111 to the 
UNIDF) vas designed to establish a complete pilot 
unit for the recycling of pl•stics v•ste adapted to 
the technological and economic conditions •nd needs 
of the People's Republic of China. A pilot plant 
vas built at the Xinguang Plastics Recycling Factory 
to upgrade the properties of the pl•stlcs waste and 
increase the yield of the plastics recycled 
111•terials. This recycling fdctory is a suburb•n 
division of the SRRUC, covering an area of 
10,000 ~. 2 and llldlnly recycl in9 v•ste PVC, PMMA •nd 
nylon with a total annual output of 2,000 tons, of 
which approxl .. tely 800 tons are recycled PVC. 
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For the est•~ lish-nt ot the pilot plant, a 
subcontract was aw•rde<i to RllEO SA, a subsidi•ry ot 
Fabrique National Herstal producing short-screw 
plastitiers. the -est important ite• of equipment in 
the recycling line, and under world-wide patent. 
This subcontract provided for the supply of the 
technical know-how, drawings and specifications as 
well as a pl~stifier and a •icronizer required for 
the pilot unit. The rest of the recycling line 
including crushing. compacting, washing equipment, 
etc. has been provided by the Chinese, as this 
equipment is already available lo.:•lly •nd the 
complete line was assembled by experts from the 
subcontr•ctor. 

Experi .. nts shoved that the extruder is highly 
efficient in treating pur~ PE or PVC material of 
different specifications and is specially adapted 
for recycling PVC. Experi-nts on granulating aixed 
plastics containi11g 90 per cent PVC and 10 per cer.t 
PE were conducted. The resulting •ixed granules 
deaonstrated that production of better quality 
granules is possible only with •inor adjustments of 
technology parameters. The reclaillled plastics 
granules produced by the extruder •re much better in 
quality than those produced by ordinary extruders 
due to its specific design. which ensure sufficient 
homogeneity. short residence ti .. , and no obvious 
property degradation of the plastics in the 
granulation process. 

The patent and know-how, however, re.aain the 
property of the subcontractor. This .. ans that, if 
the People's Republic of China produces this syste• 
for sale within China and in the Far &ast, an 
agreement has to be reached on the future know-how 
payments to the subcontractor. 

UNIDO is organizing an International Conference 
on Plastics Recycling in September 1990, to be held 
in the People's Republic of China. 

• • • • • 
Following are tvo articles which were presented 

to the Workshop: 

Establishment and implementation of UNIDO 
project for waste plastics recycling: 
Zhu Kexi, Deputy Manager, SRRUC 

Iotroductioo 

Of all the projects set up for the benefit of 
our cOtDpany with the support of UNDP and UNIDO this 
project is meant more for us, as it provides an 
effective solution to the technical proble• of 
recycling mixed pl•stics waste. The project helps 
us establish a COtllplete nev syste• wholly adapted to 
the specific circumstances of China. With this nev 
recycling system, upgrading of working efficiency, 
i•prove-nt in prod~ct quality, and elimination of 
environaental pollution have been realized. RllEO SA 
of Belgiu•, subcontractor of the project, undertakes 
to supply the Xinguang Plastics Fdctory of our 
company with a complete waste plastics processing 
and production line, which comprises chiefly the 
extrusion m.chlne, granul•tor and •icronlzer as the 
main equipment. The UhIDO contribution to the 
project totals U5 $429,96S and the govern.,.nt input 
in kind US $901,000 (for the workshop, pre•ises and 
subsidiary equipmentl. I111pleaentation vf the 
project starts from 1987 •nd ends in 1989. And nov 
this WdSte plastics recycling system has bven put 
into nor .. l production, which proves th•t what we 
originally expected to acquire from the project, 
i.e. upturn of production capacity, improveaent in 
product quality and eli111lnation of environaental 
pollution, have been successfully •chleved. It is 
envlsa9ed that thl• recycling syste• will ••pend Its 



pos1t1ve influence to other industrial cities in 
China. and possibly some other developing 
countries. 

In the three-year span from in~tiation to the 
establlshmlent of this project we have noticed such 
autual confidence and good co-operation has existed 
between our Government and UNDP as well as UllIOO. 

Shanghai Resource Recovery and Utilization 
Coapany (SRRUCJ is one vf the large-scale State 
enterprises specializing in waste recycling in 
China. Plastics waste takes 7.7 per c-.nt of the 
recyclable waste total our company collects. Apart 
from a portion of such scrap directly supplied to 
the market as raw material for industrial 
production. the remaining part is to be processed 
and utili£ed by Xinguang Plastics Factory. a 
subsidiary of SRRUC. 

At present. plastics waste treated by the 
Xinguang Factory comprises chiefly PVC. PE filas and 
PA6 filaments. Products made of such processed 
material are regenerated plastics pellets. The 
original process adopted by the Xinguang Factory can 
be briefly illustrated as follows: 

Plastics 
waste 

Sorting and 
washing 

Plastifying 
~~~~ in-2 roll 

i 
adding in 

plasticizer. 
stabil i:zer, 
colourant 

mills~ extruding~ filtei .ng ~granulating~ 
quality checking up and packaging 

The above process actually resulted from a 
careful study of the characteristics of the plastics 
waste allocated to the Xinguang Factory and the 
simple equipment available on the domestic market. 
For a small factory with limited investment and 
limited time to achieve production capacity, such a 
process was considered feasible and rational then. 
But before long the Xinguan~ Factory faced up to 
some serious technologica~ problems. Plastifying 
and densification of Lne films by 2-roll mills with 
electric heating in an unsealed state led to 
disintegration of a portion of PVC with evaporated 
gaseous hydrochloride pervading the working 
surroundings, thus gravely affecting the workers' 
health. 

The material repeatedly heated in the course of 
plastifying, filtering, extrusion and granulating 
inevitably resulted in property degradation, thus 
impairing the quality of the product. Besides, 
inadequate material pre-treatment was an added 
disadvantage to the entire process. 

All these negative factors cropped up to 
prevent the growth of production capacity, and even 
stagnated the normal operation. For our company, 
the only way out was to turn to technological reform 
with the introduction of 1110re advanced state·of-the
art facilities. 

Thanks to th~ UHDP/World Bank global project 
80/004 for integrated resource recovery and 
utilization enforced in Shanghai in 198), in the 
frame of the project, a representative of our 
company, Mr. Cuo Yongkang, participated in an expert 
team touring Belgium and other countries to study 
their waste recycling practices. In Belgium the 
team visited the FN Industry Company (the parent 
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company of RHEO SA) and the Centre de Rec~erches 
Plastiques (Liege), where they observed a PRH 120 C 
type short-screw plastif ier invented by 
Professor Georges A. Patfoort of the vrije 
Universiteit Brussel. The creative design and 
structural novelty of the machine invited deep 
interest fr09I the study ted•. tn demonstrative 
operation, the machine displayed its superiority in 
productivity. product quality and exclusion of 
environmental contamination. 

With an expectation of remoulding the existing 
process of plast:cs scrap recycling in the Xinguang 
Factory, our representative, together with other 
experts, initiated a discussion with the top 
officials of UNIOO at its headquarters in Vienna, 
during which the study team was told that the 
Belgian Government had an idea of using its s;>ecial 
contribution tc UNIOO to finance the introduction of 
the above equipment and technol09y to our company in 
Shanghai. 

In August 1981 the Deputy Head of the Division 
of Industrial Operation_, UllIOO. visited Shanghai 
and inspected the Xinguang Plastics Factory. Two 
months later, the Ministry of Foreign Economic 
Relations and Trade in China officially requested 
UNIIJO to set up a project in this connection. In 
August 198S UNIDO experts, Professor G. A. Patfoort 
and Dr. A. Buekens visited Shanghai to conduct a 
feasibility study in the Xinguang Factory. Along 
with their positive mission report, they submitted a 
project proposal to UN!OO and our Covernment. In 
March 1986, Professor Patfoort came to Shanghai to 
hold detailed talks with the leadership of SRRUC 
re~;rding concrete steps to be taken to set up a 
waste plastics recycling pilot plant and to support 
the introduced equipment with all necessary 
subsidiaries. In April a Senior Interregional 
Adviser from the Chemical Industries Branch of UNIDO 
and a representative of the Belgian Covernment in 
UNIOO fer project assessment visited Shanghai to 
inquire of our company how to proceed with tt .. 
proposed project and to hear the work report 
prepared by Professor G. A. Patfoort. 

~le.eotAtioa of the project 

In February 1987 related UNIDO authorities 
signed .~n agreement with the project subcontractor 
RHEO SA of Belgium to provide SRRUC with the 
technology and the complete set o' equipment for 
plastics waste recycling. 

In April 1987 a decision was reached between 
Professor Patfoort and SRRUC with regard to trdining 
of Chinese technical personnel in Belgium, delivery 
of equipment, and mapping out the engineering 
programme for complementing the imported equipment 
with necessary subsidiaries. 

In OctobMr 1987 a three-person technical team 
headed by Mr. Zhu Kexi, Deputy Manager of SRRUC, 
went to Belgium for systematic training. 

In November 1987 Mr. Ceorges Micheels, 
Counseiller of the Research and Development Centre, 
and designer of PRH 120 C type extrusion line, 
visited Shanghai as UNIDO expert to investigate 
preparatior.s under way for setting up the pilot 
plant in the Xin9uan9 Factory. He expressed 
satisfaction with our engineering ~rogramrne for 
complementing the imported equipment with necessary 
subs id i ar ies. 

At the end of May 1988 waste plastics recycl in9 
equipment reached Shanghai, and immediately 
afterwards Mr. Vincenzo Sciascia, Industrial 
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~nager, an6 Mr. A. NoirhOllllle, Production Manager of 
RHEO SA, ca .. to Shanghai to execute their expert 
•ission at SRJIUC to guide and supervise the 
installation of the d~'ivered mach.nery, and help 
start •Jp the recycling line vi th necessary 
adjust .. nt for test-running and production operation. 

In the course of trial production, the 111achine 
line has run well ar.d yielded a good result in 
processing PVC f ilas. Of course, for the sake of 
further improvement soaie work has to be done to well 
compact the f>lms first hut, for the present, an 
effective densificator is not available on tne 
domestic market. 

Par-r..c:bing slCJDificaace of the project 

Following the rapid development of industry and 
the growing shortage of natural resources, 
exploitation and utilization of recyclable waste 
material is an important policy for extending the 
function of potential resources, alleviating 
environmental contamination and protecting the 
ecological balance as a whole. 

The project manifests a fruitful co-operation 
between IBIIDO, the Belgidn Government and our 
country in the field of waste recycling, and the 
successful imple .. ntation of the project results in 
such benefits our compan:: now acquires as envisaged 
in our original plan, which •ight invi~e interests 
of other Asian Pacific countries having an intention 
to promote their waste plastics recycling activities. 
Shanghai, as an industrial city with a population of 
110re than 12 •illion, is eager to introduce advanced 
technology adapted to its local conditions to 
develop resource recovery and utilization. rs such, 
we are willing enough to share with you any kind of 
good experience, and sircerely expect technical 
exchange and co-operation with you, especially in 
the tield of waste plastics recycling. 

• • • * • 

Plastics Waste Recycling Industry in India 

by Arun Anand, B.Cot11.(Hons), FCA (England ' 
Wales), FCA, ACS, Vice-Chairman and Managing 
Direct~r. Shivalik Agro-Poly Products Ltd., 
302 Sector 9-D, Chandigarh, India 

This paper is in two sections - one that refers 
to general cot11111ents/conteaporary end-use 
application examples, and the other on the 
scenario in India 

SICTIO. Is Ceaer.al ~•t• aDd ooat~rary 
elld-use applications 

The subject of plastic recycling is of ut1110st 
iaportance on account of two basic factors - first 
and forellO~t being environ.,.nt preservation and 
protection, and secondly the very important aspect 
of cost benefit economics, particularly with the 
high cost of plastics (owing to high base price or 
high fiscal levies or both) and the human endeavour 
to attain aaxiaua advantage out of it. 

As to the matter of environ.,.ntal protection, 
plastic• being non-biodegr•dable in general, requir• 
handling with careful selectivity in their 
application so as to ease the subsequent retrieval 
fof recycling and re-use to achle·:e Nx imum 
advantage from It=-. techno.1ogic.i use and further to 
negate any ill-effects to the environment. 

As to the cost benefit economics, the maximum 
beneficial use au1t be achieved so as to mitigate 

its hi9h cost ov r multiple st .. ge appl •~-.. t ••-'ns 
for which appropriate R•D in industry aJst be 
encouraged. 

For a long time, recycling of plastic waste has 
aroused world-wide cue iosity and interest. It is 
ti .. to talk of pr0110ting plastics recycling keeping 
in view a number of reasons why a more ~fficient 
recycling in~ustry would make sense both in industry 
ter•s and fc• the whole econot11y. Plastics recycling 
generally takes one of the three foras: (i) in-~ouse 

process waste recycling; (iii specialist pla~tics 
waste recycling; and (iii) mixed p'astics 
recycling. Higt- density/low density polyethylene 
(which constitutes half of plastics packaging by 
weight) is the lllOSt cOINDOn type of material 
recycled, others being PVC, polypropylene, 
polyamides, etc. 

To sustain ecological balance and to take 
advantage of the ttermoplastics· polymeric life, 
efforts to develop economical and beneficial 
technology of recycling plastic wastes and products 
therefrom must be encouraged to utilize the 
product which is generated from (ii factories, 
(ii) collectors of industrial waste from large 
generators/extruders, and (iii) packaging fro"' 
coaaercial and agricultural sectors, etc. This step 
imparts efficiency and economy to the use of 
recycled plastics from the point of view of 
environmental pollution control, ener9y conservation 
and overall economy, besides maximizing material 
utilization efficiency. 

A very high proportion of virgin material comes 
under recycling for use in various areas includin~ 
non-critical applications for different end-users in 
the shape of sheets, utensils, toys, temporary civil 
structures, auto parts, electric gadgets and so on. 
But the fore1DOst point which sometimes remains 
unnoticed that standardized consumer products often 
also open the door to introduction of recycled 
plastic must be approached with caution. 
Indiscriminate use of recycled plastic invariably 
will bring a product appl!cation into disrepute. It 
is, therefore, necessary to resort to 111.!intaining 
standards and quality control of products which 
incorporate the use of such recycled thermo
plastics. We therefor~ must put thrust on end-use 
specifications, econ~~1c usefulness coupled with 
employment orientation. Necessary technology and 
development must be taken up to usher in specialized 
processing of low cost yet acceptable products from 
recycled matecials. 

Generally, common purpose consumer articles ar~ 
aimed for. However, an effort must be made to use 
the recycled materials for products aimed at 
industrial applications so that they can contribute 
meaningfully in overall industrial development. 

Various end applications can be conceived and 
engineered for effective introduction. Two major 
examples that have been developed are: 

(i) P3llets for dunnage in storage;material 
handl Ing; and 

(ii) Boxes/cases for fruit/vegetables, soft 
drinks and general packages made from 
waste LDPE/HDPE and rice husk 
combinations. 

A unique example which has recently been 
introduced after developaient in our country is 
pallets from recyc~ed HDPE/LDPE, for use as dunn 9e 
in storage and .. terial handling, In substitution 
for wooden pallets. 
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This development replaces the use of wood which 
otherwise is scarce and thus needs to be preserved, 
more particularly for environmental protection 
reasons .. 

For sourcing the recycled plastic for this 
application, the development has been dovetailed to 
the CAP (Cover and Plinth) storage concept and 
program111e in our country. 

The scientific CAP storage requires extensive 
use of poly covers made from virgin LOPE/HOPE 
film/sheets for protection of foodgrains during 
storage from acclamatic conditions and rodent 
wastage. This is used on an extensive scale in 
India in the Foodgrain Storage and Protection 
Programme. This in turn generates substantial 
volume of obsolete poly scrap which has good 
poiymeric life but is otherwise of limited value. 
On the other hand, wood becoming increasingly scarce 
day by day, the development of substitute pallets 
and the need to use this ~aste was taken up with 
foresight. Research on non-exploitative ways of 
using obsolete scrap was taken up, which led to 
development of poly pallets manufactured out of the 
low value scrap. LOPE/HD•~ scrap, otherwise of good 
polymerics life but low value, thus could be 
recycled for a second generation application of 
economic value and contributes to environment 
preservation through conservation of wood as also, 
yet on the other hand, consumption of plastic waste. 

Thus plastic scrap is brought into profitable 
use in the shape of poly pallets which serve the 
multi-purpose applications in storage as dunnage, 
having quality and acceptable standard of product, 
specially designed and fabricated for its long 
life. These pallets can be used with fork-lifts for 
industrial use, and ordinary poly pallets for 
dunnage for storage applications. 

The particular c~aracteristics of plastic 
pallets are that they: 

(i) Need no fumigation; 

(ii) Need no special ize,i handling, being able to 
withstand rough and tough handling; 

(iii) Need hardly any repairs although of light 
weight; 

(iv) Do not damage lower layer of gunny bags in 
a stack; 

(V) Are chemically inert; 

(vi) Are odourless, physlological•y harmless; 

(vii) Help in c~ntalning pollution; and 

(viii) Advance ecological balance by conserving 
precious wood for other uses. 

Each wooden pallet when substituted by a poly 
pallet saves 2 cu ft (0.056 cu m) of wood. 

With the vast number of pallets in use, the 
potential saving of wood can be immeasurable. This 
in turn carries an immeasurable value in terms of 
its environmental contribution in ecological balance 
preservat ·:in. 

Another application, viz. boxes for 
fruit/vegetable handling/~ackaglng, has been 
developed from LOPE/HOPE and rice husk compounded 
material where a thick sheet of 2 11111 is made and 
then cut and assembled into containers of convenient 
1laet. 

Sll:TION II: Situation on plastic vaste recycli09 
industry iD lDdia 

P0lymers in commercial parlance primarily 
comprise thermoplastics, thermo-sets, synthetic 
rubbers and engineering plastics. The major 
thermoplastics are LOPE (Low Density Polyethylene), 
PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride) and PS (Polystyrene). 
Other thermoplastics, viz. Acrylonitrile 
Butadine-Styrene (ABS), Styrene Acrylonitrite (SAN) 
and Poly Methyl Metha Acrylate (PMMA), though not 
engineering plastics in the true sense of the term, 
have been included in this catego:y of plastics. We 
shall call these general commodity plastics and 
shall deal with the scenario in india. 

Before ve 90 into the subject of the 
reprocessing industry of plastics, it would be 
pertinent to understand the size of the polymer 
market in the country for virgin material and 
consequent developments to augment further 
capacities, as the size of the RP industry among 
other factors also depends on the virgin material 
availability in the market. 

In this context, it would be important to 
understand the past consumption and growth trends in 
plastics, the polymer availability scenario and 
demand projections for C011'1llO<ii~y plastics. The 
details pertaining to the above have been reflected 
in annexures. 

The figures reflect considerable growth over 
the past few years. This growth was 12.5 per cent 
on the basis of compound annual rate of growth up to 
the year 1984-85. At the same time, the polymer 
availability scenario, though shoving considerable 
improvement, is still far below the demand 
projections, as reflected in table l of annexure. 
This reflects the demand potential to the extent of 
796,000 MT per annum for comm,x!ity plastics with 
per capita consumption of l kg, which is likely to 
increase to 1.6 kg towards the end of the VIIIth 
Plan to 2.16 kg by the end of the IXth Plan or by 
the turn of the century. 

The annexure also reflects the pattern of 
consumption. However, another very vital factor 
which is taking predominance is the cost of 
polymers, which has been rising steadily either 
owing to high base cost or fiscal levies/taxes by 
the Government. 

The indigenous availability of virgin cOCllllOdity 
plastics has been significantly lagging t.ehind 
demand for most of the ti"'8. The demand for 
coanodity plastics is dependent on a number of 
factors, like price, supply, consumption 
characteristics, etc. The degree of Influence of 
each of these factors is again governed by the 
product/111arket characteristics. In the Indian 
context, the demand for plastics is observed to be 
more influenced by the supply and to a relatively 
lesser degree by the real price of the product. The 
reason for such an over-dependence on the supply 
factor is owing to the nascent status of the 
industry which is growing at a very fast pace. The 
untapped potential is high and the future scope 
quite substantial. The influence of supply, 
therefore, predominates consumption, overshadowing 
the marginal changes in the price. 

Currently as the production of commodity 
plastics in the country does not even meet 50 per 
cent of the total demand, the domestic requirement 
therefore ha• to be put most of the polymers under 
OCL scheme envisa~ing liberalized imports whereby 
actual useu can meet their req·~irement through 
imports. There was a relative lull in between as 



the global price of the plastics had shot up 
considera~ly during the year 1986-87. Hoveve:, 
despite the above, the demand has bounced back. 
Another factor which otherwise restricts imports is 
the high level of import duty on all the polymers 
imposed by the Indian Government, which can vary 
between 100 to 340 per cent for different polymers. 
The import duty structure has given the domestic 
manufacturers leverage to jack up the price ir 
consonance to landed prices of imports. Therefore 
the polymer prices in India are amongst the highest 
in the world today. 

Reproceasing iadustry - tbe sce,..rio 

By ~heir very nature, thermoplastics can be 
shaped and reshaped many times bf the application of 
heat/pressure/shear. However, at each processing 
step, the polymer undergoes degradation due to 
breakage of the molecular chain. The extent of 
degradation increases in geOG1etric progression at 
each processing step. Therefore, the upper limit of 
useful reprocessed goods is not 1DOre than 
three times for all practical purposes. 

The scenario with high polymer price with 
substantial increase in consumption has brought a 
lot of consciousness to the reprocessed polymer 
trade. 

The reprocessed industry in India during the 
early 1960s was confined to relatively small 
operations - at tiny cottage industry levels - the 
convertor was relatively ignorant about various 
properties of different polymers and would 
ultimately mix different polymers having differe~t 
characteristics. These reprocessed plastics found 
applications where appearance and properties were of 
no consequence, viz. cheap toy industries, 
tarpaulins for shelters, etc. It was estimated that 
in the year 1984-85 industry had grown to a position 
where 23 per cent of total virgin polymer 
consumption vent back into the reprocessed sector; 
currently this has approached 50 per cent. 

Trade practices la tbe reprocessed laduatry 

The reprocessing industry began in the early 
i960s and over the years attained reasonable 
status. The iaajor aspects that influence this 
particular trade are: 

(a) The reprocessing industry is located 
closer to the scrap generating industry and 
consumption markets. This is because the industry 
has to thrive on economical access to the 
availability of the discarded virgin processed 
goods, and it was observed that over 85 per cent of 
tt.e reprocessou are located in the metropolis and 
lar9e towns; 

(b) The major reprocessing activities are 
carried out against cash transactions. The major 
quantity of inputs to the reprocessing sector COllle 

from the househo"d, which sells packaging films and 
damaged/broken houseware to scrap b•Jyers. SOllle 
inputs also COllle from garbage sources where 
discarded plastic products are thrown. The other 
significant source of inputs Is auction/tender 
disposal ot packaging materials by the Industrial 
sector; 

(Cl The output of the reprocessing sector is 
also predominantly sold In the retail markets In 
cash1 

(di The reprocessed plastic goods, under the 
normal situation of steady virgin raw material 
prices and supplies, f Ind specific outlets based on 
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their price and functional ritquirement of end use. 
Th@ teatile industry is re;orted to be a large user 
of reprocessed pa.:ka9in9 filas as well as moulde·:i 
bobbin cones. etc. The agri~-ultural sector also is 
a large user of reprocessed goods in the form of 
black films and pallets. The presence of 
repro.:essed injection- and blov-mou~ded housevare 
and toys is quite conspicuous in the rural markets 
as well as urtan markets directed at the low-income 
groups. Reprocessed packaging filas are extensively 
used by retailers for protective packaging of 
industrial and consu-.r products; 

(e) Froa the mere appearance of reprocessed 
goods. the trade is in a position to classify these 
goods into: 

(i) 

(ii) 
<iii I 

Once-reprocessed goods, 
Twice-reprocessed goods, 
Goods reprocessed more than twice; 

(f) The wholesale price vf virgin and 
reprocessed goods depends on variou~ factors, 
viz. once-reprocessed, twice-reprocessed and more 
than twice reprocessed. Once-reprocessed polymer 
may cost up to 60 to 65 per cent of the virgin 
material; twice-reprocessed may cost between 45 
to 50 per cent of the virgin material; and ll'Ore 
than twice-reprocessed material may cost up to 
40 per cent. 

This therefore shows the wide scope of the 
reprocessed industry. In the context on average 
costs of thermoplastics in India can be taken as 
Rs 35 per kg (US $2 per kg); 

(g) Some products in the household as well as 
the industrial sector hav£ good re-use potential. 
Such products becocne available for reprocessing to a 
small extent after the purpose of re-use has been 
served. Tjpical products in the household are 
vanaspati, container c3rrier bags, etc., heavy duty 
plastic sacks, and HOPE woven sacxs also find 
extensive re-use among !aroners and industrial 
users. 

It would now be pertinent to evaluate prime 
application of various virgin commodity plastics 
which form th~ source point for the reprocessing 
industry. 

These are: 

Food pack•giDCJ• This includes liquid milk 
packa7ing, cereals, salts and processed foods. 

Ilea-food packa9i119: Fertilizer and bitumen 
laminate, textiles, detergents, industrial products 
•nd consumer products, including toys ~nd garments. 

110a-packa9ia9 appllQtioas of fll•• CAP covers, 
nursery bags, carrier bags. 

lbtrusion co.tlogs• Fertilizer and industrial 
packaging. 

Wires and c•hle•• For telecommunication sheathing 
compound. 

Injection moulding•• This includes rotational 
moulding, blow mouldings of various consumer 
produc•s and profiles. 

llDPll• The prime application for the use of HOPE -
woven sacks, monofllaments, HM HOPE for packaging, 
pipes, injection mouldings, blow mouldlng11, 
extrusion and others. 



Polffl'oppl•-= TQ fil•, BOPP fil•, voven s•cks, 
a.:>nofil ... nts •nd ropes, sheets •nd pipes. 
str•ppin9/sutli. injection aouldin9, blov aouldin9, 
fibre/fil•-nts. 

PVC (rigid): Pipes, conduits, fittin9s, fil• •nd 
foils, bottles .1nd p!ofiles. 

PVC (flesible): Wires and c~bles, calendared 
sheets, leather .~10th by spread coatin9, footwear, 
9arden and disch•r9e hose, ~tc. 

Ser~ collect.ioa: The pri- ~actor that 
deteraines the scrap value is the 9r•de, qu.1lity and 
condition cf the scrap. Thereafter, the ne~t 
iaportant factor is the colour. If the scrap is of 
virgin aaterial and in natural colour, it deaands 
the highest value, followed by scraps in different 
colou~s. and the last bein9 scrap in black colour, 
the pri- reason bein9 that r..1tural colour scr.1p can 
be coloured by the consuaer according to his 
requireaents. plus the addition of colO<Jr gives a 
fresh look to the aaterial; whereas other colours 
have to be used as such with only ainor 
aodifications. Earlier the scrap industry was 
predoainantly in the unorganized sector but with 
increased consuaption and also the rising prices of 
polyaers. This scenario is now gradually cil•nging. 
with the eaergence of l•rge consuaers who h•ve 
conseqi:ently larger scrap generations, a different 
kind of activity th•t has ... rged whereby scrap 
collection is now aore organized. The scrap is 
disposed of either through tenders or through annual 
r•te contract. Considering th•t the total 
cons119ption of c~ity plastics of 1989-90 is in 
the order of 955,000 tonnes, it can safely be 
estiaated that the aarket for th• reprocessed 
industry would be in the region of 400,000 tonnes, 
estiaating first-ti- reprocessed, second-ti
reprocessed and third-tiae reprocessed aaterial. 

It would now be pertinent to identify sectors 
which utilize reprocessed 11aterial and also 
applications to the extent to which it could 
possibly be utilized. We shall take the case 
exaaple of LOPE. The estiaated consumption of 
virgin LOPE during the year 1985-86 was of the order 
of 144,000 tonnes, a detailed end use analysis is 
available bifurcating each end use. 

Based on this analysis, possible segaents of 
each virgin processed goods which becaae available 
to the reprocessing sector during 1985-86, have been 
estiaated. 

(ii C.aal/re .. rvoir llelag 

By the very nature of this application, there 
is no possibility of lined fil~ becoaing available 
for reprocessing. 

(ii) CAP covers 

CAP covers are auctioned by FCI and State 
government •gencies •f ter tvo to ~hree se•sons of 
use. About 5 to 10 per cent of these CAP covers are 
retained for re-use as dunnage. There is a time-lag 
of 11/2 to 2 years when the material becomes 
available through auction for reprocessing. The 
consu•ption of LOPE in this sector was in the re9ion 
of about 30,000 tonnes, out of which approxiaately 
20,000 tonnes were avai~able for reprocessing. The 
prime application for this material, as the fiin is 
black In colcur, was suited to nwke black LOPE pipes 
for farm and water distribution, black tarpaulins 
dnd film for shelter and protection and poly pallets 
for d~nnage. (This application is relatively ~ew 
but Is gaining acceptance as an alternative to the 
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existin9 pa~lets aade of wood, a ae•sure that the 
Gover..,..nt w•nts to encour•9• to conserve use of 
wood.) 

This is one •r•• where there is aaxiau• deaand 
for reprocessing. The bulk of •ilk pack&gin9 is in 
natur•l colour or white colou;, both of vtich •re in 
hi9h deaand. The tot•l consuaption of this segaent 
is estiaated to be around 20,0QO tonnes, out of 
which about 75 per cent is expected to be used for 
reprocessing. As •ilk pouches have soae f•t 
•c~erence, this fil• has to be washed with detergents 
to remove the f•t- Priae applications of t~~s fila 
are tarpaulins and shcpping b.lgs, nursery bags •nd 
grocery b.lgs, which are in gcod deaand in Indi•-

LOPE fil• is l .. in•ted with jute or extrusion 
coated on LOPE/PP r•ffia. As such it is not 
possible to extract the f il• froa the disc•rded 
s•cks. 

Wires &Dd cables 

UWE fila/coapound is used for insul•lion and 
she•thing of power ca~tes and c:iaaunic•tion ~3~!cs. 
This sector is gradu•lly eaerging as a large source 
of LOPE scrap. This sector consuaes approxiaately 
25,000 tonnes of she•thing coapound annually. This 
aaterl•l bas superior aechanical properties, there 
is f•irly g~ deaand for scrap generated f roa this 
industry and thus deaands a high prealua. The scrap 
froa this •pplic•tlon, as the bulk of it ls in black 
colour, ls used for plastic cont•lners, fllas and 
sheets and blends for other plastic 
injection-aoulded aaterials. 

C.rrler Nga 

These b.lgs are extensively used in the 
household •nd only •fter d•aage are they dlsc•rded. 
A very saall segaent may get salvaged froa the 
garb.lg• stre .. for reprocessing. 

This segaer.; consuaes a large qu•ntity of LOPE 
fil• for pack•glng of industrial lnteraediates1 in 
the year 1985-86 this segment ~as expected to consuae 
ll,000 to lt,000 tonnes of aaterial and atnut 20 per 
cent of this qu•ntity is estiaated to have entered 
for reprocessing through auctioning/tender disposal. 
Only l•rge-slzed liners, sheets, etc. are disposotd 
of vltere saall bags and rolls find either re-use or 
get discarded in the garbage. 

The consuaer of LOPE In this sector is 
estlaated to be in the order of 40,000 MT annually. 
Ultlaately, LOPE bags and pouches reach households 
as bags for cere•ls, s•lt, sugar and retail bags for 
snack food, processed food •nd consu ... r produ~ts. 

B•9• of different sizes and printed overlaps are 
also used in this sector. As such, discarded 
packaging .. terlal frOlll the house~old does not re•ch 
the reprocessed sector to the extent as ... ntloned 
for •ilk pouches. A 11r9e quantity ls discarded In 
the waste strea111 and ~·le quantity salV•';1ed for 
reprocessing is only 20 per cent. 

lliscellaneous appllcalloas 

!n this segment, the lm111edlate application of 
LOPE are injection-aoulded houseware, shopping 



baskets. ropes. half-vound canes. roto-muuld~ 
containers, colour concentrates. etc. Out of the 
estimated 35,000 tonnes. the input available tc the 
reprocessed sector is in the order ot 6,000 tonn~s 
approximately through vaste collection channels from 
the household. 

In addition, there are some significant ~ectors 
>lhere reprocessing is reported seve•al time~. Thi~ 

is possible only vhen the user keeps returning 
damaged repro.;essed goods directly to the 
reprocessor. This practice is knovn to~ prevoient 
on products such as tarpaulins, sheets, !ilas and 
agricultural pipes and hoses. Some virgin LDPE may 
be used at each reprocessing stage to marginally 
improve the product quality. The estiaated outlet 
tor such goods is in the order of 20,000 tonnes for 
tarpaulin sheets and about 10,00C to 12,000 tonnes 
for blacK agricultural pipes. hoses and tubings. 

The availability of reprocessed goods at prices 
111Uch lover than virgin goods find market in the 
econoaically lover segment of our society. After 
the urban market, these goods vill necessarily go to 
the rural aarket. Thereafter collection becoaies 
unecon~ic to bring the goods back to the 
reprocessing sector. Only in cases of specific 
products discussed earlier, vhere there is a close 
link between the users of reprc..:essed goods ond 
reprocessors, is it possible to achieve more cycles 
ot reprocessing. In this sector again, some virgin 
consumption vill alvays exist due to drastic 
deterioration in the quality of reprocessed goods 
and the need to arrest the deterioration to soee 
extent by using virgin material at appropriate 
level. 

The aspect of LOPE was taken up only as an 
example. Similar demands exist for HOPE, PP ~nd 
PVC. These four polymers alone account for 80 per 
cent of the reprocessing trade in the country. It 
is also estimated that the pace at vhich demand for 
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polymers is groving (also considering that India has 
amon~st the lovest per capita consumption) ct 
plastics, ve do expect the e-.rgence of a auch mure 
organized sector to undertake reprocessing to cater 
to the stteond level of demand >lhich is highly 
price-sensitive. 

Note: Much of the information in this report has 
been obtained based on the Report of the Cooaaittee 
for Prospective Planning of Petro.:he•icals Industry. 
publ 1shed by the Go•·ernment of India, Ministry of 
Industry, Depart..,,nt of Chemicals and 
Petrochemicals, for the year 198~-2000. 

KDd-use a1W1lysis 

End-use anal;·sis is an i111pOrtant and a reliable 
method vhere demand is a derived demand. In this, 
major end-uses are studi...:I for their current usage 
and an assessment made for the foreseeable future 
based on an intiai.tte knowledge of the end-use 
sector. Using this approach, ~he demand estiaa.ttes 
for 1989-90 are arrived at for major applications 
!or thermc.plastics. The total de""1nd esti-.ates so 
arrived at are used as the base for 19&9-90 and 
growth •ates are applied for projecting the figures 
for the 1994-95 and the year 2000. 

Acknowledgments may be recorded to 
Mr. G. K. Dang, General Manager (Marketing), 
Shivalik Agro-Poly Products Ltd., for assistance in 
colle~tion ot statistical data and other relevant 
materials for this paper. 
1See tables l, 2, 3 and 4 on pages 72-73) 

UNIDO has also received a report from 
Argentina, and Brazil has also expressed their 
strong interest in plastics recycling progra111111es. 

••• 
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--------

T ablt !\btfrials discarded into tlw municipal •astt strnm 

'.\I tons ptr C'tll__! 

!\bttrial 1970 19116 1970 
-------· ---- ---

P3pcrmd~ )65 5'1.1 ~~ . .i 
Gbss l"!.5 11.S I I.I 
Metals 13.5 11.6 1:?.0 

Plaslic:s J.t 18.3 2.7 

Rubber and lc3lhcr 3.0 3.9 "!.7 
Textiles 2.0 :!.8 1.8 
Wood .i.o 5.8 3.6 
Olbcr 0.1 0.1 
Food WaslCS 12.8 12.5 11..i 
Yard waslCS 23.2 28.J :!0.6 
Misccl!anrous inorpnics 1.9 "!.6 1.7 

TOTAL 1125 1-iD.S 100.0 

(Extracted frOlll Ch .. istr! • Indus tr!, 17 July 

Material 

---- Polyethylene terephthalate IPETI • 

&----High density polyethylene 

HOPE f_i ---- Vinyl polyvinyl chloride IPVC)• 

v 
/\, 

t_ ~ ----Low density polyethylene 

I\, 
LOPE 

l..5.,l ---- Polypropylene 

pp 

/),, 
t.~ 
OTHER 

~ L&.,) ---- Polystyrene 

PS 

- - - - All other resins and layered multi-material 

1986 
)5.6 
s.i 
8.9 

7.3 

"!.8 
2.0 
.i.1 

8.9 
20.1 

18 

100.0 

1989,) 

Percent 
oflOtal 
bonlN 

~JO 

5-10 

5-10 

S-10 

5-10 

5-10 

·----·------·----·-
Fi1un SP/ resin codes for plastic conJaiMrs 

(Sxtracted fra. Cbt•lttr! i In4u1tr!, 1 Au9u1t 1919, 
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Where Recycling Saves Energy 

%By % % % 
llater181 Weight Moisture Ash BTU•a 

Paper 

Newspaper 6.7 .40 .10 534 

Orne.Paper 3.2 .18 ... 258 

Corrugated 9.0 .47 .48 834 

Other 19.4 1.55 1.18 1415 

Glaaa 

Bottles/Jara 8.o .18 8.o 

Other o.8 .02 o.e ....... 
Ferrous 6.0 .12 e.o 

Cana 1.8 .04 1.8 

Al. Cana 0.5 .01 0.5 

Alumlnum 0.9 .02 0.9 

Other 0.2 0.2 

Plaatlca 

HDPE/PET** 0.2 o.o 0.2 30 

Other 8.1 .18 .73 1212 

Rubber 2.5 .19 .53 181 

Textllea 2.2 .22 .07 177 

Wood 3.7 .se .18 279 

Food Waate~ 7.7 8.44 ... 105 

Yard 17.0 12.17 3.11 158 

Org. Waatea 2.0 .42 .14 115 

Other 0.1 .01 .03 • 
TOTALS 100 23.12 28.32 5102 

"111111& eM ........ H ...... 1'9 ...... 
(!ewoe: ..._....., ......... ef Tedul1111{1 

A typical waste coll«cion ahow1 why plaacic: ra:yding ii We becoming a p1iority. 
Although plaacia make up a 1mall percentage o( bulk wute (8.5ci. total), they 
represent 2Sll o( 1he "reclaimable" BTU'•· 

(Sources P09d lnolneerlnq Jnt'l, Decetlber 1911) 
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Annexure 

Commodity plastic consU!!ption and growth trends 

Poly.er 

Polyolefins 

LOPE 
HDPE 
PP 

Sub-total 

P'IC 
PS/HIPS 

Total 

1975-76 

35 
21.5 
0.6 

57.l 

U.2 
9.6 

110.9 

1979-10 1914-15 

70.6 134 
62.1 90 
15.5 36 

148.9 260 

12 156 
12.4 19.6 

234.3 435.6 

• CARC: Comp>Und Annual Rate of Growth. 

Table 2 

POlf!!!CS: availability 
('000 tonnes) 

1985-86 1986-87 

Kxpected production 
plus i111p<>rts 

LDPE lCO us 
Linear LDPE 4 12 
HDPE 115 125 
pp 40 47 
PVC 165 165 
PS 26 29 

Total 490 52l 

CARC* (\) 
in VI Plan 

13 
8 

18 

12 

lC 
10 

12.5 

scenario 

CARC (\) 
in V + VI Plan 

15 
15 
18 

17 

12.5 
7 

lC.5 

1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 

160 170 180 
20 30 45 

lCO 165 190 
56 66 77 

202 232 267 
32 35 38 

610 698 797 



Polymer 

LDPE/LLDPE 

llDPE 

pp 

PVC 

PS 

Total 

Per capita ' 
~: 

Ter:ainal 
'fotar VI Plan 

1984-85 
(actual) 

134 

90 

16 

156 

19.6 

05.6 

0.64 

1985-86 

lU 

115 

41) 

165 

26 

490 

- 7) -

Tat.le l 

('000 tonnes) 

VII Plan 

1986-87 1S89-90 !/ 
Terainal 

year 

157 225 1/ 
(165) (245) 

125 190 

47 77 

165 11 267 

29 18 

521 797 
(511) (817) 

1.0 

VIII PlAn IX Plan 

CARG ' Terainal CARG ' Terainal 
year year 

2000 AD 

11 (413) 8 (607) 

13 150 8 514 

18 176 8 259 

11 450 8 661 

10 61 8 90 

12 1 450 8 2 111 

1.6 2.16 

!/ The deaand figures for 1989-90 are based on estiaates of cSo.estic production plus iaports 
as shovn in Table l; on this basis of availability, the CARG ' during the VIIth Plan works out to: 

LOPE/LLOPE (as, e.g., LOPE) 
HOPE 
pp 

PVC 
PS 

14' 
16' 
18' 
11.5' 
12.5' 

1f The figures in the brackets are for eq~ivalent LOPE markets based on LOPE plus LLDPE 
tonnage. The satisfaction of the deaand in future would depend on the tonnage break-up between 
LOPE and LLDPE. 

1f PVC consumption during 1986-87 is expected to be stagnant because of continued non
availability of aaterial froa preferred sources. This position is expected to iaprove froa the 
following year. 

Product 

LOPE/LLDPE 
HOH 
PP 
PVC 
PS 

Table 4 

Kilo tonnes 

De.and 1989-90• 

290 
200 
125 
290 
so 

• Figures are rounded to nearest 10. 
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Plastics and solid vast• 

Introduction 

over the past SO years, plastics have been 
d•velopin9 into a bro~d and ever-extendin9 range of 
.. teria\s used in most everyday items as vetl as in 
specialized articles. Following their introduction 
as e<:oftOlaic alternatives for existing .. terials in 
existing uses, plastics are nov a class of materials 
vbich have •stablished theasel~es in their own right 
in .. n7 applications previously impossible vith 
other .. terials. 

Man-.. de polymers, c011pOUnds and c011pOsites 
have a bri9ht future vith the co~tinued development 
of n- .aterials, uses and processing -thods. An 
... rging constraint to growth, however, may well be 
th• handling of wastes arising from plastics 
applications. This is the .. in concern and activity 
of th• Association of Plastics Manufacturers in 
Europe (APllE). 

Plastics today and tomorrow 

Plastics .. terials range from ca...od'ty grades 
used in volu- applications such as packaging and 
construction, to engineering and composite materials 
used in technical and physically demanding 
applications such as aer<>l-'lane equipment and 
teleca...unications. Total consu-.ption of plastics 
in Europe is currently nearly 20 •illion tonnes, of 
vbich more than 86 per cent consists of the • .. jor 
plastics" (s•• table l on page 78). 

World-vide consu-.ption of the major plastics is 
growing at an average race of l-5 per cent annually, 
vbich is higher than general economic growth. 
Thermosetting resin~. vith established positions in 
special applica~'on~. tend to be more static; but 
.. ny engineering plastics and speciality resins have 
growth rates above 10 per cent, thus shoving faster 
grovth than any other plastics in new technoloqy 
fields. 

The biggest part of plastics consu•ption 
(see table 2 on page 78) lies in uses with average 
lifeti .. s of several years, vtiich shows that plastics 
are vell accepted as reliable 11aterials for long
ter• service as vell as for short-ter•, disposable 
use. This fact, and the expectation that plastics 
consumiption will continue to grow faster than the 
general economy, indicates that the amount of 
plastics vill keep increasing in the post-consu-r 
vaste stream. The industry has been and still is 
seriously assessing the consequences for solid waste 
.. nage .. nt a,d for the public acceptance of plastics. 

Solid vaste_lssues 

In sa.e European countries, as in other 
develope~ areas, plastics are accused of inflating 
solid waste strea•s, thus elllbarrassinq vast• 
disposal agencies and har•ing the environ,..nt. 
Ecologist pressure groups, politicians in need of 
votes, and local govern .. nts have been calling tor 
restrictions on plastics In a variety of ways, all 
on waste .. nage .. nt grounds. 

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) in particular has been 
criticized, on the allegation that PVC in •unicipal 
solid waste (MSW) incineration causes the form.st ion 
of toxic dioxins as vell as hydrochloric acid 
••lsslons and ls thus a .. jor contributor to acid 
rain. However, laboratory and field inveatigatlons 
have shovn that dioxin tor .. tlon ls not related to 
th• amount of PVC present and Is .. 1n1y caused by 

poor MSW incineration techn1ques. Hydrochloric acid 
in incinerator fumes is caused only in part by PVC 
ard is ecre readily separated from the tu .. s in 
properly equipped in.:inerators thar. are other acid 
gases present. The anti-PVC allPgations have i>een 
scientifically discredited but the7 keep turning up 
as uncontrolled political arguments . 

Litter is uncontrolled waste. including 
plastics articles. discarded by careless consumers. 
causing unsightly pollution and inconvenience. ~ 
authorities, in their fight against litter, are 
considering restrictions on plastics uses or 
..ndatory material specifications for such 
properties as degradability. However, these 
approaches are irrelevant and discriainatory. 
Litter ought not to be a plastics issae, but a 
question of civic responsibility and corresponding 
education and regulations. Although a matter of 
conc~rn to APME, litter is not considered a solid 
vaste issue in which plastics play a special role. 

Q£.currence of waste 

Waste generated in plastics .. nufacture and 
processing is mostly recycled or reprocessed in 
plant, or is handled by the outside vaste trade for 
secondary use. Post-consumer waste is IDOStly 
collected as part of the MS-w strea~. except in a fev 
cases of separate collection where economic 
recycling is possible. 

Recycled plastics vaste car. be used as 
reprocessed .. terials for structural use (material 
recycling), as rav materials for processing into 
che•ical compounds that can be used as a feedstock 
for nev plastics production or for other types of 
products (che•ical recycling), or as a fuel in 
cOGlbustion processes. It can be used either as a 
separate fuel (such as refuse-der'ved f ~el made fr'Jlll 
the light conbustible fraction se1ara•ed from the 
vaste) or as a component in MSW incineration with 
heat recovery (energy recycling). 

Decisions to recycle or to dispose of waste 
will deFend on the quality o• the waste, economic 
uses tor it and appropriate recycling fa~ilities. 

Pressure on the plastics industry and trade to 
reduce waste and to develop plastics recycling, if 
not for economic reasons, comes •ainly fro• the 
public sect • and political groups concerned wit!\ 
municipal waste disposal. Separate collection of 
plastics waste from households has not been 
successful because of thw lack of recycling outlets 
for the resulting •iKture. Nor has the separation 
of the plastics fraction from MSW for material 
recycling been successful, tor si•ilar reasons. 

Industries in which plastics are widely used 
.. y also need to Improve their waste manage .. nt. 
The car Industry is a case in point: cars taken out 
of se1vice would clutter a large part of the world 
it they were not taken apart ~y ar shredders who 
reclai• the .. tal parts and dispose of the rest. 

Recently, however, polyftl4tric components 
replacing aetals have incrwased the effort and ~ust 
ot dismar.•ling a car wreck while diminishing the 
return of reaunerative metal. Car shredders claim 
economic hardship1 car manufacturers and the 
plastics industry are seeking ways to resolve the 
shredders' problem and to secure junk car disposal 
without losing the many ~enefits of plastics during 
the active period of a car's life. This nov happens 
In the Fed. Rep. of Germany and Is being taken up by 
APME at a European level. 
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Municipal soliJ waste 

It is estiaateJ that. in the EEC. 100 million 
tonnes of MSW arise each year - less than 5 per cent 
of total solid waste. If there is a soliJ waste 
disposal problem, it will not be sotveJ by improving 
municiP41 waste Jisposal alone. None the less. MSW 
operators must deal with their contribution to the 
problem. Local MSW responsibilities are not set up 
to organize and finance 90der~ large-sca~e 
solutions. which involve controlled i~cineration 
vith energy recovery. 

Public suspicion of incinerators. based on 
perceptions froa earlier experiences vith out-dated. 
ill-equipped and poorly operated plants, has caused 
political pressure against vaste incineration and in 
favour of 11aterial recycling. Both options have 
their -•its, but, iu the absence of affordable 
landfill. the mo~t practical solution is 
incineration vith heat recovery. 

Recycling projects 

Plastics have been described as a solid for• of 
natural energy resources that go through a ph~se of 
11aterial use before their intended energy use. The 
plastics industry iaay think more highly of its 
perfor11ance products than as retarded bits of fuel. 
but the above view sheds light on the fact that 
energy use .. de of plastics vaste is at least as 
respectable as usin~ petrol in your car or heating 
oil in your home. The question is whether other 
uses of plastics waste are even better. 

A second use of plastics before fuel energy use 
can iaake COllllle<rial sense, p<ovided that recycling 
does ~ot cost more than it saves. Recycling aust be 
econoaic and generate financial savings or a profit 
coapared vith existing practice or coapetitive 
products being replaced. 

The plastics industry has been active in 
studying and developing recycling options and 
technology. 

Material recycling projects have been tested in 
Western Europe for years. typically based on "clean" 
plastics waste supplied by the industry and trade, 
or collected :eparately from households. successful 
develoP11141nts are typically local, low-investment, 
low-overhead manufacturing of one or two si111ple 
products. 

In the hands of entrepreneurs, this type of 
business uy flourish within limits. It deserves 
support froa the plastics industry and its 
customers: good projects ought to be - and 
increasingly are - proaoted and publicized. 
However, within the foreseeable future, material 
recycling is not expected to offer a significant 
volume outlet for plastics vastes. 

~ical. recyclin_g is a different app:oach, 
requiring more sophisticated technology and higher 
capital investment. The recycled products are 
specification chemicals that may be sold as they are 
or re-used as a feedst~k tor chemicals (including 
plastics) manufacture. Chemical recycling processes 
for plastics and other polymeric waste are still 
being rese1 ched but a•e expected to becoae 
cominercial in the near •uture. Examples of chemical 
recyclin" are: 

Pyrolysis - thermal cracking of polymers 
into hydrocarbon fractions (gas, oil, carbon 
black) I 
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Hydrocrackin9 - the:m.sl treatment in the 
presence of hydro9en providin9 different 
typ.?s of hydrocarbon fractions; 

HyJrol~·sis, alcoholysis - .,..thods for 
processin9 poly-conJensation-type polymers 
into their startin9 au.terials for re-use in 
poly.,,.< production. 

The economics of chemical recycling will depend 
on the ... ket value of the <esultin9 chemicals 
compared vith the costs of connecting the vaste 
aaterial and operating the recycling plant. In 
general. the higher the crude oil and petroche•icals 
market prices are, the more favourable are the 
economics. Cheaical recycling c~uld be a volume 
outlet for plastics waste when there is sufficient 
demand for the resulting chemicals. 

The energy use option 

Incineration with heat recovery is the most 
reasonable option for KSW handling at the moment. 
However, some environmentalists oppose this on 
principle as being unacceptable compared with 
a.aterial recycling. 

Justifiable criticis• against the pollution 
froa early incinerators is no longer valiJ for 
modern installations vith high coabustion 
temperatures and heat recovery efficiency, and with 
emission control w~ll within requirements. Waste 
disposal authorities and operators do need. however, 
to invest in up-to-date incinerator technology. 

As for the philosophical que;tion of ~hether 
energy use is less worthwhile tha 1 111Aterial use, 
finite resources should be used 1s effectively as 
possible. Plastics are among the most 
resource-effective materials available. From 
production, processing and use to disposal by 
incineration vith energy use, plastics save many 
cimes their own energy content, thus really 
"stretching" the oil and gas from which they are 
made. 

Finding a seccnd useful lifetime for plastics 
as material may further stretch the original 
resources. but product quality and economic 
constraints limit that option, however laud~~le. It 
is only realistic to accept the considerable benefit 
of plastics in single lifetime uses and make sold 
waste disposal more attractive through combustion. 

Regulations and industry attitude 

As far as plastics are concerned, recent solid 
waste regulations and proposed legislation in 
various European countries have been concerned more 
with reduction at source and with labelling 
potential waste cocnponents than with promoting 
adequate waste handling technology and capacity. 
Such developments are unduly discriminatory and are 
being opposed by the plastics industry with facts 
and arguments collected and verified through APHE. 

The EEC plays a constructive role in two ways. 
Council directi·1es establi!:hing colMIOn criteria and 
objectives aim to harmonize national laws. The 
directive on one-way containers for liquid 
foodstuffs (8S/ll9/EEC) requires Member States to 
define programmes for waste containment and 
recycling and for consultation between all parties 
concerned, which include energy use as a recycling 
option. These programmes must be submitted to the 
European COftllftission for assessment of any technical 
barriers to international trade they alght i111ply. 



The second way is the obligation on Member 
States to notify the CVllllllission of any new 
regulations that may affect free trade, and this 
includes m.ltters relating to solid waste 
914nagement. This requirement extends to third 
countries with a free tLade agreement within the 
EEC, and thus covers practically all of Western 
Europe, for which APME represents the polymer 
manufacturing industry. 

Currently, both the European Commission and the 
European Parliament are studying the question of 
plastics waste. The plastics manufacturers of 
Europe, through their Association, are involve-; and 
are contributing to the dLscussion en ~he rational 
management of s~lid waste. 

They have offered to co-operate with the EEC 
authorities on the commitment of technical and 
marketing resources and financial support to promote 
recycling and other methods of reducing the import 
of plasti~s on the waste stream. The plastics 
914nufacturers will also help in the proposed 
creation of a joint institution which would 
supervise research into waste management options and 
assist in the use of dissemination of the results of 
such research. (Source: Pooular Plastics, 
OCtober 1988. Article written by P. G. Claus, 
Director, Association of Plastics Manufacturers in 
Europe, Avenue Louise 250, B-1050 Brussels, e~ ,ium) 

• • • • • 
Chemical recycling of plastics is alternative to 
-chanical methods 

In addition to mechanical methods of re-using 
plastics, such as moulding or extruding, polyester 
resins also can be reclaimed through chemical means 
and used to produce new polymer COlllpOSitions. 
Eastman Chemicals (a division of Eastman Rodak) 
and Freeman Chemical Corp., have led in developing 
the chemical recycling of polyester resins. By 
one of three reaction paths, polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) can be used to produce polyols 
(for polyurethane foams) and unsaturated resins, or 
it can be broken down into its original starting 
components and repolymerized. Eastman Chemicals, 
through the Plastic Bottle Institute of the Society 
of the Plastics Industry, has provided detailed 
discussions of these reactions. 

PET consists of repeating eth~lene glycol and 
terephthalic acid (TPA) units joined together by 
ester linkages. Ar011atic polyols, hydroxyl
terminated short-chain 110lecules consisting of TPA 
and glycol units, can be produced f roa PET in a 
one-step glycolysis reaction. The idea behind the 
reaction is very simple: high-..olecular-weight PET 
is broken down into •hort-chain pieces through a 
catalytic reaction ~~ PET and diethylene glycol. By 
heating a mixture of PET and diethylene glycol in 
the presence of a manganese catalyst, the polymer 
chai.1 is cut into short fragments, and the ethylene 
glycol portions undergo exchange with the free 
diethylene glycol. This reaction is allowed to 
proceed until an equilibrium between the two glycols 
is reached and the PET has been reduced to 
short-chain polyols. 

The aroaatic polyols resulting froa the 
reaction can be mixed with cORllercial polyols, 
blowing agents, surfactants, catalysts, and 
polymeric isocyanate• to produce a rigid 
polyurethane foam. When compared with control foams 
pr">duced troa c011111ercially available polyester 
polyols, the foams produced froa r~clalmed materials 
were found to have essentially the same properties. 
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Freeman Chemical uses about 25 million pounds 
of postconsumer PET bvttles ~nd film scrap tu m.tke 
polyols for the product.on of rigid foams. The 
company est im.ttes thdt m.H P th.tn 50 per cent of the 
laminate foam insulation used for construction is 
made from recycled materidl. 

PET resins also can be re-used to produce new 
unsaturated polyester resins. This takes a two-step 
reaction. The first reaction is similar to that 
used to m.tke the polyols but, instead of ethylene 
glycol, propylene glycol is used in the glycol 
exchange. The end products of this reaction include 
bis(hydroxyethyl)-te1ephth•late and 
bis(hydroxypropyl)terephthdlate diesters, mixed 
ethylene glycol and propyl~ne glycol terephthalate 
diesters, and free ethylene glycol and propylene 
glycol. Since all of the products are 
hydroxyl-terminated, r~acting them with a dibasic 
acid like maleic anhydride produces new unsaturated 
polyester condensates. 

This synthetic -thod has been successfully 
tested on PET from beverage bottles (a 2-L bottle, 
for instance, consists of about 50 to 60 g of PET). 
Producing unsaturated resins from reclaimed PET 
takes about half the time as other methods and 
produces m.tterials of equal molecular weight, acid 
value, and viscosity. Glass fibre-reinforc~d 
laminates and unreinforced castings prepared from 
the reclaimed PET material test favourably with 
other materials. 

Although Eastman Chemicals does not currently 
use the unsaturated resin synthesis from reclaimed 
PET in its production, it does frequently use a 
methanolysis reaction, which breaks down PET into 
its original starting materials, to reprocess large 
d..ounts (tens of millions of pounds) of Kodak film 
scrap. As David Cornell, manager of technology and 
manufacturing in Eastman Chemicals' polyester 
recycling business unit, says, "It makes good sense 
for us at Eastman Kodak to recycle our scrap as it 
helps treat the solid waste problem and saves on our 
disposal cost•. 

The methanolysis begins with reasonably clean 
PET scrap to which a catalyst and methanol are 
added. This mi~ture is heated under pressure to 
force the PET to depolymerize. The end products are 
ethylene glycol and dimethyl terephthalate (DMT). 
Pure Dlft' and ethylene glycol are obtained through 
recrystallization and distillation, respectively. 
These pure materials can be used as feedst<Xks for 
the synthesis of r.ew polyesters. 

A few special considerations must be dealt with 
when re-using PET Croa consumer sources in chemical 
recycling. For example, the PET must be clean and 
free of contaminating materials. Using plant scrap 
assures the manufacturers of both the identity of 
the resin and its purity. Using mixed coloured 
resins may pose a problem, although when they are 
used in products that are not visible to the 
consumer, such as foam insulation, colour ls not a 
factor. 

Whether an economic advantage is realized when 
using reclal"8d materials depends on several factors, 
ranging froa the relative ~osts of obtaining and 
reprccessing the materials to the coat of virgin 
materials or feedstock•. In addition, the supply of 
materials and the scale of the reprocessing effort 
may play a slgnlf icant role. (Extracted with 
permission frOlll Chemical and Engineering News, 
30 January 1989, American Chemical Society) 

• • • • • 

' 
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~utomobile plastics waste yields high energy returr.s 

A high temperature gasification pcocess that 
disposes of non-metallic residues froaa aut01110bile 
shredders by using the• a:: feedstock for fuel is 
highly energy-efficient, causes no atmospheric 
pollution, and produces only a small amount of waste 
~or disposal in toxic vaste landfill. 
Voest-Alpine's HTV high temperature gasification 
process, is claiaed to be the safest, most 
environaentally friendly, and in the long ter•, most 
wconoaical vay of disposing of shredder residues. 

Voest-Alpine has tested the syste• on a pilot 
plant in Linz, Austria, and is nov carrying out 
further trials on a demonstration plant. Dov Europe 
has supported test runs ~n around 40 t of car 
shredder vaste. Voest-Alpine is vorking vith 
potential custoaers on designs for a full-scale 
commercial plant. Dov has not ruled out the 
possibility of an active involveaent in the 
ca...rciallzed techncl09y. 

Shredder vaste coaprises up to JO per cent 
plastics, the remainder being paint dust, glass, 
cables, fluids, and dirt. In tests, Voest-Alpine 
has aixed this vith virgin plastics - thermo
plastics, PUR foaa, glass-filled thermosets -
supplied by Dov. The research and develop91ent 
director at Dov Europe says this is done in order to 
make the feedstock representative of vaste froa cars 
being built today, and vhich vill not reach scrap 
yards in any large nuabers for several years. 

The vaste is fed continuously to a primary 
reactor cha..t>er. Primary fuel - vaste oil, 
conta•inated solvents, deposit gas, coal dust - is 
fed vith preheated air to a burner in the challlber, 
bringing the temperature to l600°c. At this 
temperature, carbon in the soli• vaste reacts with 
carbon dioxide ~rom primary c~mbustion, and, in a 
second reaction, with water from an integral water 
bath, forming carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Slag 
from the process falls into the water bath and forms 
glassy granules l to 2.., in diameter. Carbon 
content of the granules is less than 0.1 per cent. 
They have very high leaching resistance, and are 
suitable for blending into road asphalt or concrete. 

7he hot gases pass through various cooling and 
cleaning stages. The final •7lean gas ha~ a thermal 
value of around 3,200 kJ/ml. Voest-Alpine says 
only l per cent of filter cake from the plant has to 
be deposited in toxic waste landfills. 

Combustion of the clean gas produces 
atmospheric emissions well below permitted levels: 
for instance, dioxin and furane equivalent levels 
are less than 0.1 mg/m1 , and dust emission is less 
than l mg/m1 . 

Thermal efficiency of the HTV plant during the 
Dov·supported test was 83 pet cent, and the figure 
should be even higher for a fully cOftlllercial unit; 
by comparison, the efficiency of rotary kilns is 
about 60 per cent. 

Dumping or thermal treatment are the only 
tvo viable ways of handling plastics va4te from 
autOlllOblles, given the current state of recycling 
technology. Legislation has already been introduced 
in various countries to enforce the clean-up of gas 
and drain water from landfills. 

Legislators will limit landfills to materials 
that contain only a few pet cent of organic 
substances. The further requirement to complete!y 
seal future landfills will 111ake the costs of dumping 
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equal to those of theraal treat.,.nt. Dov Europe SA, 
CH-8810 Horgen, Switzerland. Voest-Alpine 
Industrieanlagebau, Postfach 4, A-4031 Lin~. 

Austria. (Source: Modern Plastics International, 
April 1989) 

• • • • • 

Recycling doaestic vaste: a proces~ engineering 
challenge 

Plastics/paper 

The recycling of plastics is an extreaely 
coaplex business, psrticulars as there are so many 
types of plastic, and consequently there are 
nuaerous processes involved. The recovery of clean, 
segregated production scrap is already ·.ff iciently 
carried out by the plastics processing industry. 
However, the majority of post-consuaer scrap still 
goes to landfill. 

Plastics recovery froa do:iiestic refuse is 
usually considered together vith paper recovery. 
Although plastics, in fil• fora, are not always 
recovered as a saleable product, the recycling 
potential of fibre concentrates is enhanced by 
plastics reaovai. Unless a total vet process route 
is used (i.e., the raw refuse is digested and 
pulped), the aain starting point for paper/plastics 
recovery is either the light (lov density) fraction 
froa the priaary processing core of a ... chanical 
refuse sorting plant or coarse oversize material 
froa screening operations (usually + 200 .. in 
particle size). 

In processes designed to recover both paper and 
refuse-derived fuel, only coarse lraft-type 11aterial 
is of interest for paper/plastic recovery. There 
are problems associated with other contaminants, 
e.g., textiles and putrescibles, but these tend to 
be process-specific, and also tend to be dealt with 
to a greater extent by upstream core operational 
procedures. 

For exaaple, significant proportions of textile 
and dense plastics may be separated from paper and 
plastic film by using low primary air separation 
velocities. However, the separations are not clean 
enough to llM'et product requirements for re-use of 
paper or plastic. Therefore, methods of modifying 
the properties of either one or both constituents In 
order to increase the difference ln response to air 
separation have been developed. 

The Flakt process, for example, developed in 
Sweden, uses the application of heat in a pneuaatic 
dryer which causes the plastics fil• to shrink, and 
reduces its response to air separation, whilst at 
the sa111e time enhancing the paper response by 
removing moisture. Thus, In this process, the 
natural difference in properties ls reversed. 

Specific surface reduction of plastics, 
followed by separation by sizing, has also been 
reported in the USA. In contrast, the Es•il/TNO 
process, developed in Holland, decreases the 
response of paper to air separation by addition of 
water to the feedstock. water is adsorbed by paper 
but not the plastics, and In this case plastics film 
Is removed to the light fraction. 

Many more processes have been tried, with 
varying degrees of success. C.nerally, how~ver, the 
plastics film fraction separated at refuse sorting 
plants has not nor,..lly been of suff lclently high 
qualitv to be accept•ble to the plastics conversion 
Industry. Not only 11111st contraries such as p•per 



and textiles be removed, but also mixtures of 
different polymers are in the main unacceptable. 

A more viable proposition is the use of 
household waste, an estimated S to 7 per cent (by 
weight) of which is plastics materials in the UK. 
An average typical value for polymers found c011111Cnly 

T•We I: Plndcs ~I• Wntrn ~. 1916 

Major plastics• 

Enainttrin& plastics and 
speciality resins 

Thermosetting resins 

l c.tal pl~ics 

C__,cioli 
(milll011 I011.n) {perce .... ) 

IS.9 

0.6 

2 

18.5 

• Including acrylonitrilt hutadime styrene (ABS). upandcd 
polystyrene (EPS) and polyurethane resin (PURI. 
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in household waste is 38 MJ."k'J. vuich .:ompares 
favourably to the ll MJ;kg for coal. Successful 
ventures for producing ele.:tricity from waste 
include a major incinerator in Edmonton, north 
London, whi~h produces steam to power an electricity 
turbine. (Extracted from an article which appeared 
first in Pro.:ess Engineering, Spring EPS 1989) 

T•We 2: Plastin coas•mpfioa by tad-llW in Wcstrrw [mope 

Packagins and containers 39% I Shon-lifetime use 
Construction 19% (less lhan one year) 
Electric:al!electronic 7 '11. 20% 
T r:anspon:auon 7 'lft 
Domestic aprliancrs 5'lb) Mtdaum-lifctimc use 
Furniture Ho ( 1-10 years) 
Clothing 3% 35 'lb 
lfousc•..arr :and 10~ 3 'lb 
Mechanic~! cqu111mcn1 2 'lb 
Attricullurc I 'lb Long-life1imc use 
Leisure and hcal1h I 'lu (more lhan len )car.;) 
Olhcr.; 10"1> 45 'lb 
Tot.ii lfl()O,, 

(Source: Popular Plastics, October 1988) 

' 
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4. IlmUSft'f llDS 

Nev cushion material made of waste PET plastic 

Polyethylene terephthalate resin (PET), by 
virtue of its excellent properties. is widely used 
in synthetic fibres, films, and soft drink 
containers; but disposal of these non-reusable 
products poses a serious social proble•. 

The main use of waste PET until now has been 
limited to that of recycl~ fibre, and various 
methods are under study f~r its recovery and 
re-use. Takagi Chemicals, Inc., has developed a new 
use for waste PET. Processed to a three-dimensional 
cubic spring construction, it is used as a mono
filament cushion material by changing the molecular 
configuration and increasing its repellen~y and 
deformation curve. Once formed in the desired shape 
by heat, the monofilaments are not deformed. The 
COlllpany calls this Curl Lock and is diligently 
continuing research to find other uses for the 
material. 

The new material has better heat retention and 
humidity releasing properties than conventional 
cushion materials, so it !s Ideal for producing 
hospital beds and autOtDObile seats. 

The manufacturing process of Curl Lock is as 
follows: make heavy denier monof ilaments from PET 
waste, then curl the monofilaments in three 
dimensions freely. At this stage the company calls 
the material Most Organic (MO) Curl. Then, make 
Curl Lock by twisting the curled 1110nofilaments, 
adjusting the density and space, gluing and drying. 
The glue plays an important role in forming this 
product. 

Tests conducted by the company show the 
differences between Curl Lock, Urethane Foam, Palm 
Lock a~d Spring. The results shoved that Urethane 
Foam provides ~ood cushioning at a hardness of 
8-15 kg/314 cm • but less cushioning at a higher 
hardness such as 20 kg/314 cm2. Curl Lock provides 
good cushioning at a hardness of 20-30 kg/314 cm2, 
is superior to Urethane Foam in air permeability, 
and low humidity retention due to its comparatively 
low density. 

With a higher deformation curve, higher air 
permeability, and less hysteresis loss than Urethane 
Foam, Curl Lock shoved excellent results in 
hospitals. Ur~thane Foam mattresses must be changed 
every 6 years, where as Curl Lock mattresses show no 
damage after more than 10 years. Moreover, Curl Lock 
does not have a rust problem like a spring mattress 
and is not damaged by various bed mov~ments by 
patients such as turrdng and twisting. The company 
reported that monitoring hospitals for the aged 
shows that Curl Lock mattresses prevent lumbago and 
reduce bedsores. 

with these advantages, the company is currently 
studying uses other than for mattresses. For 
example, It Is also good for vehicle cushion seats 
that are exposed to the elements, such as 
motorcycles, motor boats, etc. 

As another example of outdoor use, Curl Lock 
used as a root bed can also s1· ;>ly a'.)itated fresh 
water, oxygen, and fertilizer to accelerate plant 
growth. It ls also good for fish-breeding beds. 

In May 1988, a pltnt having a floor space of 
7,5UO m2 in a 20,000 m2 compound began 
production of l m wide. 6 cm thick Curl Lock 

mattresses at a monthly rate of 10,000 m per day 
(8-hour shift). 
(See diagra111111e on page 84) 

(Takagi Chemicals, Inc., 21-l Horita, Obata cho, 
Okazaki City, Japan). (Source: JETRO, March l9d9) 

• • • • • 

As recycling gains momentum, more c1<sins supplie<s 
get in on the action 

Three major resin suppliers have announced 
plans for ente<ing the recycling business. Du Pont, 
Goodyear and Amoco have developed new technologies 
and programmes that show promise in alieviating 
plastics solid waste. In another developmen~. 
Proctec ' Gamble is using recycled HOPE in its 
laun~ry detergent bottles. 

Pin' gets bilclt to bilsics. Among the more 
significant developments affecting polyethylene 
terephthalate reclamation is Goodyear Polyestec 
Division's announcement that it has a system to 
"close the loop" in one cecycl i11g effoct. "We have 
th~ capability, which we fully intend to apply. to 
re use the PET beverage bottle,• says Goodyear's PET 
recycling co-ordindtor. He reports th~t Govdyear 
has developed a chemical cecycling pcocess that can 
be used to depolymerize PET flake, converting it 
back into th1< basic monomers from wh'=h it is made, 
namely ethylene glycol and terephthalic acid. This 
implies that bottle-gcade PET scrap can be retu<ned 
to its original use. It is too early to determine 
when oc how a commercidl-scale plant will be built, 
but this move would assure a continual macket for 
reclaimed PET. 

Temperature and other conditions created 
in-reactor are sufficiently harsh to ensure 
destruction of contaminants, Coodyedr asserts. This 
appears to ope~ up avenues for food-related use of 
reclaimed PET. It means that PET can match the 
claims of aluminium recyclers, whose materials can 
be re-used repeatedly in aluminium cans after 
high-temperature smelting. Goodyear research is 
concentcating on how far back th breakdown of PET 
must be carcied to satisfy conce.' about 
contamination. 

It is expected that PET derived fcom recycled 
sources will piove cost-effective enough to ~elp 
st~bilize resin pricing. Recent!/ introduced PET 
drinking cups, lids, and deli packaging are being 
designed for eas~ iecyclability. 

Du Pont and waste Mdnagement Inc. (WHI), Oak 
Brook, IL, USA, have entered into a joint venture to 
recycle curbside-collected plastics. The move 
marries the polymer technology clout and marketing 
prowess of perhaps the most diverse of US resin 
suppliers with the sort-and-collect potential of one 
of the nation's top waste management companies. 

The partners plan to build a pldnt in North 
America by mid-1990 at a site not yet deteimined. 
Capacity for sorting, separating, and re-use is set 
at 18,200 tonnes, with initial efforts on PET ano 
HOPE containers. 

Under the joint venture, WHI will provide 
feedstocks by drawing on reclaim from the ?O US 
communities (representing dbout one million 
households) whose waste streams it currently 
manages. WMI already has pilot programmes in place 



in 10 C0111111un1t1es tor the removal and capture of 
plastics. The thrust is to reclaim PET in states 
that do not have deposit laws and where, 
consequently, reclaim rates are relatively low. WMI 
also has acquired a Swedish cocnpany with advanced 
technol09y for mechanical separation of plastics in 
waste. 

Ou Pont's role is to provide the technol09ies 
(compatibilizer and modifier beinq identified) for 
reqeneration of resin properties. The company then 
plans to take 100 per cent of the reclaimed 
materials for use in already identified internal 
markets, or co-operative pr09rammes with cust:imers. 
Stronq potential is seen in autOlllOtive and 
constru·tion markets now served by en9ineerin9 
resins. 

M.A. Industries Polymers Division, has 
complet~d the first staqe of its post-consumer 
plastics recyclinq facility in Peachtree City, GA, 
USA. It is desiqned to accept "ixed household 
plastics bottles in baled !orm. Recyclers need not 
separate by mat·~r ial type or colour. Three 
additional lines are scheduled for completion within 
the next six months. Annual capacity by the end of 
this year is expected to exceed 23,000 tonnes. 

The company is currently receivinq shipments of 
mixed bottles. The reprocessed material is sold 
into the manufacturinq market with recycled m;terial 
content identified. 

Post-consumer ?S foaa recyclinq. Polystyrene 
Recyclinq Inc., a subsidiary of Amoco Foam Products, 
has opened a facility in Brooklyn, NY, USA, for 
products used in restaurants and cafeterias (food 
containers and coffee cups, for example). The 
facility uses a process developed by wTe Corp., 
Bedford, MA, USA, in which PS products are separated 
from other mixed wastes, shredded, cleaned, sent to 
an off-site facility, and converted into pellet 
form. Reclaimed pellets are then transported to 
Amoco's Winchester, VA, USA, plant to be 
manufactured into foundation protection board for 
commercial buildinqs. 

Rubbermaid Commercial Pr:->ducts Inc., also of 
Winchester, plan~ to convert a porti l of the 
reclaimed PS into office accessories, food-servinq 
trays, trash receptacles, etc. 

Markets for recycled llDPS. Procter • Gamble 
has joined three bottle manufacturers in developinq 
hiqh density polyethylene bottles that include 20 to 
30 per cen~ post-consumer HDPE. Plastipak 
P~cka9in9, Plymouth, MI, USA; ovens-Brockway 
Plastic Bottles, Toledo, OH, USA; and Continental 
Can's Plastic Containers Di~isio~. Norwalk, CT, USA, 
worked independently towards the joint objective -
producinq bottles for Cheer and Tide brands laundry 
detergent and Downy brand fabric softner. P'G says 
the bottles themselves are re~yclable and are coded 
with SPI'• recycling symbol. 

Last fall, P•G introduced Spic and Span Pi.ie 
Cleaner in a bottle made of 100 per cent recycled 
PET. Limited source supply and unsatisfactory 
cleaning processes made doing the same with llDPE 
impossible, says the associate director of corporate 
packaging. Colour was an additional complication, 
he notes. 

The bottlers developed a three-layer extruding 
process (unpigmented virgin HDPE on the Inside, 
coloured HOPE on the outside, and po1t-consumer and 
regro1Jnd HDPE scrap in the centre layer I. 
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It is the !irst milestone in what will be a 
lonq, lenqthy development process. One of the 
bi99est hurdles the project will face is in gettinq 
adequate supply of post-consumer HDPE, which will 
require industry to work in partnership with 
qovernment. (Source: Modern Plastics 
International, July 1989) 

• • • .. * 

Du Pont joint venture claims at high value 
recycled plastics 

In the US, Du Pont is Plaking a -,;-.r move to 
expand its plastics recyclinq business hrouqh a 
planned joint \"~nture with Waste Manaqe..ent Inc. 
The venture will link one of the vorld"s largest 
plastic polymer producers with one of the biggest 
waste collectors. 

Within five years the two companies expect to 
be recycling over 90,000 ton/year of plastics in the 
us. Expansion outside the US i5 also likely with in 
one to three years. 

According to the DuPont's recycling business 
development manager expansion ~ill depend on the 
success of the refuse coll~ction system and the 
development of markets for recycled products. The 
firms say the joint venture provides the entire 
infrastructure for plastics recyclioq including 
collection, separation, sor~inq, reclamation and 
upqrading. 

DuPont's strategy is to develnp technology to 
upqrade recycled plastics to high value pr,ducts. 
Key products for the venture are fibres and hiqh 
density plastics with applications in cars, 
containers and buildings. 

Initia!l~ the venture will concentrate on 
polyester used in carbonated drink bottles anl high 
density plastics. In the US 90,000 ton/year, or 
some 20 per cent, of polyester bottles are 
re~ycled. Yet total plastics recyclinq in the 
country is less than l per cent. 

Du Pont says the recycled material will b• a 
siqnificant feedstock source. By developing 
technology to qive hi~h value products, the company 
believes plastics reclamation makes economic s•nse 
and fits in with the environmen·al pressur3 to 
reduce waste volumes. ~olyester in cartx.nated drink 
bottles has an a•1erage life cycle ot two months, in 
automotive part~ it is extended to seven years and 
in building products to 20 years. (Extracted from 
E~ro!)!an Chemical News, 8 May 1989) 

• • • • * 

Polystyrene pr~ducers forming recycling group 

Seven polystyrene manufacturers last week 
unve\led a $14 million plan to form the National 
Polystyrene Recycling COGl(>any (NPRC) with a goal of 
recycling 25 per cent of all disposable polystyrene 
products by 1995, more than the current rate of 
pi:p.,r and glass recycl i rig. 

The seven corporations involved are Amoco 
Chemical Company, Arco Chemical Company, Dov 
Chemical USA, Pina Oil i Chemical Com~any, Huntsman 
Chemical Corporation, Mobil Chemical Company and 
Polysar Inc. 

Each company will contribute $2 million to the 
venture, which will begin developing a nati~nal 
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pr09ramme for recyclin9 polystyrene, a !DOldable 
plastic resin typically used i~ packa9in1 and food 
service items. It will establish five re9ional 
reprocessin9 recyclin~ facilities over the next year. 

The number of available landfills for solid 
waste disposal has plummeted from 18,000 in 1979 to 
just 9,000 in 1985, and half of these will be filled 
to capacity by next year and closed down. Experts 
a9ree that recyclin9 post-consuiaer waste is a 
preferred iaethod of decreasin9 reliance on 
landfills. But the US presently recycles only 
10 per cent of its waste. 

NPRC will be •a model for all of business•, 
predicts the chairman of Law Environmental Inc., the 
overall project en9ineer and project mana9er for 
NPRC. "These companies will be poolin9 their 
resources to tackle every step of the recyclin9 
process from be9innin9 to end. They will be 
developin9 real infrastructure and buildin9 an 
on-going enterprise.• 

NPRC's first task is to site the initial five 
recycling facilities. One is tentatively set 
under the name Plastics Again, a plant built in 
Leominister, Mass., by Genpak Corporation and Mobil 
Chemical. It is scheduled to go on line soon and 
collect post-consumer wastes from coaaunities in 
New England, New rork, New Jersey, Delaware, and 
Pennsylvania. 

A second recycling centre will be located in 
the Southeast, serving Maryland, Virginia, North and 
South Carolina. Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, Alabama 
and Mississippi. 

A Midwest plant, collecting polystyrene from 
Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, 
Minnesota, and Missouri, and a West Coast recycling 
centre will be built to cover California, Oregon ar.d 
Washington. 

While NPRC plans to fina.1ce the recycling 
plants, they will be operated ty independent 
businesses. Companies such as Dart Container, Fort 
Howard, James River, Scott, Gen,ak and o~hers that 
convert polystyrene resins into final products 
have expressed interest in running the recycling 
centres. 

The recycling plants will produce polystyrene 
resins which will be used by product manufacturers, 
such as Rubbermaid Convnercial Products Inc., to make 
items like office accessories, fast food trays and 
refuse containers. 

In-plant wastes recycled 

The polystyrene industry already recycles 
virtually all in-plant wastes. Efforts are underway 
to apply existing and new technole<Jies to 
post-consumer wastes. 

Polystyrene also is compatible with modern 
systems for waste-to energy combustion of solid 
waste, and also ls a safe material for landfill 
disposal. 

The polystyrene recycling prores1 involves 
taki~g foam !ood service (~ups a11 ~lam1hell1) and 
packaging materials, plastic food utensils, clear 
plastic food containers, and other materials and 
breaking them down Into small pieces called fluff. 
These are heated and then the molten polystyrene is 
reformed Into new 101 ld pell.et• of polystyrene 
re1ln. Thi• recycled re1ln is then 1hlpped from the 
recycling plant to companies 1uch 01 Rubbermaid that 

turn the resins into final products, such as 
chil~cens' toys, office equipment and videotape 
ca~~ettes. (Extracted from Chemical Marketing 
Re·10rter, 19 June 1989) 

* * • • • 

Plastics recycle deal set 

Wellman Inc. and Browning-Ferris Industries 
Inc. have signed an agreement in principle that will 
establish Wellman as the market for "post-consumer 
plastics• collected by BFI's various recycling 
progra-s. 

The agreement links one of the world's largest 
waste service companies and the country's largest 
plas~ic recycler and follows close on the heels of a 
similar venture announced by E.I. Du Pont de 
Nemours • Co. and Waste Management Inc. 

While the Du Pont-WMI venture joins two bigger 
companies, this will be the first between a major 
waste firm and a large recycling company. Unde: it, 
BFI will direct the plastics from its curbside 
collection progranaes, buyback and processin9 
centres to Wellman's plants in South Carolina and 
Pennsylvania. 

Wellman's president says his company's interest 
in the plan is simple: •we want more pounds of 
waste plastics right now to meet our current needs 
and to continue to expand our existing fibres and 
engineering resins business, and also to develop 
additional end use products•. 

Wellman has a PET bottle recycling capacity of 
180 million pounds per year, but last year recycled 
only 110 million pounds, mainly for lack of 
additional material. 

The venture partners say, as do Ou Pont and 
WMI, that they will initially target PET and 
high-density polyethylene, in the form of soft 
drink bottles and milk jugs, respectively. They 
estimate these two sources account for 51 per cent 
of the total rigid bottle waste stream and 
approximately two thirds of the plastics recycling 
stream. 

BFI currently serves about 560,000 households 
as recycling customers through its "RecycleNOW" 
cu:bside programme, but does not as yet collect 
plastic waste from any of them. By contrast, WMI 
serves 860,000 households, collecting plastics from 
about 10 pee ,,,mt of them. BFI does, however, 
collect plastics from industrial customers and from 
drop-off centres, and expects to initiate curbside 
pro~rammes shortly. 

By Wellman's analysis, of the 870 million 
pounds of PET bottles made last year, about 
lSO million pounds were recycled, with Wellman 
accounting for about three quarters of that. 

The firm est im.stes 55 1ni ll ion pounds of HOPE 
were recycled in 1988 from all sources. About half 
of this was from industrial sources and the balance 
from b~se cups used on PET beverage bottles. 
Wellman recycled 20.S million pounds, of 7S per c&nt 
ot HOPE base cup material. 

Worldwide, Wellman has 460 million pounds of 
recycling capacity: 260 million of PET ~nd nylon 
fibre capacity in the US and 130 million in Europe, 
plus about 2~ million "°und• of mo1tly nylon 
engineering··type resin capacity and it1 HOPE 
capacity. 



Well1114n consumes most of its output inter:ully, 
for the production of fibres and engineering resins 
for automotive, electronics and consumer 
applications. As its nev resins s~pply grows, it 
expects to develop other fibre end uses as well as 
other plastics applications, such as sheeting, fil•, 
packaging and strapping. 

In the US, it estimates 2.1 billion pounds of 
HDPE rigid bottles vere produced last year, 
800 million of which were milk jugs. PVC rigid 
bottle production was 174 million pounds; 
polypropylene, 122 million; and others, 43 million, 
for a tvtal of l.l billion pounds of rigid plastic 
bottle output. (Source: Chemical Marketing 
Reporter, 8 May 1989) 

• • • • • 
Du Pont to recycle polymer residues 

Du Pont is planning to build a plant for 
recycling waste from it~ production processes in 
Europe. The unit will be built in Born, Limburg, 
the Netherlands. 

Waste processed at the facility will come from 
four Du Pont plants: the polyester yarns mi 11 at 
Ha...,, Uentropp, Federal Republic of Germany; the 
polyester film plant in Luxembourg; and tvo resin 
facilities in Mechelen, Belgium and Dordrecht, the 
Netherlands. 

The US major coanents that while the recycling 
capacity is not huge, the activity is economically 
viable, with polymers valued between 
$5,000-10,000 per ton. 

Currently, Du Pont sells polymer waste from its 
European processes for other companies to recycle. 
It already operates a unit in the us, and says the 
planned Dutch facility will use in-house 
technology. (Source: Chemical Business, India, 
20 February - 4 March 1989) 

• • • • * 

GE Plastics venture 

GE Plastics last week announced the formation 
of a jo'nt venture company, Polymer Solutions Inc., 
with London-based Fitch Richardson Smith (FRS), a 
strategic design consultancy. 

The venture will provide innovative product 
convnerciali2ation through design, materials and 
process specification, engineering and marketing 
services. 

Polymer Solutions Inc. will offer clients a 
complete and seamless package from concept to 
commercialization and will glv• customers access to 
leading-edge designers with materials and 
engineering expertise. 

This will enable them to go to market mJch 
faster and more cost-effectively than if they were 
to develop products on their own. tn addition, it 
represents an opportunity to reduce fixed in-house 
development costs and, thus, increase the f lnancial 
agility of the enterprise. 

A priority tor the new company will be design 
for disassembly, or designing ~nd developing 
products with future recycling In mind. 

A wide variety of markets will be targeted by 
the joint venture, including housewares, major 
appliances, electrical equipment, compu .. er and 
business equipment and consumer ele~tronlcs. 
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Polymer Svlut.•ons will be located in 
Worthington, Ohio, near the US headquarters of FRS, 
with a staff of about six people. (Source: 
Chemi~al Marketing Reporter, 2 October 1989) . . . . . 
Du Pont putting recycled plastic to road test 

E.I. Du Pont de '"'-ours • Co. is using a trial 
recycling programme in l~linois, USA to determine if 
it can develop COIWl'ercially viable highway traffic 
guidance equipment that meets that state's DOT 
standard. 

T~e company hopes to develop the products - the 
cones, highway dividers, and other traffic 
re-routers that appear to be made of concrete but 
actually are light-weight plastics or rubbers - from 
recycled piastics. 

The t•ial progra11111e is aimed at developing a 
strong coaaercial market for products made of 
recyclable plastics and encouraging recycling on a 
broad scale. 

The company's initial development will be based 
on use of reclaimed polyethylene terephthalate or 
PET and high-densit1 polyethylene or HDPE bottles. 
Du Pont is developing its products without the 
benefit of any specific Illinois recycling 
programme. (Extracted from Chemical Engineering 
Progress, June 1989) 

• • • • • 
Dov Chemical and wTe will test plastics recycling 
technology in Akron, OH, USA 

Akron vill sta•t a curbside pick-up of bundled 
recyclables, and 12,000 households are expected to 
participate. SoaMt 2 tpd of mixed plastics are 
expected to be recovered in the progra11111e. wTe will 
separate the recyclables and will process all the 
wastes except for the plastics. Dov and vTe will 
jointly operate a plant to process the recycled 
plastics. The Akron project will be the first to 
include waste polystyrene products such as toam 
containers and cups, packaging materials and 
cutlery. vTe has been involved in operating Akron's 
waste-to-energy plant •ince late 1985. (Source: 
Chemical Marketing Rpporter, 20 March 1989) 

Amoco starts up recycling plant 

Polystyrene Recycling Inc., a unit of Amoco 
Foam Products (Chicago), opened up a poly-
styrene (PS) foam rer.ycllng facility for consumer 
products in Brooklyn, NY, to demonstrate the 
recyclability of PS and to further recycling 
technology. Initially, the facility will handle 
about 6,000 pounds of refuse per day from nearby 
schools, businesses, and McDonald's restaurants. 
Amoco's Winchester, VA, p!ant will use reclaimed PS 
pellets to manufacture foundation-protection boards 
for commercial buildings. Rubbermaid COIMl8rclal 
Products, also of Winchester, VA, intends to turn 
the reclaimed PS Into such products as office 
accessories, food serving trays, and trash 
receptacles. The technology, developed by WTE Corp. 
(Bedford, MA), takes mixed-stream waste, says an 
Amoco spokesman, and extracts PS from the stream to 
make PS pellets. The rest of the waste Is made Into 
fuel pellets, which are used to generate heat or 
electricity in Industrial applications, says the 
spokesman. (Source: Chemical Week, 26 April 1989) 

• • • • • 



Franchising has come to the recycling business 

IPPI (Innovative Plastic Products, Inc.) has 
opened a 63,000 square ft. plant in Greensboro, GA., 
to show how to turn •ixed plastic scrap into useful 
aoulded products. The plant uses a patented Ger111.tn 
process to aake plastic trash, includin9 any 
•ixed-in wood, paper, and aetal, into a homoqenized 
.. 1t. The resulting "glob" is compressio~ to0ulded 
into finished parts li~e flat sheet, drainage 
troughs, pallets, and cable spools. While IPPI 
plans to open 15 aore plants over the next 
five years, it also has rights to franchise the 
pr'leess to interested parties. (Source: Plastics 
world, May 1989) 

• * • • • 

The 110st technologically advanced recycling plant 

The Rhcde Island Governor opened what is said 
to be the llOSt technologically advanced recycling 
plant in the United States. The $5 •illion, 
!717-square metres (40,000-square feet) Materials 
Recycling Facility (MRF) can process 168 tons per 
day of new5print and 210 tons per day of mixed 
recyclables. The MRF, which is based on the German 
Benzer technology, accepts polyethylene 
terephthalate, high-density polyethylene and glass 
bottles; aluminium and steel··coated tin cans; and 
newspaper. Currently about 33 per cent of the 
state's residential population is "on line" to send 
550 tons per week of recyclable trash to the MRF. 
All residents and businesses in Rhode Island will be 
participating by the end of 1990. In 1986 Rhode 
Island became the first state to legislate mandatory 
recycling. (Source: Environmental Science • 
Technology, Vol. 23, No. 7, 1989) 

• * • * • 

UK to recycle 

For the first time in the UK, comprehensive 
pilot schemes for the recycling of plastics from 
domestic waste will be operating in two major 
cities. In Sheffield, the project is part of the 
"recyclin; city" initiative launched by UK 2000 and 
Friends of the Earth. A scheme for separating 
plastics from municipal waste is to be started also 
in Manchester, by the British Plastics Federation, 
and Warren Spring Laboratory. 
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The Sheffield scheme, which covers all 
111.tterials. involves the collection of domestic waste 
in separate bins, making sorting much easier. 
Similar schemes are already operating in s£veral 
European countries. 

A different approach is being taken in 
Manchester, where all plastics will reaain part cf 
the municipal wast~ stream. The BPF is to invest 
300,000 pounds sterling in the scheme, which will 
develop aethods for the separation of plastics from 
the collected doaestic waste. The •arren Spring 
Laboratory is to conduct an initial evaluation 
phase, to determine the composition of the waste 
plasti~s. and the best way to separate the•. 
(Source: Chemistry and Industry, 5 June 1989) 

• * * * * 

CFC recovery and recycling progra111111e extended 

ICI Chemicals and Polymers recently announced 
the launch of a aajor extension to the recovery and 
recycling services currently offered to CFC 
customers. The new facility will be available, free 
of charge, throughout the UK and Europe. 

In closed refrigeration systems, CFCs become 
contaminated over a period of time and less 
efficient as a result. For a number of years, ICI 
has taken used CFCs from major customers for 
recycling. By re1110ving impurities, it is possible 
to restore them to their original quality and 
specification. The new scheme substantially 
increases the availability of this service. 

The extended ICI scheme will apply to CFCs 11, 
12, 22 and 502. ICI will p.:ovide customers with 
drums and cylinders, colour coded by CFC grade, for 
sto•age of contaminated CFCs. Once filled, these 
containers will be collected by ICI and the CFCs 
recycled for sale and re-use. CFC mixtures which 
cannot be recycled will still be accepted by ICI 
and disposed of safely at a small charge to the 
customer. 

The new recovery and recycling operation will 
be co-ordinated from ICI Chemicals and Polymers' 
UK Headquarters in Runcorn, Cheshire, UK. 
(Source: Pollution, March 1989) 

!! ••• * 
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Plastics industry calling for more Plo"T recycll!!_g 

The plastics industry in the United States is 
asking for increased recycling of polyethylene 
terphthalate resin to keep the country's top PET 
suppliers operating. Many people in the industry 
feel that a .. ndatory recycling policy .. y be the 
only way to achieve this. Some success is also 
reported with consu-.r awareness. voluntary 
re~ycling proqra10111es, and bottle deposit laws. 

The head of PET recycling proqra,...s at 
Goodyear Tyre~ Rubber Co .• a leading PET producer, 
said "There is a critical need to supply recyclers 
with PET bottles". In addition he sees the need t0 
separJte Plo"T trom other plastics in orJer to 
m.tintJin th" rt•stn's integrity. "The be.1uty or Flo"!' 
is that it h.os the industry supp.Ht and the L"Ustumer 
base to make it a llldrketable product in its 
,afterlife by ~1chit."ving 20 ~r c~nl r~L·ycle r..st~,- he 
adds. according to a report in Chel'licals Press. 
However it seems the suppoit dnd ~ustomer bdsP is 
not being wholly complemented by actual recycling. 
The Vice-President at Wei lllldn Inc., says "If the 
industry do~s not tJet its dCt t")9ether on re1:ycl .n~i. 
it won't real i~e the projected 10 to ll rer cent 
growth forecasting.• Wellman is the nation's 
largest PET recycler. with about 100 mi; lion po•mds 
of capacity in Johnsonville. S.C. It r~cently 
agreed to purchase Envipco's plastics' d;vision, 
which runs a 24-•illion pound PET recycle: in 
Allentown. with the goal of increasing its :~edstock 
of post-consumer PET bottles. 

Currently. Wellman gets all of its PET from 
bottle deposit states. where the supply of 
post-consu ... r PET bottles is high. Others see the 
situation as 111<>re severe than just unfulfilled 
growth projections. •we feel there is going to be a 
real shortage within 90 days•. says the 
Vice-President at Star Plastics in Albany. Star. 
which recycles about 20 to 30 million pounds o( PET 
bottles per year has gone to the extent of 
collecting PET soft drink bottles by :emoving them 
from municipal waste headed for landfills in 
New York. •soaieone Is going to have to decide what 
the best system of collection is going to be for the 
PET bottles. Possibly the only answer is a 
Federally -mandated recycling policy•. 

Another recycler counting on mandatory 
recycling laws is lhe president of St. Jude 
Polr"ler. St. Jude Is the only recycler currently 
getting post-consumer PET bottles from voluntary 
collection progra111111es. These progralMles are in 
s .. 11 Pennsylvania convnunities and two areas in 
Rhode Island that have initiated a pilot curbside 
collection progra-... St. Jud" rt••:ycles tt.e resin 
at Its 2!) million pound plant in Prackville. PA. 
SL. Jude i:i adding new recycling capacity ev.,ry four 
months. and expected to be at 1!)0 million pounds per 
annum by 199!). provided the material is dVailable. 

Another voluntary col lcct ion pro<pdnvn" 1s '"""'J 
started up in West Palm Bedch in l'lr,r idd • .;ccordi11•1 
to the National Associdtion for Pldstic Container 
Recovery (~APCOR), "The non-prof it rHgani:Zdt ion. 
whose -mbers are the OMjor mdnufactur.,rs of 
polyester resin and bottles, will split the c<,5t of 
purchasing a collection vehicle fur PJlm Beach 
country's curb!ilde recycl in<J pr<><Jrdmme with thl' 
country's Solid Waste Autho1ity. 

The plastic contdiners "''I lected in the <:ountry 
will be sorted and processed through the Florldd 
Beveraqe Industry Recyclinq Proqram (BIRP) facil 1ty 
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in West Pal• Beach, operat.-d by G<A;dvill 
Industries. The President ot the National 
Association for Plastic Container Recovery (NAPCOR) 
says that the Pal• Beach Country has taken a qiant 
step towards coaprehensive waste manaqement by 
integrating convenient curbside recycling with the 
resource recovery facility due to open next year.• 

NAPCOR is working ih eight other st.stes to 
institute similar progra.,,...s. Also t.sr alvnq ar .. 
neighbourhood drop-ort eootntr6's orqanizvd 111 Dallas 
this year. a•1d a curbside colle.:t ion proqra- 111 
Mecklenburg Country, N.C. where NAPCOR is 
headquartered. St. Jude agrees that curbside 
-ollect ion is a viable solution. It is the way of 
t.1e future. with an industry projected re.:ycle r.tt.
of ~O per cent or bette• and by using their 
th·hnoiogy. it is pl.rnned to build additional 
recycling plants across the country as more stdtes 
adopt IBdndatory rec:ycl ing l~ws. (Source: Pupul.t_!_ 
Pl.1stics. November 1988) 

• • * • • 

A full-scale plan tor plastics recycling in 
Cuelph. Ontario. has t>een announced by the Canadian 
company, Domtar (Montreal). In a joint venture with 
Dov Chemical, Domtar will :.,e responsible for 
collection of post-consuaer plastics for recy.:lin9 
and re-use in sucn products as building and 
construction materials and industrial 
packaging. 

The joint venture, naaed Dov-Oo<lltar. will use 
Dov technoloqy to process polyethylene terephthalate 
(PET) and high density polyethylene (HOPE). 
Curbside collection and storage of d wide variety of 
plastics began in March 1989. It is the first 
recycling programme for mixed plastics to get under 
way in North America. 

Initially, Domtar will purchase the bulk of the 
recycled IBdterial for internal use in the comp.my•-. 
packaging and construction-materials divisions. As 
thr scheme grows, Dow will offer recycl"d material 
to its custoiaers. It estimates the project may 
ulti111ately yield 50-100 million lbs,'year of recycled 
plastics. The agreement allows eJch company to 
purchase up to !)0 per cent of the recycled 
plastics. Ten processing plants viii s .. rvice this 
pro )eel. Pl ans for t "" more proc:2SS i ng pl ants in 
the US and Candda are being disLussed. 

City wide part ic i pat ion in Guelph w i I I b., w..i I 
above 80 per cent. Ho•1sehold consumption of 
plastic~ in Ca11~dd, wh~re H~PE pld~t i~ milk jlJq5 Jr~ 
not used, is l<,wer than in the US. Twenty lbs/y.,Jr 
of plastic .ue handl"d by thv JVerJ<Je 115 h"usehol<I, 
while Canddian households hdndl" 10 lbs/year. 

Dow 1.1:.tl WL"t.ok d 1 ::.o dnn<>uru:c<I J l W1> ycJ r 
r~Sedf1_·h dnd demun:;trdt ion project in Akron, Otl. 
The t;<JlftJ .. htny will }0111 wTe C<Jrp. (B~cHc,1,J, MA) ctud 
the <"ity of AkrcJn ''' i·o ordinctte j· .. : L:lidt! 
l'Ol lHf.'t IUO, !H!'lJdldt i,,n, tlr' 1 '1lOCl'S9iU'J t1f cU1 

6"St im.tted I m.t ./<idy of rt!c·y,·lrttJle 'Jlrt!i~, mt.-t.1l:t, 
oeWSlJd'-'ers, ctrid plastic:;. Ac•~ord111cJ tu ()(1W 

ChemH.:dl 's t1usiues:t J11e1·t,Jr ,,f S''' d WJSlt.t 
solut ion!J, the 1Jrt,je:ic·t 1:; ,simt.•<1 .tt "rvst.Mr,·h t·~ 

d.,tvrmint' thv rolv t,f it "l.t~l 11::; c:oml'dny iu the 
r ecy,· 1 i nq "rru·ess •. 

'"'W ,di'S morv thd11 lJ,000 hoU:tl.'huld:t, ''' d 
<flldrler ,,f the clty's 1'011111.tt '''"•will p.uti<:1pdtw 
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in the Altron project. vTe will be respcnsible for 
separation of collect..::I materials and will also 
process all non-plastics. A joint facility operated 
by both Dov and vTe will then separat~ plastics by 
type ard process the• for sale. 

Dov is pursuing the project in the belief that 
•autoimated technol09y can be developed within the 
project's life-time•. 

A variety of factors aust contribute tc the 
long-range prufitability of recycling. Nev 
applications for once-used materials aust be 
developed. Also, the collection of plastics aust be 
made economically viable. At a Nev York meeting of 
the Cou~cil of Plastics Packaging in the En~ironaent 
(COPPEJ last week, the corporate vice-president of 
Wellman (Johnsonville, S.C.J, a leading PET 
recycler, said •curbside collection is the ~ave of 
the future. We aust build ~he infrastructure to 
make curbside collection realizable.• 

Other companies are also making ••aves in 
recycling. HOO!chst Celanese announced a 
vaste-ainimiza•ion and plastics-recycling prograoae 
this aonth, pledging to •find better and aore 
efficient ways of handling the generation, 
recycling, and disposal of solid waste•. 

Aa<..co expects it venture with vTe to separate 
polystyrene foam from McDonald's restaurants will 
start operations in 2-4 weeks. A pilot project to 
collect waste from 20 McDonald's restaurants in 
Nev York City and Long Island vas initiated "to 
measure the economic viability and practical 
application of recycling•. 

Procter • Gamble's Spic and Span cleaning 
product will be packaged in the first 100 per cent 
recycled PET bottles sometime this year. Test areas 
for the product, to determine the ••li<,bil ity of the 
bottle during transportation, storage, and shelf 
life are currently being selected. National 
marketing of the product - and others using recycled 
PET - will follcv if regional tests are successful. 

Recycling: A promise of qrovth 
(billion lbs) 

Polyolefins 
PVC 
PET 
Styrenics 

Total 
Vol 

U.l 
17.8 

2.0 
12.l 

1988 
Alllt 
Re- Per 

cycled cent 

1. l 
0.2 
0.1 
O.l 

).0 
1.6 
6.7 
2.1 

1989 
Alllt 

Total Re
Vol cycled 

66.4 
26.6 
4.7 

16.l 

5.9 
l. l 
0.8 
l. l 

(Extracted from Chemical we ~. 29 March 1989) 

• • • • • 
Trends In plastics waste recycling 

Per 
cent 

8.8 
4.0 

16.7 
7.8 

Modern synthetic materials have revolutionized 
the vay of life in most countries. Not only have 
they replaced traditional materials such as metal 
and wood for many putposes, modern packaging would 
be unthinkable without them, as would be many 
.:.edical application, among others. The disposal of 
synthetic wastes, however, represents one of the 
most intractable problems facing public 
authorities. From used plastic packaging to 
disposable syringes, the virtually undegradable 
plastic materials In numerous mutually incompatible 
varieties refuse to rot in the ground, nor can they 
t.. burned vlthout severe environmental pollution. 

In 1960, the US produced 69 aillion tons of 
municipal solid waste, less than l per cent of which 
vas plastics. Steady penetration of markets is 
projected to increase plastics wastes to 
lC.l billion tnns (9.8 per cent) ~y the year 2,000. 
Figures also pinpoint the liaited scope of existing 
post-consumer plastics recycling systems. The 
recovery rate for plastics (l per cent by weight 
in 1984) trails those for ferr~~s metals (2.7 per 
cent), rubber (3 per cent), glass (7.2 per cent), 
aluainiua (28.6 per cent), and paper (20.7 pe~ cent). 

The US plastics industry has responded by 
placing recycling of post-consumer waste at the 
centre of its agenda, working to foster: 
(i) resurgence of PET bottle re-use including nev 
technologies, grass-roots plants, plant expansions, 
and innovative end-uses; (ii) identification of 
additional plastics for re-use such as engineering 
resins, HOPE oil bottles, drums and •ilk jugs; and 
(iii) support for research into post-consumer 
plastics waste treataent covering technol09ies for 
reprocessing aixed waste, auto-shredder residue, and 
engineering plastics, and pyrolytic conversion of 
plastics wastes into energy. 

An equipnent that con\•erts mixed plastics scrap 
into useful products, called Extrusion Technology l 
(£Tl for short), vas officially intro'1":ed by 
Advanced Recycling Technology Ltd., Belgium, at 
"Recyclingplas II", the annual plastics recycling 
conference held in Washington DC, USA and sponsored 
by the Plastics Instilute of America. The 
coaaingled plastics recycling method embodied in ETl 
is being implemented in the US by the Plastics 
Recycling Foundation. It is claimed that the 
plastic lumber ciade by this process is proving a 
cost-effective, higher-perfor•ing replacement for 
wood. The lineals can be cut, nailed and sawn in 
the manner of wood, but are resistant to rot, water 
and bacteria. £Tl equlpaient is already in 
cOC11111ercial use in 12 plants In western and Eastern 
Europe. Applications are in fencing, planks, 
boardwalks, docks, outdoor furniture, park 
benches, road markers and ref lecti~g posts. The 
cost of an entire £Tl line (shredder, densifier, 
conveyors, extruder and aioulding equipment) is 
$350,000 to $400,000. The supplier estimates that 
the plastic profiles can be made for 65 to 
80 cents/kg. 

Other recent developments in recycling that 
surfaced at "Recyclingplas II" include technologies 
for the following: (i) re1110val of PVC coatings from 
X-ray industrial fil• scrap; (ii) reaioval of PVDC 
from polypropylene and PS film; (iii) economical 
recycling of HDPE milk and cheaical-ccntainin9 
bottlesi (iv) conversion of HOPE and cOtllllingled 
plastic v.11ste into li.1eals up to 5 m long and 
20 ca diaaeter; and (v) recycling of PET to make 
sheet for thermoforming berry baskets and business 
c&rds, and to make woven geotextiles, roofing 
11141mbrane, extrusion-coated plywood and an additive 
that raises the heat distortion temperatur~ of 
asphalt. 

Austria throws out something like a quarter of 
a •ill ion tons of plas<ics waste annually, more than 
half of it from private households. Now researchers 
at the Austrian Institute for Synthetic Materials in 
Vienna have succeeded in developing a nev recycling 
process for plastics waste. This ·~rafting• 
technique allows waste consisting of mixed synthetic 
materials to be "refined" and converted into a 
completely new product with new properties. In the 
course of this process, vho5e develo(>Glent is being 
supported by the Austrian Ministry for Science and 
Research, a special synthetic material is added to 
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the waste. and anchored in its solecular strccture. 
The result is that the p!astics vaste is converted 
into high-grade material which. aaong other 
applications. c.in ~used for electr.:;nL: .irticles 
such as radio and television c.isings. The first 
test applications h.ive proved highly successful. 

At the present time. British households 
generate 18 "' tons of rubbish annu.illy. of which 
only 6 per cent is burnt for energy. The reta.iinder 
require.1 .icres of landfill. using up v.iluable 
agriculture and building land. Class and paper are 
the only COIDpOnents that are recyclable. However. 
there is hope that one day plastic containers vill 
be made of PHB (Polyhydroxy-butyrate) which is 
totally bio-degradable by algae. fungi and bacteria 
in the soil within a year or so. PH!! is a "natural" 
polymer produced by fermentation of the bacteria. 
Alcaligenes eutrophus commonly fc.1nd in soil. PHB 
is being developed by a B:itisn firm. 

The idea of a "natural" polymer is not ne• - it 
vas identified as long ago as 1925 at the Pasteur 
Institute in Paris - but exploitation has been slow 
owing to the much higher costs involved than with 
normal PET (Polyethylene) plastics. It is hoped 
that manufacturers of "natural" products, such as 
cosmetics and herbal remedies might switch to PHB as 
higher packaging costs could be more easily absorbed 
into such products and sold on an environmental 
basis attractive to such markets. (Source: 
Asia-Pacific Tech-Monitor, January-February 1989) 

• .. • * • 

A nev wave of plastics recycling 

Producers of plastics and plastic products have 
traditionally countered consumer accusations about 
solid waste vith statistics: they note, for 
example, that plastics cocnpose only 7 per cent of 
the solid-waste stream in this country. ~ately, 

however, producers have been doing more ·~an cite 
tacts and figures. 

Late last month, Du Pont and Waste Management 
formed a joint venture to recycle plastics collected 
from consumers into "high-value materials". The nev 
combination is the latest in a series of 
announcements by resins producers. While companies 
routinely recycle internal waste from manufacturing 
operations, these projects represent some of their 
first efforts to process trash generated by external 
sources, such as schools, fast-food restaurants, and 
housgholds. 

One can easily assume that all the major 
polymer companies are nov looking at whether they 
should be recycling, have a ioint venture with a 
recycler, or, at the very minimum, support an 
organization like NAPCOR". NAPCOR, the National 
Association for Plastic Container Recovery, is an 
industry group that works to facilitate r~cyc'ing in 
c011U11unities. 

While t~e market 1s expected to see significant 
growth in the next few years, industry sources say 
the recent activity has been spurred as much by 
public and legislative pressure as it has by the 
vision of new opportunity. Much puolicized b~ns 
against the use of plastic products, such as chose 
already pcused in Minnedpol is/St. Pdul, Suffolk 
County, NY, Berkeley, CA, and oth~r communities, 
have prompted producers to come up with ways to try 
and prevent the spread of such lovs. 

"Just the idea that pldstics can be recycled 
will take the pressure off", says one industry 
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source regardin':I the value of recent announce-nts. 
And the producers have ll noted that part of the 
reason they are elllbarkinq on such projects is to 
shov the public th4t pldstics are edsily recycled. 
Some observers even question if the companies are 
really serious about recycling municipal vaste. The 
industry source points out that a polyethylene 
producer that recycles high-density polyethylene has 
lost an internal custooner. 

Companies admit that the plastics recycling 
industry is st ill in its infancy. but they believe 
it presents soaoe qood business opportunities. 
Industry projects, for exaaple, that while at.out 
150 million pounds of PET (polyethylene 
terephthalate) goes into recycled products today, 
that nu!llber will likely jump to 600 million pounds 
by 1992. The Environmental Protection Agency 
projects that by 1992. 25 per cent of municipal 
solid vaste viii be recycled. 2-l/2 times the 
current rate. 

Plastics recycling will becocne •a whole nev 
segment of the industry", predicts the project 
manager for the Dov/Domtar joint venture - in the 
same vay, for example, the scrap-metal business has 
become a key part of that industry. He notes thdt 
some cf Dov's customers are already requesting 
recycled plastics. "They want to be able to say, 
'We have recycled materials.•• 

Just huv lonq it will be before these projects 
are profitable and hov big a market for recycled 
plastics will develop are at the moment unknown • 
Mobil Chemical expects its plant in Massachusetts to 
turn a profit within tvo years. Amoco Chemical's 
one million lb project in Brooklyn, NY, on the other 
hand, which the company describes as •a 
de1110nstration plant•, vas built to co1m1ercial 
standards as an effort "to make sure we have sound 
econom' ; for doing the same thing elsewhere". 

Calculations show that in theory at least, a 
20-million lb PET recycling plant involves a 
$2.5-million investment: if all 20 million pounds 
Wf're sold at 25 cents.'lb, yearly profits could be 
$1 million on revenues of $5 million, o~viously a 
decent rate of return. But he points out that the 
industry today is nowhere near operating rates like 
that. 

Plastics producers hope to avoid the snag ~y 
recycling the waste for internal use. Amoco Foano 
intends to manufacture constructiori materials from 
the polystyrene it recycles. 

But industry sources agree that the bigqest 
problem limitio~ market growth is getting a steady 
stream of waste. While legislation that ~ould make 
collection and recycling of plastics mandatory has 
been passed in New Jf'rsey, Rhode Island, and 
California, a~d is under consideration in many other 
states, the current supply is uneven. 

"There aren't enough suprliers of post-consumer 
plastics•, says a spokesmJn for lhor Coun.:11 on Solicl 
~aste Solutions. Thor ror~I problorm, h., continues, is 
qetting more commun1t1ws to institute curbside 
collection. This involves geltl~g consumers to 
deposit their used plast•cs 1n a special bin outside 
their homes for waste haulers to pick up, saparale, 
and then supply to recyclers. Observers have note~ 
that because Waste Mandgement is a waste hauler, the 
joint venture with Du Pont is d step in the right 
direction. 

But even in areas where laws have been pa1sed, 
it viii be some time before their impact can be 



assessed. "Too many lavs are brand nev". says the 
president and chief executive officer of the larqe 
plastics recycler, Wellman (Shrewsbury, NJ). 
Cooomuniti:~. he says. are "still sortinq it out". 

Over the next fev years, legislation that 
mandates recycling vill help develop the 
organi%ation necessary to get a steady supply of 
plastic vaste to processors. This summer, EPA is 
expected to address the problea of miunicipal vaste, 
vith Con9ress. And vhile so.e observers are 
skeptical that all the announced projects by polymer 
producers vill actually co.eon-line, they are 
opti•istic about the aarket's potential. 

"Recycling can and vill be profitable" for 
plastics produ=ers, says a Chea System's 
consultant. "All they need is an infrastructure." 
(Source: Chemical Week, 10 May 1989) 

• • • • • 

Plast~c vaste: fuel for smull power plants? 

Mobil Chemical (USA) has cotmDissioned a 
research project to study the use of •ixed plastic 
consumer vaste as a fuel in saall power plants. The 
study vill consider the econ~ics of segregating 
plastics fr~ other solid vastes and converting them 
to pellets or another for• that facilitates burning 
them as a primary fuel ln s:11all plants. Such plants 
are typically used by college campuses, hospitals, 
municipal buildings and office or industrial parks. 

In mass-burn incineration, plastics are valued 
for their high-energy content vhich improves 
combustion of other vastes, thereby producing fever 
pollutants and less ash for landfill disposal. 
Plastics, vhich are derived from petrochemicals, 
have four times the fuel value of the average mix of 
municipal solid vaste, about the same value as 
residual fuel oil and tvice that of coal. 
Developing a refuse-derived fu~l from used plastics 
for small pover plants would take further advantage 
of these energy benefits. 

The Mobil research will include a review of 
existing plastic~ incineration technology in the US, 
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Europe and J.tpan • .snd consult.st ion vi th a wide 
variety of solid waste experts. (Source: 
~ndustrial world, Dece.oer 1988) 

• • • • • 
Recyclers tind._i!lastics in short supply 

Paper and glass? More than they ~an handle. 
Plastics? Cannot keep up with de-.rd. 

Recyclers c.sllln\I un .:uunty r .. cycltn\I centr .. s 
in Nev Jersey find they h.svw more p.sper and gl.sss 
than they can sell but cannot keep up with the 
demar.d for plastic bottles. The proliferation of 
recycling laws has forced coaaunities to collect all 
the paper and gl.tss they can but only a few pick ::p 
plastic containers. 

According to government and industry officials, 
however, plastic recycling is on the verge of 
explosive grovth, in part because the plastics 
industry is under pressure to take responsibility 
for its shace of the solid-waste problem. Although 
only ~ small peccentage by weight, plastics aake up 
as much as 30 per cent of the volume of trash. Yet, 
only 1 per cent of plastic packaging is recycled and 
tDOSt of that con~ists of plastic soda bottles from 
the 10 states that have enacted deposit laws. 

Plastic recycling is attracting entcepreneurs 
because it is cheaper to turn old soda bottles into 
polyester fiberfill than to buy nev plastic as raw 
material. A variety of coaopanies large and small 
are trying to cash in, including Day ' Zi11111erma: 
the giant Philadelphia engineering fir•, vhlch 
negotiatiug to build a recycling facility in 
Carneys Point, NJ, using technology licensed from 
the Rutgers center for Plastics Recycling Research. 

Another comp.toy, Polymerix, Inc., of Lincoln 
P.trk, NJ, is building a pl.tnt that vill mix 
different types of plastic into TriMax, a cot-free 
lumber th.tt, on a price basis, should compare 
favourably vith pressure-treated vood. (Extr.tcted 
from Chemical Engineering Progress, February 1989) ..... 
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There's !plastic) gold in thea thar landfills 

Across the country a backlash is building 
against one of the staples of "-erican life -
plastic. It is spurred by the declining 
availability of cheap landfill sites and concerns 
about plastic litter - foa• coffee cups and food 
wrappers that only disappear froa beaches and 
roadsides when picked up. To tackle these problems, 
local and State gover11111ents are rushing to write new 
i~vs to control the use and disposal of plastics. 
Suffolk County on Nev York's Long ls•.and will ban 
polyethylene grocery sacks and polystyrene and 
polyvinyl chloride fast-food packaging beginning in 
Juiy 1989. Florida and 14 other ~tates also are 
considerir.q 3i•ilar measures. 

Besides imposing outright bans on the use of 
s~M! plastics in packing, legislators also are 
mandating that plastic containers be made of 
materials that sunlight or bacteria can break down. 
These responses, however, could ultimately be 
counterproductive. There are doubts about the real 
utility for degradable plastics, and some 
researchers are voicing concern that growing use of 
these materials could pose probleas for emerging 
plastics recycling operation~. 

There is, however, little argument about the 
need to do something about the qroving volume of 
plastic waste. Plastics now account for 7 per cent 
by weight of all municipal refuse, a figure that 
analysts say will rise to 10 per cent by the 
year 2000. ~nd because plastics can be spun into 
fibres, moulded, or made into filas with relative 
ease, Industry and consumers are expected to produce 
even more plastic waste in the next century. As 
with paper, steel, glass, and other materials, which 
account for the bulk of municipal refuse, waste 
managers and private companies are beginning to 
devise ways to reclaim plastics from the waste 
stream. 

The challenge of disposing of plastics in 
municipal wastes has received little public 
attention until recently. The material has simply 
been buried or burned. But the rising costs of 
landfills and of trans:;>orting wastes to other 
states, and concern about the health implications of 
incinerating soaae materials, have forced States to 
seriously consider recycling or the use of 
alternative materials. 

Shaping a st~ategy to deal with plastics, 
however, is hard because there is little information 
about the economics of recycling various plastics. 
Nor are there standards for deciding what plastics 
should be degradable. As a result, Government 
leaders, particuarly at the local level, are taking 
action w.thout much information. Citing this 
scarcity of data, Richard v. Anthony of the National 
Recycling Coalition, Inc., recently appealed to 
Congress to set up an information centre that local 
governments can tap for facts. 

The plastics recycling business is just 
beginning to bloom in the United States. The 
recycling of soft drink bottles made from 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET}, for example, 
soared from 8 million pounds in 1979 ~o 
llO million pounds in 1986 and could reach 
600 million pounds In the United States by the 
mid· 1990s. The executive director of the Plastics 
Recycling Foundation say1 similar levels of 
recycling may be achieved with high density 
polyethylene jugs. 
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Revenue generated frOlll plastic recycling has 
the potential to equal that produced frOlll the 
recovery of newspapers - some $100 •illion. Scrap 
high-density polyethylene jugs a:e going for around 
12 cents a pound and 2S c~nts or more after being 
cleaned and reduced tv flakes. Soft drink bottles 
and other containers using PET can bring 60 cents a 
pound. 

Mark~ts tor r•_..:,·cled plastics have mushroomed 
because us ~~=;~n resin production facilities are 
operating at capacity and prices for these resins 
have escalated. Clean, reprocessed material sells 
at roughly half the cost of virgin a.aterial. End 
uses for PET, for example, inclu~e fibre fill for 
garments. strapping bands, engineering plastics, 
textiles, and carpeting. The associate dean of the 
College of Engineering at the University of Toledo 
says that the market for recycled plastics "has 
hardly been penetrated". Only 58 million pounds of 
recycled polyethylene are being sold yearly, while 
the US market consumes 7 to 8 billion pounds. He 
estimates that there is a market today for at least 
400 ailllon pounds of recycled polyethylene. 

Ways are also being found to use mixed plastics 
that can.1ot be easily or economically separated by 
type and chemical composition. Three plastic 
extruders capable of handling polyethylene, poly
styrene, polypropylene, and liaited amounts of poly
vinyl chloride are operating in the United States 
now. They are being used to make landscaping ties, 
park benches, farm structures, boat docks, and other 
products. The challenge is to identify high-volume 
products that can be fashioned from these aixed 
materials. The task is made difficult at times 
because colour selection is usually restricted to 
dark tones and perfectly smooth finishes are not 
attainable. 

While recycling holds tremendous potential, few 
states are looking at more than half their plastic 
wastes. Nev Jersey, for example, has set a goal for 
its counties of 25 per cent. What is left will 
continue to be incinerated or go to landfills. 

Incineration is facing potential problems of 
its own, however. There are continuing questions 
about the safety of burning of plastics in municiµdl 
incinerators, especially polyvinyl chloride (PVC}. 
This is a source of hydrogen chloride. It can be 
transformed in incinerators into dibenzoparadioxins 
and dibenzofurnas, which are thought to be carcino
genic. At this time, the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPAI does not re9ulate the incineration of 
PVC plastics, but rules governing emissions from 
municipal plants were d~e in November 1989. 

A <ecent test conducted by the New York State 
Energy Research and Development Authority indicates 
that emissions of dioxins and furans from PVC 
combustion can be minimized when municipal 
in.:inerators are operated above 1S00°F. But further 
research is needed to understand the chemical 
reaotions that are occurring and to examine the 
potential for dioxin emis$ions to rise it more PVC 
enters the municipdl Wdste stream. 

In the meantime, some localities are taKing 
steps to ban un ot PVC packaging materials. And in 
one instance in the Federal Republic of Germany has 
banned the use of PVC window frames in public 
buildings. 

Even with better information that dispels the 
myths about the ecological and resource advantages 
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of paper or .. tal over plastic, the fate of waste 
plastic aay hinge on changing the mindset of the 
citizenry. The city of San ~ose. for example, has a 
large, successful recycling progra...,. with 
180,000 hoees separating glass, metal, and 
newspapers from their garbage. But the residents' 
response to the city's request that they add plastic 
pop bottles has been pitiful, says the director of 
the operation, which is run by Waste Manage .. nt, Inc. 

It is not su=prising: people are not used to 
thinking of plastics as having an economic value or 
being recyclable. But the President of Resource 
Integration Systems, Ltd., cf Toronto, Canada, a 
waste aanage .. nt firm, says it is just •a aatter of 
ti .. before coanunities are forced to recycle 1110re•. 

More than half the nation·~ ~ities face higher 
disposal costs in the 1990s as they exhaust their 
landfill space. If trash collection fees are 
structured to reflect lhe full lifecycle costs of 
landfill and incineration facilities, people will 
"start being motivated to do the right things•. 
(Extracted from Science, Vol. 241, 22 July 1988, 
pp. 411-412) 

• • • • • 
Plastics recycling picks up momentum 

Although the economics reaain marginal, 
recycling is getting a big boost from 
unrelenting regulatory pressure 

Plastics recycling, once a fringe operation for 
small waste-handling companies, is taking on all the 
trappings of a big business. Hew plants are being 
built, raw-material and distribution channels are 
being foraalized, and some of the world's largest 
chemical CQlllPanies are now setting up their own 
ventures. Market forecasters project a dramatic 
five- to ten-fold growth in the volume recycled fr0tn 
the present 150-200 million pounds in the US over 
the next five years or so. Nevertheless, most 
observers agree that the main impetus for the growth 
is increased legislation, rather than strong 
economics. 

The legislative pressures that, one way or 
another, boost recycling are building almost daily. 
The Council on Plastics in Packaging and the 
Environ .. nt (COPPE, a Washington, o.c., trade group) 
has counted over 500 local or state regulatory 
initiatives. City and county governments throughout 
the US have instituted bans on certain types of 
plastic packaging, especially polystyrene foams. 
Others are atte111pting to ban "non-recyclable" 
materials (even while the definition of 
recyclability is open). 

Europe is in a similar situation, too. Use of 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC)-based containers and 
packaging has been restricted or taxed, or 
legislative bans attempted, in Switzerland, Austria, 
Denmark and Italy. Deposits or premiums ranging 
from 5 cents to up to 25 cents per container have 
been imposed in the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Sweden and the Netherlands, as have 10 US states. 
And, voluntarv "post-consuaer• recycling programmes 
for .. tali and paper, as well as pla1tlc1, have been 
set up in most Western European countries, Japan and 
parts of the us. 

Behind all these efforts ls the realization 
that di1posal ~oats of municipal solid wastes (MSW) 
can only rise al landfill space or Incineration 
capacity becomes dear. In the US, plastics 
constitute around 7 per cent of the MSW stream by 
weight, but as much al 30 per cent by volu ... 

Moreover, as plastics consumption continues rising, 
especislly in new types of packaging, it is 
projected to constitute as much as 15 per cent (by 
weight) of the MSW stream in 10 years. 

A spate of joint ventures 

The sheer volume of the plastic •garbage" has 
not escaped the eyes of the plastics producers. It 
used to be that primary resin p~oducers were content 
to say nothing about plastics recycling, asserts the 
Vice-President for Business Development at 
US Recycling Industries Inc. (Denver), an MSW and 
industrial-scrap recycler. "Nov, they have turned 
180 degrees on this issue, and while they used to be 
very defensive about it, now they are finding that 
recycled plastics could be a good alternative 
feedstock". 

That theme of expanded interest in recycling 
was highlight~d in April by Du Pont Co. (Wilmington, 
Del.) and Waste Management Inc. (Oak Brook, Ill.), 
with the announcement of a 50-50 joint venture to 
col'ect plastics and other recyclables, segregate 
the plastic and then process it into saleable 
products. Th~ as-yet-unnamed venture will start 
with a $5 million, 40 million pound/yr plastics 
recycling facility in the US, a plant that both 
companies expect to be a prototype for other 
centres. Du Pont will buy all the recycled plastics 
from the plant for internal use. For its part, 
Waste Management will nov have a landfilling 
alternative fo~ the MSW it collects frOlll nearly 
900,000 homes in North America. 

Entrepreneurial efforts abound 

Even while the ma)or plastics processors join 
the recycling bandwagon, a host of smaller efforts 
in the us and Europe pick up speed. Many of the 
saaller companies are concentrating on the 
mixed-plastic field, since this is where the raw 
material costs are lowest. The challenge is either 
to process these mixed plastics into a homogeneous 
cast or extruded material, or to develop economical 
methods for separating them. 

The most popular "as is" recycling method 
appear~ to be an extrusion-moul~ing process whereby 
granulated mixed plastic is melted and moulded into 
bar-stock or planks - "plastic lumber•. This 
process was first commercialized by Supervood 
International Ltd. (Bray, Ireland1, using an 
adaption of Japanese technology. The firm has a 
plant producing 1,400 metric tons per year of 
products, and says that it has delivered a dozen 
extrusion machines to licensees. A similar process 
ls offered by Advanced Recycling Technology SA 
(Brakel, Belgium), an equipment manufacturer. 

The range of products these fir•s offer 
Includes park benches, landscaping materials, 
agricultural-structure component~, pallets, cradles 
for holding steel coils, waterfront or shoreline 
construction c0tnponents, and related structures. 
There is a considerable amount of skill needed to 
co111pOunding the mixed plastic. In particular, 
polyvinyl chlorides are a problem. If there Is too 
little, it tends to decompose during the extrusion, 
relea1ing corrosive hydrochloric acid gas. One 
solution ls to run this material through the 
extrusion at a higher concentration, thus performing 
the extrustion at a lower temperature. 

An alternative technology is being 
comsnercialized in the US by Innovative Plastic 
Products Inc. (Atlanta), which cut the ribbon on a 
$5 Million, 6,000 ton/yr plant in Green1boro, Ga., 
in April. The plant u1e1 technology collllll8rcialized 
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in the Federal Republic of Cerllldny by Re..:;·dopl.•st 
AG (Munich). The pro..:ess takes mi•ed plastic with a 
50 per cent portion of either PVC or polyethylene, 
heats it to 160°C, and then llldst i..:cttes it in a 
knectding llldchine. The homoqeniz"d mixtur" is then 
immediately compr.,ssion-moulded into sheets, 
troughs, floor tiles or o•her shapes. 

New technologies 

Mixed-plastic producticn, while a big portion 
of current activity, still rellldins a somewhat 
limitt<d market. 

PET, one of the l.ugest-volum" recycled 
materials curr.,ntly, is the target of a process 
commercialized by Reko BV (Beek, the Netherlctnds), a 
DSM unit. The firm's proprietary grinding and 
classification system produc"s recycled PET with as 
little as 5 ppm non-soluble material, and polyolefin 
contamination of less than 50 ppm. The process, 
however, depends on highly specific limits on what 
types of bottle designs ace accepted, without PVC 
contamination or even aluminium bottle caps in the 
raw lllclterial. A 2,500 mt per year plant - said to 
be the only PET-recycling plant in Western Europe -
has been operating since 1985. Reko is looking to 
licence the technology in the US. 

Another joint venture, between ITC Corp. 
(Baltimore) and the Federal Republic of Germany's 
minerals processor and equipment fabricator 
IJ<W Apparate und Vertahren GmbH (Hirschau), is 
planning a recycling centre in the 
Baltimore-Washington vicinity in 1990. IJ<W's 
process, called PolySource, has been tried at a 
1,000-kg per hectare plant in Blumenrod, the Federal 
Republic of Germany. The route depends on IJ<W's 
proprietary hydrocyclones to wet-classify washed, 
granulated plastic. At Blumenrod, the system 
recovers only HOPE; the remaining plastic is not 
further processed. This plastic is then extruded 
into pellets, for use as regrind by plastics 
processors. 

Yet another approach to achieving high 
value-added materials from mixed plastic waste !S to 
use reartive chemical methods. As yet, the 
techniques are being researched extensively in 
laboratories (with dozens of patents having been 
issued in the past few years), but hardly any has 
been commercialized, due primarily to high 
production costs. 

Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Co. (Akron, Ohio), a 
PET producer, may soon convert post-consumer PET 
into undisclosed intermediate chemicals, which could 
be made into virgin PET that meets the stringent 
food-grade requirements. The process could be taken 
back to ethylene glycol and terephthalic acid (the 
usual raw materials for PET), if that proves 
economically desir"ble. 

Mean~hile, DuPont's new foray in recycling 
will eventually result in many new ways to 
•compatibilize• mixed plastics. 

The idea is to adapt rheology modifiers or 
tougheners used in such Du Pont products as Selar or 
Surlyn, and apply them to mixed, post-consumer 
streams. These modifications could include reaction· 
grafted polymers, and terpolymers that act as a 
binding agent tor two other polymers. With the right 
compatibil1zation technology, these mixtures could 
be turned lnto high-value engineering plastics. 
(See diagrammes 0~ page 96) 
(Extracted from Chemical Enginee1.l!l9• July 1989) 

• • • • • 

History vf re..:v4.:'linq post ~vnsumer plastics 
scr.lp 

In the beverage industry. aluminium containers 
qui..:kly were recognized as being a valuctble material 
that should not be discarded. About 20 years ago, 
the ctluminium coapanies initiated recycling 
progra111111es. Aluminium cans are well-known as being 
recyclable. Glass bottles have been mass produced 
since the turn of the century and are being recycled 
into nt<W containers. 

The plctstic beverage container, made of 
poly.,ster (PET) and polyethylene, was introduced 
nationctlly in 1978. Recycling began almost 
immedi~tely through the efforts of small entrepreneur 
recyclers. These early plastic recyclers recognized 
the intrinsic value of this high-tech polymer. In 
1979, only one year after the plastic PET bottle's 
introduction, 8 m!llion pounds of bottles were 
recycled. This poundage of recycled beverage 
co1 tain.,rs grew to 40 million pounds in 1982 and by 
1985 an estimated 110 million pounds of bottles were 
being recycled. In 1987, this research estimated 
that 150 million pounds of PET beverage bottles were 
collected for recycling. 

Deposit legislation on soft drink containers in 
nine states influenced this rapid growth. Recycling 
legislati~n aimed at reducing solid waste is expected 
to continue the growth ot plastics recycling along 
with the recycling of other materials. Exhibit l on 
page 97 shows the rapid increase in the recycling of 
plastic beverage containers. 

PET beverage container recycling 

Polyester (PET) is the plastic being recycled 
most as post consumer scrap in the United States. 
Wellman, Inc., identified as being the major recycier 
in this area, recycle~ 100 m1ll1on p.>unds of PET soft 
drink containers in 1987. Results show that present 
markets for recycled PET are carpeting, fibrefill, 
unsaturated polyester, polyols for rigid urethane 
foam, strapping, engineering plastics and extruded 
products. New applic3tions, such as thermoformed 
products and textiles/geotextiles, offer additional 
opportunities to utilize post-consumer plastic scrap. 
See exhibit 2 on page 97 for current PET markets. 

In 1987, there were 740 million pounds of PET 
used in manufacturing soft drink containers. 
Estimates showed that there exists a potential 
market for 500 million pounds of this material in 
non-food applications (see appendix A on page 99 for 
PET market projections). 

Since only 150 million pounds currently are 
being recycled, this market is far from being 
saturated. A 10 per cent penetration into PET 
textiles alone would represent approximately a 
350-million-pound market since filament yarn, staple 
an~ tow made from virgin PET is more than 
l.5 billion pounds. 

HOPE recycling 

Total sales of high density polyethylene (HOPE) 
in 1987 were in excess of 7.8 billion pounds. 
Currently only about 72 million pounds per year of 
HOPE have be9n identified as being recycled. Markets 
identified tor recycled HOPE are listed in exhibit l 
on page 97. Market research shows that a potential 
market of an estimated 400 million pounds could be 
developed to utilize recycled HOPE (see appendix B 
on page 100 for market projection details). Major 
potential markets for HOPE are soft drink basecups, 
plastics lumber, containers, drums, pails and 
various types ot pipes. 



Mixed plastics 

Plastic scrap often is collected as a aixture 
of many types of plastics. Separation of this 
•ixture into its various ~la•tic components often 
>10uld be costly. It is possible to process the 
mixed plastics intu non-critical product 
applications. Thi~ type of aixed plastics recyclin9 
already has be9un in Europe and Japan and is nov 
startin9 in this country. Hi9h volume products that 
could be manufactured froai aixed materials are bein9 
identified. Luaber sub~titutes for •iscellaneous 
outdoor furniture, posts and farm structures are 
ideal markets. Many iteas have been mentioned by 
ART/Europe (Advanced Recyclin9 Technol09y SA Ltd), 
Polyaer Products Inc., New En9:and CRinc, Processed 
Plastics, Inc., and Mid Atlantic Plastic Systems, 
Inc. (see exhibit 4 on pa9e 98). 

Six potential hi9h volume products to be 
manufactured froa aixed recycled plastics were 
identified. These products are; 

1. Treated lumber; 

2. Landscape timbers (1/2-billion-pound 
market); 

3. Horse fencin9; 

4. Farm pens for poultry, pigs and calves; 

5. Roadside posts; 

6. Pallets (more than 300 million wooden 
pallets used annually). 

Pallet market su<'~ 

Questionnaires were developed for use in 
surveyin9 plastics recycling activity in the plastic 
pallet industry. These questionnaires were sent to 
70 plastic pallet comp~nies across the country. 
This survey's objective is to determine if recycled 
plastics currently are bein9 used or are being 
co~sidered for use in pallet manufacturing. Shown 
in exhibit 5 on page 98 is a 9raph of the board feet 
of wood being utilized in pallets <tnd other shipping 
material. Also shovn are estimates of equivalent 
amounts of mixed plastics based on the vv:ume of 
wood used in pallet manufacturing. 

If only l per cent penetration of recycled 
plastics was made into this pallet industry, 
approximately 370 million pounds of plastics could 
be utilized (see exhibit 6 on page 98). 

Product testing 

Testing was performed to hetter understand the 
limitations associated with using recycled 
plastics. Tests have been inade on samples of 2x4s 
manufactured frocn mixed plastics. A series of nail 
and screw pull-out experiaent1 shov plastic lumber 
to behave quite differently than wooden lumber. 

Nail pull out tests were performed on wood and 
recycled plastic specimens to c0111pare their 
nail-~olding strength (see exhibit 7 on page 98). 
The specl~n• were cut out of eight feet (2x4) 
construction members. Actual dl .. nslons of the 
specimens vere1 l 1/2" x 3 7/16" x 8'. Nails u14~ 
have a diameter ~ 0.15". Nall penetration was 
l 1/2" throughout the tests. 

Results of these tests show that mixed plastics 
hold nails approximately 40 per cent better than 
typical wood at rOOlll te11perature and when nails ara 
perpendicular to the grain. When nails are driven 
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parallel to the grain, wood si9nif icantly loses the 
ability to hold nails by approxiaately 50 per cent 
while plastics maintain relatively the same 
retention capability. 

However, this advantage of recycled plastic 
lumber is rapidly lost at elevated temperatures of 
approximately 149°F [65°C). A suanary of test 
results of recycled •ixed plastics compared to wood 
is shown in exhibit 7 on pa9e 98. Nood retained 
auch of its strength while bein9 heated in a water 
bath. Recycled plastic lost 43.7 per cent of its 
nail holding stren9th due to the same conditions. 

Consequently, utilization of lumber made fr<>111 
recycled plastics aust be carefully evaluated 
re9~rdin9 the environaent in which it will be used 
in order to avoid inappropriate applications. 

Plastics recycltnq future 

Reduction of the solid waste stream has bec<>111e 
a national issue. The ability of many plastics to 
be recycled easily is now being rec09nized as a 
means to efficiently and economically reduce solid 
waste. Material cost savin9s obtained by using 
recycled plastics also will be a driving force in 
accelerating the 9rovth of the recycling industry. 

However, it is necessary that informational 
networkin9 be increased to assist recyclers in 
locating business opportunities. The electronic 
data base developed in this research answers that 
need by providing the r.ames of contacts in the 
plastics recycling industry. This data base will 
prove to be a valuable asset for future research 
work and understanding plastics recycling activities 
nationally. (Extracted frOlll the Technical Report 
No. 31 "Market Research on Plastics Recycling•, 
Centre for Plastics Recycling Research, The State 
University of New Jersey, Rutgers, Bush Campus, 
Bld9. 3529, Piscataway, N.J. 08855, USA) 

* • * * • 

Polymer recycling being choked off by lack of feeds 

Post-consumer, reprocessed polymers have 
pr01Disttd to be the boon of the 1990s. And the 
number of firms entering the industry on all sides -
repror.ess in9, consumption and equ lpment 
manufacturin9 - shows the race is on. 

But a severe lack of feedstock is keeping 
growth ir. check, a situation reprocessing advocates 
are calling less-than-optimal. Because of the 
shortage, a huge illlbalance exists between the level 
of polymer that is rep~ocessed and remarketed (the 
vast aajority being polyethylene terephthalate and 
high density polyethylene) and actual damand for 
reprocessed polymer. 

In a study by the Plastics Recycling Foundation 
Inc., the curr~nt shortage Is made clear. 
Consumption of recycled PET in 1987 totalled 
150 million pounds, rising to an estimated 
170 million in 1988. The markets for the ~~terial 
bel~g fibre, Injection moulding, extrusion ~nd 
building insulation. 

The potential market, however, came closer to 
500 •illion pounds, according to the research 
conducted at Ohio's University of Toledo, and will 
reach 700 million pounds by 1993. In 1987, some 
potential inarketa, non-food bottles and exports, had 
not .Jven been tapped. 

A• for HDPE, the study found a potential market 
of 440 ailllon pounds, more than 1lx times the 
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volu-.e actually reprocessed in 1987. 
70 •illion pounds of reprocessed HDPE 
or consumed that year by reprocessors 
production of pipe, p3ils, PET-bottle 
items such as crates and pallets. 

A scant 
vere .. rketed 
for the 
'>ases •nd 

By 1993, the potential .. rket for reprocessed 
HOPE vill grov to 600 •illion pounds. 

Despite the fact th•t 1.8 billion pounds of 
virgin PET and 8.2 billion pounds of virgin llDPE 
vere consumed in the US in 1988, less than 
300 •illion pounds of post-consumer PET and HOPE 
feedstock combined made their vay into the embryonic 
reprocessing .. rket. 

The current lack of post-consumer recycling 
progra ... s vith an elll>hasis on plastics has been 
underlined repeatedly for the lagging development of 
a feed-stock strea•. And behind this exists a 
vacuum of knowledge on the part of policy .. kers 
unaware of the feasibility of plasti=s reprocessing. 

Reprocessors are vaiting for a steady supply of 
resin to become available before setting up Shop, 
and .unicipalities are tending not to set in motion 
laws favourable to reprocessing because they are 
unaware of the possibility. Until com.unication 
between the tvo parties i~roves, the feedstock 
shortage will remain critical. 

On a •icro-economic scale, though, a growing 
number of entrepreneurs are becoming aware of the 
industry. Plastic Bottle Institute, a unit of 
Society of the Plastics Industry, rec~ntly reported 
a 32 per cent increase in the number of firms 
participating in all areas of the reprocessing 
business. It lists 1"12 firms in its 1989 directory. 

Tvo types of proce$sors are ... rging. The most 
visible is the .. rchant reprocessor circulating the 
resins back into the .. rketplace. The second, less 
visible reprocessor, is the captive reclai .. r, using 
the reprocessed resin captively for dovn-strea• 
moul~ing or co.pounding. 

Pour dominant forces 

Most of these operations •re as developmental 
as the industry itself. But four stand out as 
dominant forces in the .. rket. 

As PET reprocessing stands now, the largest 
entity is we11 .. n Inc., a South Carolina-based 
reprocessor with a capacity of more than 
100 •illion pounds. 

In ter•s of .. rchant reproc~ssors, St. Jude 
Polymer, Frackville, Pa., is the foremost presence. 

At present, processors like we11 .. n, St. Jude, 
and Albany, Nev York-based Star Plastics, which 
clai .. a PST reprocessing capacity of 30 •illion 
pounds, obtain feedstor.k froia north-eastern states 
where -~~her recycling proqra ... s or bottle deposit 
laws guarantee a stre••· 

On the consu~tion end, the run-up in virgin 
resin pricing during 1987 and 1988 has been the 
driving force. 

For a plastic moulder or extruder, r:1e 
difference in pricing between virgin a11d 
reprocessed, post-consu•er resin is tr• .. ndous. The 
difference In quality is clal .. d by reproc•~•ors to 
be undistinguishable. 

While virgin, bottle-grade Prr 1s being traded 
at 70 cents per pound, reprocessed, repelletlzed PET 
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is being tr•de.i fvr lS to 40 cents per pound. The 
reprocessors obtain feedstock, in the for• of baled 
bottles, for as little as 6 cents per pound. 

PET reprocessors also tend to .. kret soee 
reprocessed HOPE derived froia the base cups on SOl9e 

PET bottles. This repelletized resin trades at 2S 
to 2i cen~s per pound. lts .. rket is -inly 
base-cup moulding. Other sources of HDPE, however, 
are aoulded •ilk and vater and detergent bottles. 

The largest reprocessor of HOPE derived froia 
this strea• is Eaglebrook Plastics, of Chicago. 
Ruch of its resin is used internally for production 
of agricultural drainage tubing and nursery pots, it 
also .. rket$ repelletized and flake polymer on the 
aerchant .. rket. Mixed colour pellets are trading 
at lS cents per pound. (Extracted flom Ch-ical 
Marketing Reporter, 24 April 1989) 

• • • • • 
Recycled plastics demonstrate exceptional growth 

De91and for recycled plastics in the US should 
expand by nearly CS per cent annually through 1992 
and reach l.C billion pounds, worth $730 •illion, 
according to Freedonia Group Inc. The fir• says 
markets for recycled plastics are growing rapidly, 
but the real success of the industry is tied tc the 
collection of plastics froia post-consumer waste, 
public attitudes towards plastic waste, the cost and 
availability of virgin resins and advances in 
degradable plastics. 

Freedonia reports recycled plastics .. y be used 
in an array of products at a substantial cost 
savings re~ative to virgin resins. Chief exceptions 
are products that require FDA approval for direct 
contact with food. Plastic waste, costing less than 
10 cents per pound, and recycled plastics, ranging 
from lS to SO ce~ts per pound, provide attra=tive 
margins for recyclers. 

Th• principal .. rkets for recycled PET are 
polyester fibre and fibrefill and strapping tape. 
Polyester strapping frcw recycled PET COlllpetes with 
steel strappin9 for bundling heavy and bulky it.-s, 
and is expected to grow over 26 per cent per year 
through 1992 and reach 100 aillion pounds. 

over 130 coapanies recycle plastics. MOst are 
s .. 11, privately-held and regional. Consolidation 
is expected as the industry .. tures, but Freedonia 
thinks th• regional nature of plastics waste 
collection will favour s .. 11, independent 
recyclers. (Source: Ch .. ical Marketing Reporter, 
6 February 1989) 

• • • • • 
US recycling growth rate put at 16 per cent per year 

The rouqhly tS,000 tons of plastic consu .. r 
waste that vas recycled in the US in 1988, 
representing about l per cent of total volume 
consumed, vill 9rov to 2.2 •illion tons - or 8 per 
cent - by 1998. Norld-vide the figures •re 
900,000 tons in 1988, representing 2 per cent of the 
tot•l, growing to C.l •illion tons or 7 per cent. 
The growth r•t• for recycled plastics In the US will 
be appro•i .. tely 16 per cent annu•lly. 

Th••• are a110ng the findings of • study froia 
R. M. ~011off 'As~oc., Nev Yor-. titled "Recycled 
waste Plastics, Merkets and Profit Opportunities•. 
The con1ult•nt concludes that the industry f•ces 
pcoble•s and profit opportunities In the recovery 
and recycling of r;-o1y111eric scrap. 



Polyolefins represent the largest scrap tactor, 
groving froa 344,000 tons in 1988 to over 
1.3 •illion tons in 1998, followed by polyethylene 
terephthalate and polyvinyl chloride (see table on 
page 101). While packaging offers the greatest 
initial recycling potential, other aarkets like 
construction, consuaer products, and automotive, 
could becoae significant in the decAde ahead. 

An increasing number of resin suppliers are 
evaluating the profit potential for reconverting 
recycled plastics - including engineering resins -
into aaterials vith price/perforaance ratios capable 
of penetrating new aarkets. For packaging, aore 
state~ are planning to join the 10 that nov aandate 
deposit/return for plastic containers. And local 
co..unities are responding to littering by 
considering bans on plastics food containers. 

Concern is also emerging about life-cycle 
disposition from1 the auto industry, as polymer use 
ac:c:t'lerates. Suppliers sueh as GE Plastics have 
announced strategies to confront this potential 
probl-. 

The study recomaends that the industry promote 
a llational Unifor• Bettle I.av, aandating collection 
or return of aajor packaging containers of all 
types. It points out that sueh legislation vould 
not only place plastics on an even footing vith 
other recyclable packaging aaterial~ such as glass, 
paper, and the various .. tals, but also pre-eapt 
local initiatives that can become emotion-driven. 
(Source; MOdern Plastics International, April 1989) 

• • • • • 
Recycling ol•stics from1 automobiles: an vpportunity 
avaitin~ exploitation 

~he groving use of plastics in automobile 
construction is placing increasing stress on the 
industry responsible for disposing of scrapped 
vehicler.. And according to the Director of the 
Association of Plastics Manufacturers in 
Europe (APM£), aanag ... nt of car wrecks 3nd of the 
vaste .. terial generated by car shredding vill 
increasingly influence continued acceptance of 
plastics and coaposites in this field. 

Speaking at a recent conference. "Plastics on 
the r~ad". organized by the Plastics and Rubber 
Institute in London, he described the current 
situation in £u1ope and especially in th• Federal 
Republic of Ceraany, where the plastics and 
automotive Industries have a joint OM 2 •ill ion 
research progra ... on vaste. The plastics content 
of Federal Republic of eer .. ny cars, esti .. ted at 
60,000 t in 1980, reached 110,000 t in 191S, and is 
forecast to top lS0.000 t by 199). Plastics nov 
account for 20 per cent of shredder residuals, and 
could rise to 40 per cent by the year 200S. But 
declining scrap prices (froa an average Of! 200 per 
ton in 1970 to less than OM 100 per ton In 1916) are 
forcing independent shredders out of business, 
leaving only steel industry-owned f ir•s. The steel 
industry thus has a double incentive to persuade the 
autoaotlve industry to reduce plastics In vehicles. 

Cost of disposal of plastics is rising, because 
at present they are officially classified as "oil 
residue• .. terials, and ~herefore hazardous. But as 
car .. nufar.turers use aore high perfor..,nce plastics 
for fuel econoay, cost·sa~ing, and reduced 
.. intenance. tne1e vill be profit in extracting 
these high value .. terlals for re-use. 

APMS concludes froa its studies that vtille 
plastics are not the .. jor probl•• of the car 
shredders, they have an impact on th• profitability 
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of the scrap business, and the plastics industry is 
concerned that alternatives are developed to present 
aethods of handling scrapped cars. An imoportant 
aspect being studi~d by the Federal Republic of 
Ceraany consortiu• is th3t autoaobile components 
should be designed to f.1cilit.1te disaa.ltling and 
disposal. 

Right nov, no plastics are recycled from1 scrap 
autoaobiles, since it is siaply not viable to do 
so. Non-aetallic aate•ials are noraally incinerated 
or sent for landfill. Cost of both operations is 
rising sharply. In 198S, the additional cost ~f 
disposal of plastics to Federal Republic of Ceraany 
car shredders vas DM SO per Lon. By 199S it vill 
have aore than doubled. Over the sa- period the 
proportion of plastics aaterials used in cars vill 
have risen Croa 10.S to lS per cent, while the 
proportion of ferrous aetals vill have dropped froa 
just under 70 to 6l per cent. 

The joint study progra._ covers four topics: 
trends in shredder vast• handling, car devel~nts 
for post-use vast• aan.1911aent, revenue froa plastics 
scrap, and processing of plastics scrap. This last 
c0111Prl~•s recycling, pyrolysis, conversion to fuel, 
and incineration/landfill. (Source; MOdern 
Plestics Intern.ation.11, April 1989) ~~~ 

• • • • • 
Dov, Doatar stake out niche in plastic vast• 

TVo corporations are quietly laying th• 
grouodvork for ~t proaises to be a huge aarket for 
recycled plastics in Canada and the United States • 

Dov Ch-ic•l and Doatar, a Canadian COllp.lny, 
are scheduled to sign agree .. nts vith .. vark, NJ, 
Portland, ME, Buffalo, llT, and aore th.In 30 other 
cities th•t vill give th• tvo organizations access 
to millions of pounds of plastic vast• those 
coaaunities generate each ~ear. 

Soon, the coapanies will announce sites for tvo 
new factories - one in Canada and the other in th•: 
United States - that vill recycle up to 
n •illion pounds/yr. of polyethylene ter•phthalate 
and high-density polyethylene. The tvo plants, 
which are scheduled to coae on line in 1990, will 
use a patented Dov process to turn out high-grade 
resin that vill have a..,- 1er range of uses than 
recycled plastic nov on the .. rket. 

On• of the first steps in the Dov-eo-tar 
venture vill be to stockpile a year's vorth of vast• 
plastic. Doatar vill be responsible for collecting 
and storing, in warehouses in Buff; lo and Toronto, 
20 •illion to lC •lllion pounds o'. plastic this year. 

Dov and Doatar spokespeople say they expect the 
venture to turn a profit in its first year, although 
this vill depend on the political future of 
recycling in the United St.1te1. (SOurce: Ch .. ical 
Enginewring Progress, J~n• 19891 

• • • • • 
Recycled resin use soars 

The plastics industry is developing its 
recycling processes so well that secondary resin 
consuaption is predicted to incre•s• 17.6 per cent 
•nnu•lly to a tot•l of 1.9 •illlon short tons by 
2000, according to Leading !dge Reports. PST 
t.ortles are leading the .. rket, s•ys the study, vlth 
de .. nd far outpacin~ supply at present. (Source: 
Che•ic•l M•rketing Reporter, 19 M•rch 1990) 

••••• 
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An answer to plastic recycling 

Following years of research, High Tech Plastics 
in the Netherlands reports a aajor breakthrough in 
the ~lete and effective recycling of all types of 
plastic vaste, vith the introduction of a universal 
eot1p4tabiliser. Carrying the brand namie of Bennet, 
the C09'pt'ny says it is capable of producing a 
homogeneous blend of all vaste plastic aaterial in 
its aolten state. In this recycling proc~ss, the 
vaste plastic is granulated and fed into a 
C011pOUnder extruder. The aix, having been raised to 
a ainiaua teaperature of 2oo•c, (depending upon the 
composition) is mielted dovr. and Bennet, in pellet 
fora, is added. The coapat•bilised •ix is extruded 
into strands vhich are then cut into pellets ~f 
approxiaately l .. length. The end product can be 
used to aanufa~ture aany household goods such as 
bovls, buckets and crates. For further inforaation 
contact High Tech Plastics, Lorenzstraat 8, 
6716 AD Ede, Holland. (Source: POLLUTIOtl, 
February 1990) 

...... 
USSR, Austrian fira in recycle venture 

Tas .. t, a nev 50-50 joint venture betveen 
Metafin CmbH of Austria and the Soviet Industrial 
Organization, a unit of the Ministry of Cheaistry in 
the USSR, vill build a plant to recycle a •iniaua of 
8,000 tons a year of f il• vaste. 

The ~ny vill recover the silver content of 
photographic, aovie, I-ray, graphic and other f ilas, 
as vell as the basic carrier aaterials consisti"'9 
aainly of cellulose triacetate and a lesser quantity 
of polyethylene terephthalate. Operation of the 
plant ls slated for aid-1990. (Source: Cheaical 
Marketing Reporter, 27 llov_,.,.r 1989} 

• • • • • 

Plastic recycling booa predicted 

Plastic recycling froa the waste strea• will 
pr~bly grow auch faster than aetal or glass 
recycling in the next five yr.ars, if only because 
plastics only rec•nt:y have begun to be included in 
collection progra ... s, according to a recent survey. 

Released by Business Coaaunications Co. Inc., a 
llorvalk, Conn., aarket research fir•, the study 
antici~ates only a 9 per cent increase in the rate 
of .. tals recycled f roa waste between 1989 and 199C 
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coapared vith a ll per cent jump in plastics 
recycling. ulass recycling is projected to grow by 
alaost 18 per cent. 

"There is a great deal of legislative and 
public pressure on the plastics ir.1ustry to recycle 
and find aarkets for the ~ecycled aaterials", a 9CC 
analyst said. 

Currently about 2.6 aillion tons of all mietal 
in the waste strea• - about 19.5 per cent - gets 
:;ollected for recycling. The study sees that aa.>unt 
increasing to about C aillion tons, or alaost 26 per 
cent, by l9~H. 

That is out of a total of 26.9 million tons -
alaost 29 per cent - of various kinds of vaste that 
are expected to be recycled in 1989 based on 
one-tiae recovery froa the waste streaa. The 
researchers expect the total quantity recycled to 
surpass 15 aillion tons, alaost 35 per cent of all 
waste, by 1994. 

Metals rorcycled f•oa vaste, especially in the 
for• of aluainiua used beverage cans, are expected 
to benefit froa increased collections, the study 
said, although the high price of aluainiu• •ight 
cause it to lose aarket share in some applications 
to glass or plastic. 

The study called for several mieasures to 
increase the collection and processing of aaterials 
frOlll the waste streaa: 

Autoaatic sorting equipment needs to b< 
designed to •sort waste aore accurately, 
reaove contaainants and aore effectively 
reaove labels froa containers•. 

To increase plastic and paper recycling 
rates, recycling e-juipaent needs to 
accOlllllO<late aore "so-called non-recyclables". 

Foreign aarkets for recycled aaterials 
should be pursued because "their li•ited 
natural resources, reluctance to pay for 
higher-priced priaary aaterials and interest 
in "gr~en• issues" could aake the• 
pr~fitaDle partners in recycl•ng. 

The survey, titled "Nev Directions in the 
Solid Waste Recycling Business", is BCC"s study 
llo. CB-127 and can be ordered frOtll the coapany at 
2~ Van ?ant St., llorwalk, Conn. 068~~. USA. 
(Source: Aaerican Metal Market, 20 Novellber 1989} 
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Recycled Plastics Market Growth 
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Exhibit 1 
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PET Beverage Container 
Recycling . 
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• Current research 

Exhibit 2 
Markets for Recycled PET Products 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Geotextile 
Urethane Foam 

RECREATIONAL 
Skis 
Sur1boards 
Saiboat Huls 

INDUSTRIAL 
Caipeting 
Fence Posts 
Fiberfill 
Fuel Pellets 
Industrial Paints 
Strapping 
Unsaturated Polyester 
Paint Brushes 

TOTAL VOLUME 
150 million pounds in 1987 
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Exhibit 3 
Markets for Recycled HOPE Products 

AGRICULTURE 
Drain Pipes 
Pig and Cal Pens 

MARINE ENGINEERING 
Boat Piers (lumber) 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Building Products 
Curb Stops 
Pipe 
Signs 
Traffic-Barrier Cones 

RECREATIONAL 
Toys 

GARDENNG 
Flower Pots 
Garden Furniture 
Golf Bag l.Mrs 
Lumber 

ttDUSTRIAL 
Drums/Pails 
Kkhen Orai'I Boards 
Matting 
Milk Boale Carriers 
PallelS . 
Soft Drink Base Cups 
Trash Cans 

·TOTAL VOLUME 
72 milion pou1~tfs (1987) 

(Sxtr•cted frOll the Technic•l Report No. ll •M41rket Research on Plastics 
Recycling•, Centce for Plastics Recycling Research, The State University of 
lleV Jersey, Rutgers, lush C•11p11s, lldg. lS29, Piscat•v•y, N.J. OllSS, USA) 
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Exhibit 4 

Recycled Mixed Plastics Products 

AGRICULTURE 
Barrier Retainers 
Duck Boards 
Electric Fences 
Erosion Control Timber 
Fruit Tree Supports 
Gates 
Horse Stalls 
Markers 
Pig and Cal Pens 
Paulry Construction 
Ranch Fences 
Tree-gualds 
VmeStakes 

Exhibit 5 

. 
~ 
CD 

u.. 
'2 • 

8000 I 
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~ 4000 
c 
0 

~ 

2000 

Pallets 

INDUSTRIAL 
Car Stops 
Fencing 
Flooring 
Footings, Posts. and 
Sift Plates 

Highway Construction 
Loacing Dock Rails 
Markers 
No-load Grating 
Palets 
Pipe Racks 
Planks 
Sign Posts 
Slab Sepalators 
Stair Treads 
Traffic: Barriers 
Truck Flooring 
Wire Racks 

Potential 
Plastics 

Consumption 

Billions ol Pounds 
or Mixed PtasllCS" • 

• i970 

• 1976 

• 1978 

E2 1'190 

Containers Ounnage 

S....C. et ...... ,_.__,...,,, U,S- Dept of Agtlcullln. fo -
Sentce. .. ,......,....... ..................... -...., .... _.. .. .................... -

MARINE ENGINEERING 
Beach Erosion Control 
BoardWaks 
Boat Docks 
Coast Erosion Protectors 
Dock Side Fenders 
Fishing Boat Wear Plates 
Lobster Traps 
Pier Impact Protectofs 
Rtb Rails 
Sea Wais 
Trawler Net RoDers 

GARDENING 
Compost Enclosures 
Fences. Gales 
Enclosura 
Galden Boundary 
Land9caping Tnnbers 

Exhibit 6 

Ylflel Sa (19!q 

~A--' 

ESlil9ed .. 

Exhibit 7 

wooo 
Muirnlan p .... ~ 
Foite • pounds 

YXEO PLASTIC 
Mlllinun~ 
Foite · p!IU'dl 

RECREATIONAL 
Flower Pots 
Flower and Tree Boxes 
Gol Course Wak Ways 
Park Benches 
Picnic Tables 
Playground Equipment 
Sand Box Kits 
Stadium Sealing 
Storage Bins 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Barriers 
Bearing Pads 
Fences 
Road Deineators 
Trallic Direction Posts 
Rataina Wais 

Wood llJld Plasllcs 

7.4blal" 37blalbs 
f>31Dmillnll*lsl 

'"' 
3J0rnlanbs 

Room Healed %Losa 
Temp 65"Cllalh 

112 116 3.2% 

157 88 -43.7% 

(Extracted frOlll the Technical Report No. ll "Market Research on Plastics 
Aecyclin9•, Centre for Plastics R•cycling Research, The St•te university of 
Nev Jersey, Ru:gers, Bush Ca.-pus, 8ld9. lS29, Piscataway, N.J. 088SS, USA) 
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Appendix A 

POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE - PET - Recycling Pro)ectlona 

Major Markels 
(milion bs.) 

Polyeater Thermoplastic (PET) 
Blow molding 

Solt-<lrink Bonles 
Custom Bottles 

Extrusion 
Rn 
MagMtic Recording Film 

Ovenable Trap 
Coating for ovenable board 
Sheeting (for blisters.etc) 
Strapping 
Exports 

Total PET 

Polyeater, Unaaturated 
Reinforced Polyester 

Molded 
Sheet 

Surface '~oaling 
Expof1 
Other 

Total Unaaturated Polyester 

1!187 
Potential 

Actual % Volume 
s;w Recydad Recycled 

740 
135 

470 
75 
25 
12 

7 
28 

175 
1,667 

785 
190 

18 
10 

312 
1,315 

0% 
10% 

10% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

10% 
40% 
10% 

2% 
2"I. 
O"I. 
0-1. 
0-1. 

0 
14 

47 
0 
0 
0 
1 

11 
18 
10 

16 
4 
0 
0 
0 

20 

Reinforced Polyester; 
Ain:rafllaerospace 
Appliance.t>usiness 
Construction 

Unaaturated 

Consumer 
Corrosion 
Eledrical 
Marn 
Transportation 
Other 

Total Reinforced Unsat. Poly. 

Polyurethane • Rigid Foams 
Building Insulation 
Refrigeration 
Industrial Insulation 
Packaging 
Transportation 
Olher 

Total Polyurethane 

Text11e• 
Fiiament Ywn 
Staple and T .>W 

Total Textile 

GRAND TOTAL 

•Textlle growth 1t 3% 

33 
90 

193 
130 
326 

55 
350 
195 
50 

1,622 

445 
119 

65 
50 
64 
32 

775 

1,180 
2,36!1 

3,549 

8,128 

0% 0 
2"I. 2 
2% 8 
0% 0 
0-.4 0 
O"I. 0 
2"I. 7 
2% 4 
0% 0 

21 

2% 9 
2% 2 
2% 1 
2% 1 
2% 1 
0% 0 

15 

10-1. 118 
10% 237 

355 

500 

Projected 1993 
(11% annual growth) 

Potential 
$;*s Recycltd 

1,384 
253 

879 
140 
47 
22 
13 
52 

327 
3, 118 

1,468 
355 

34 
19 

584 
2,460 

62 
168 
735 
243 
610 
103 
655 
365 

94 
3,034 

832 
223 
122 

94 
120 

60 
1,450 

1409 
2829 

4,238 

0 
25 

88 
0 
0 
0 
1 

21 
33 

168 

29 
7 
0 
0 
0 

36 

0 
3 

15 
0 
0 
0 

13 
7 
0 

38 

H 
4 
2 
2 
2 
0 

28 

141 
283 
4.4 

14,211 115 

(S1tracted frOll the !l£b_nlc1l Report llo. ll "Market Re1earch on Pla1tlc1 
Recyclln9•, Centre for Pl11tlc1 Recyclln9 ••••arch, The State Un6verslty of 
118¥ Jeuey, Rut9eu, Bu1h C111pU1, Bld9. JS29, Phceuuy, M.J. OllSS, USA) 
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Appendix B 
HIGH DENSITY POLYETHYLENE • HOPE· Recycllng Projections 

1987 Proieded 1993 

=..Malkels Potential (7% annual '°O'ltlh) 
[ lbs.) ktual % Volume oten1ial 

~ Rqdad Racyd@d ~ Bagcled 
Blow lloldlng 

Boales 
Milk 740 0% 0 1, 111 0 
Olherfood 278 0% 0 417 0 
Household Chemicals 895 10% 90 1,343 134 
Pharmaceuticals 184 0% 0 276 0 

Drums (> 15 gal.) 110 5% 6 165 8 
Fuel Tanks 54 0% 0 81 0 
Tighl-Head Pais 78 10% 8 117 12 
Top 70 5% 4 105 5 
Housewares 45 0% 0 68 0 
Other Blr.w Molding 235 0% 0 353 0 

Total Blow Uoldlng 2,611 106 4,o•s 160 
Extrualon 

Coaling 42 0"'9 0 63 0 
Am(<12ml) 

Merchandise Bags 162 0% 0 243 0 
Tee-shirt Sacks 106 0% 0 159 0 
Trash Bags 76 0% 0 114 0 
Food Packaging 88 0% 0 132 0 
Deli Paper 13 0% 0 20 0 
Mutiwal Sack Liners 45 0% 0 68 0 
Other 96 0% 0 144 0 

Pipe 
Corrugaled 152 25% 38 228 57 
Walar 63 0% 0 95 0 
Oil & Gas production 76 0% 0 114 0 
Industrial/Mining 54 0% 0 81 0 
Gill 118 0% 0 177 0 
lrrigalion 42 50% 21 63 32 
Other 55 0% 0 83 0 

Sheet(> 12 mil) 210 10% 21 315 32 
Wire I Cable 124 0% 0 a6 0 
Other Extrusion 35 10% 4 53 5 

Total Extrualon 1,557 14 2,337 125 
Injection lloldlng 

Industrial Ccntainers 
DairyCraiel 61 10% 6 92 9 
Olher Crates, Cases, Pallets 139 10% 14 209 21 
Pais 410 10% 41 615 62 

Consumer Packag1~ 
Mill-bottle Caps 26 0% 0 39 0 
Other Caps 63 0% 0 95 0 
DaiyTubs 147 0% 0 221 0 
lce<ream Cont.slflers 82 0% 0 123 0 
Beverage-bonle Bases 124 50% 62 186 93 
Other Food Containers 47 0% 0 71 0 
PainlCans 36 10% 4 54 5 

Housewaies 242 0% 0 363 0 
To,s 84 5% 4 126 6 
Olher Injection 250 10% 25 375 38 

Total lnJKtlon Moldlng 1,711 151 2,511 234 
Rotomoldlng 122 10% 12 113 11 
Export 115 0% 0 1,373 0 
Other 830 10% 83 1,241 125 
GRAND TOTAL 7,824 441 1,742 112 

(Sxtracted frOll the Ttchnlc1l RtRQrt No. ll •Market R•••arch on Pla•tlc• 
Recyclln9•, Centre for Pl••tlc• Recyclln9 R•••arch, The State Unlver•lty of 
Nev Jer•ey, Rut9er•, Bu•h CallpU•• Bld9. l529, Pl•catavay, N.J. 01155, USA) 
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U.S. recycled plastics by type 

Polyolefins 
PET9 
PVC 
Nylon" 
Slynlnics 
Eng.polymers 

1000tonnes 

1911 

344 
54 
34 

273 
39 

0.5 

Global recycled plastic_!!! 
by market 

1000tonnes 

1911 

500 
182 
136 
91 
36 

N" 
945 

1991 

1340 
238 
282 

49 
220 

75 

1991 

2136 
773 
455 
545 
227 
136 

4272 
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(Source: Modern Plastics Jnternational, April 1989) 
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Hoe~~st eyes recycling 

Hoechst Celanese Corporation plans to launch a 
pr09ra.-e to address •ini•ization of solid vaste and 
recycling of plastics. Lee Starr, Hoechst Celanese 
corporate vice-president and chief technical 
officer, vill be responsible for de~elQE-ing the 
co.porate-vide progra ..... 

Dr. Starr will vork with the corporation's 
senior ,...nage9ent, environmental, health and safety 
experts and research sci~ntists. 

"As a major industrial corp.;.ration in the US, 
ve believe it is our responsicility to (ind better 
and more efficient vays of handling the generation, 
recycling and disposal of solid vaste•, says 
Dr. Ernest H. Drev, president and chief executive 
officer. 

Dr. Starr explains that such a progra-.. also 
makes sense from a business and environmental 
control standpoint because of the rising cost and 
decreasing availability of solid waste disax>sal 
options and the growing concern about the issue. 

The Hoechst Celan~se manufacturing sites have 
waste •ini•ization progra-..s, Dr. Starr says. One 
sur·., progra .... is at the corporation's polyester 
fi~• plant in Creer, S.~. In a recycling and 
re~overy project initiated last year, the plant is 
said to ~ave reduced its hazardous vaste by 20 per 
cent and off-site treat9ent of the vas•e by ~7 per 
cent. Next year, vhen the project is fully 
operational, hazardous waste generation is expected 
to be reduced by 40 per cent. (Source: Che•ical 
Marketing Reporter, 20 March 1989) 

• • • • • 
PET Polymers (Roosevelt, NY, USA) has launched 

an i11pact-modified PET copolymer made from recycled 
PET >iottles. The PET copolymer can be used for a 
variety of purposes, even the replace .. nt ~f ABS. 
Independent and field tests shov the PET cop.>ly .. r 
offers "excellent impact, UV ~nd lov-te.-perature 
properties". (Source: Bev. Wld., January 1989) 

• • • • • 
Making recycling more efficient 

Curbside recycling costs can be cut more than 
20 per cer.t In .,ome cases, accordi::~ to 
Willard Bishop Consulting (Barrington, IL.). Amon~ 

the suggestions the fir• .. kes in its recent study: 
use one-person collection crevs, ainlaize driving 
ti .. , and reduce the cubic volu .. of glass, 
alu•iniua, or plastic as early as possible in the 
collection process. (Source: Cheaical Week, 
22 February 1989) 

• • • • • 

To prOftlOte innovations for reducing the anoount 
of plastic packaging In the vaste streaa, Ou Pont 
has created a nev category in its food-packaging 
awards. The nev avar~ is part of a pr09ra111111e 
Du Pont sponsors In conjunction vlth the Natior.al 
rood Processors Association to honour advances 111ade 
by any c()lllpany in plastic food packaging. The 
envlronaental avard will recognize enhanceaents that 
reduce the lapact of plastics vast• on the 
envlronaent. •ou Pont has a vital stake In reducing 

any adverse impact of plastoc vaste and has taken a 
leadership role in spurrir.9 t~e development of 
plastics recycling and resource recovery•, says 
Frank Aronhalt, Du Pont director of environaoental 
affairs. Innovations in plastic ma:erlals, 
processes, product design, or any other effort in 
recycling or vast£ minimization of plastics 
packaging are eligible. Each company involved in 
the effort vould be recognized. (Source: Chemical 
~· 24 May 1989) 

• • • • • 

The plastics recycling industry "is grovinq 
exponentially", according to Dennis Sabourin of 
Well.,.n Inc. (Shrewsbury, NJ). Wellman currently 
reprocesses the plastic polyethylene terephthalate 
(PE1'), a vaste for .. rly considered nearly 
intractable, into aore tban 88 aillion kg/yr of 
polyester and nylon fibre. Plastics Again 
(Leominster, MA) has started up a facility to 
recycle vaste polystyrene into insulating material 
and flower pots. Darrell Morrow of th• Plastics 
Recycling Research Center of Rutgers University 
believes that demand for recycled plastics vill be 
at least high enough to assure aarkets for all the 
aaterial the plastics recyclin~ industry can 
produce. (Source: Environaental Science • 
Technology, Vol. 23, No. l, 1989) 

• • • * • 

The National Association for Plastic Container 
Recovery (NAPCOR, Charlotte, NC) is optiaistlc about 
prc.spects for the recycling ot plastics. NAPCOR 
president Luke Schmidt told a nevs conference on 
2 March 1989 that experience in ten states, 
including California, Minnesota and Texas, shoved 
that recycling progra ... s - especially for 
containers made of polyethylene 
terepbthalate (PET) - are working. The PET is 
recycled into nev containers and articles such as 
carpets and sleeping bags. Du Pont has a pro9raa111e 
to ia.ilke park benches froa aixed plastic litter 
collected from beaches in Pal• Beach and Broward 
counties, Florida. Moreover, Dov and vTe Corp. 
(Bedford, MA) plan an adv~nced plastics recycling 
project to begin in Akron, OH. (Source: 
Environ .. ntal Science• Technology, Vol. 23, No. S, 
1989) 

• • • • • 

Du Po~t sponsors recycling proqralMle 

Du Pont vill be part of a pilot proqra..._ in 
Mississirpi for the recycling of plastic pestiLid• 
containers aade froa high-density polyethylene 
(HOPE). The coapany vlll sponsor the project along 
vi th the Nat lonal Agr l•:ul tural Cheaicals 
Association, other agricultural products 
.. nufacturers, the state of Mississippi, and 
Washington County, Mississippi. In the county, 
about 40,000 pounds of HOPE pesticide containers, 
or about 0.1 per cent of vhat ls used nationwide, 
are expected to be carried to a reclaaation 
facility In Findlay, Ohio. Mississippi has received 
a grant for about $80,000 frO<ll EPA for the 
proqralllllMt and Ou Pont and other COtllpanles are 
providing funds for transporting and analysing the 
re~ycled plastic for other in~ustrial uses. 
(Reprinted with peraisslon from Chemical and 
Engineering News, 21 August 1989, Aaerican Chemical 
<:odety) 

• • • • • 
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Recycling: A success story 

One third of the people in Rh~e !~land (USA) 
currently participate in the state's plastic milk
an~ soda-bottle recy~ling progra...,.. They generate 
20 tons of those bottles every week - enough, says 
Richard A. JOhnson, chairman of the Rhode Island 
Solid Waste Management Corp. (Providence), "that the 
bottles could cover a distance of 12 ailes lined up 
side by side". In the hope of collecting and 
tecycling even 1111>re of that plastic, the fir• is 
testin? equipment to compact the bottles on the 
recycling trucks during collection. Compaction 
should allow the trucks to collect aore plastic and 
get to aore homes. The National Association for 
Plastic Container Recovery - vhich counts S"Ch fir.as 
as Du Pont, Hoechst Celanese and ~CI Americas a1111>ng 
its members - is funding the study with a 
$25,000 grant. (Source: Chemical Week, 
1 F"oruary 1989) 

••••• 

Nev recycling plans from Tesco 

Tesco has plans to start the first PET 
collection scheme in the Ult. This latest initiative 
comes only weeks after it launched its innovative 
recycling scheme linked t~ local wildlife projects 
and only days after i~ announced the opening of its 
lOOth bottle bank - the first retailer in the Ult to 
achieve this figure. 

The intr<.duction of the PET collection scheme 
at its •green• test bed site at Colney Hatch, North 
London, is a pilot project intended to discover 
vhether or not custOll'ers are willing to return 
plastics for recycling. If collected in sufficient 
quantities, it could be re-lted and used to make 
other iteas such as non-food packaging and plastic 
pall..ts. The PET collected at Colney Hatch will be 
sent abroad for recycling as there is no facility as 
yet for recycling it in this country. 

Every year, Britain buries or burns about 
750 aillion pounds in waste and pays aliaost the same 
aiaount again to do so. Tesco is coaaitted to 
reducing this waste and to encouraging others to 
follow its example. (Source: Pollution, 
August 1989) 

• • • • • 

Plastic t.ottles best for recycling 

Manufacturing and recycling plastic bottles 
produces less pollution and requires less energy 
than aluminium or q1ass containers, according to a 
study c<>IMlissioned by the plastic bottle industry. 

Luke Schmidt, president of the National 
Association for Plastic Container Recovery, said the 
report goes a long way toward rebutting critics of 
plastic bottles who say the c~ntainers are less 
"environmentally friendly" than aluminium or glass. 

The study, prepared by Frar.Klin Associates of 
Prairie Village, KS, uses a •cradle-to-grave" 
economic aodel intended to weigh all parts of the 
container production processes. The plastic 
bottle analysis was limited to those made from 
polyethylene therephthalate, which represents 
approximately 26 per cent of the plastic container 
market. 

At current recycling rates, Franklin Associates 
estl .. te• that, per 1,000 gallons of liquid 
containers, the alualnlum can Industry uses ar. 

average of ll million BTC'~- ~or ~lass tottles. the 
energy input is 2• million BTU's/l,000 gallons. 

For plastic bottles, however, the energy input 
is only 20 aillion BTU's, including the !uel value 
of the petroleum that goes into plastic resin for 
the bottle. 

The report suggests that although making 
plastic bottles is an energy-intensive process, it 
is less energy-intensive than refi~ing alu•inium or 
melting and blowing glass bottles. (Sourc~: 

Che-ical Engin~ering Progress. July 1989) 

• • • • • 
Du Pont leads recycling stuiy 

Du Pont (Wil•ington, OE, ~SA) is co-sponsoring 
a feasibility study in rur~l Mississi,pi with the 
N~tional Agricultural Ci1e•icals Association and the 
Environ.ental Protection Agency to collect 
40,000 lbs of HOPE pesticide containers. The 
containers will be cleaned and reproces~ed into 
flake and the resin analysed for potential further 
use. Du font, vhich got involved in t~4 progra .... 
through its plastics recycling division, says the 
Flake "~PE will most likely be made into 
construction materials like pipe or board. T:1e EPA 
is prc •• Jing about $85,000 in~ grant, while 
industry is providing personnel, equipment, and 
mana~nt. If the project is successful, it will 
be expanded. Du Pont says Minnesota, Florido, and 
Iowa have expressed interest. (Source: Chemical 
Week, 23 August 1989) 

••••• 

Xytec starts recycling facility programme for 
handling plastics 

A formal recyclin~ progralllllle for handling 
plastics and t~e opening of a recycling fa~illty to 
service the Midwest were announced last week by 
Xytec Inc., Tac<>taa, Washington, USA. 

The $1 million recycling facility is operated 
by Plastic Visioneering, Dec~ersville, Michigan, and 
has a capacity to handle 12 million pounds of 
recyclables annually. 

Xytec is a major 111.tnufacturer of large, 
returnable structural foam shipping cor~ainers and 
has a heavy concentration of users in the automotive 
industry. 

Xytec will purcha~e non-usable containers in 
truckload quantities for cash or credit and pick up 
the containers from the user for transport to the 
recycling facility. Initially, recycling will be 
limited tv the c0111pany•s own products but may be 
ext£-nded to :>ther structural foam polyethylene 
p.oducts. (Extracted from American Metal Market, 
6 September 198~) 

• • • • • 

Anti-litter plastics 

Special plastic~ which will break u~ ~nd 

disappear through their reaction to everyday 
ultra-violet light could be one solution ~o the 
rl•ing tide of plastic litter in Britain's streets 
and countryside. Originally invented by the 
Caabridge-ba•ed Nobel Prize winner, the late 
frofe••or Norrl•h and furth~r developed ln Canada, 
Rcolyte antl-lltter plastics can 111ake soiae of the 
most visible for•• of street lltter, such as crisp 



packets, polythene bags and take away t~'OJ clams. 
break up and disa~pear ir. veeks. Nov, the 
!.on.!on-base·f Mount.tin 'Molehill :ompany is 
importin9 the special Ecolyte plastics from Canada 
and the Ur.ited States. These plastics are blended 
vi th ordinary .,.last i-=s such as polyt!.en~ and 
polystyrene at the production sta9e. Because ot the 
special vay in which they are aade, any ordinary 
plastic vhich con~ains Ecolyte is recyclable. 
Details troe the ca-pany at 56 Britton Street, 
l.ondon EClH SNA. (Source: Pollution, October li89) 

• • • * • 

Scientists ~ork on recycling plastics, dev~ 
biod2gradable forms 

Scientists at the Center tor Plastic Recycling 
at Rutgers University, a National Science 
Foundation (NSF) Industry-University Co-operative 
Rese~ «~h ( IUCR) Center, have developed and .ire 
licensinq a cost-eftec~ivE, larqe-scale recycling 
Siste• that separate~ polyethylene terephthalate 
(PET) soft drink b.>ttles and high-density 
polyethylene (ltDPE) CJntainers tor milk and various 
household products from other plastics. The ti·st 
cOMBercial plastic bottle recyclin9 plant to use 
this process vill be built in Loqan Township, 
Nev Jersey, USA. 

The IUCR Center dt Rutqers aiso has a 
d~monstration syste~ that extrudes forms made from 
mixed plastics remaining after removal ot PET and 
HDTE. The system incorporates technolo9y invented 
by Advanced Recycling Technoloqy of Belgium. The 
extruded plastic is used in construction to make 
park benches or parking blocks, with many more 
applications planned. 

In addition to NSF support, the Center receives 
state funding from the Nev Jersey Coaaission on 
Science and Tech~olo9y, as well as major support 
from industry Jroups includin9 the Plastics Recycling 
Foundation an~ the Center for Solid Waste So•utions. 
Scientists at Rutgers are also examining the 
potential of degradable plastics that would be broken 
down into carbon dioxide, water and soil-fertilizing 
humic material by microbes in a matter )f months. 
(Source: MRS_!!!J_Uetin, October 1989) 

. . . . . 
Recycled plastics _could imp1ove concrete 

GE Plastics (P.ttsfield, Mass.) and Master 
Builders, Inc. (<::leveland) are jointly studying v.iy~ 

improving concrete made from portland cement by 
mixing it with recycled engineering thermoplastics. 
The plastics could im~rove the ccncrete's 
workability, consistency and abrasion and thermal 
resistance; in addition, the concrete is expected 
to requi1e less patching and maintenance. 

The diminishing av•ilability of rock and other 
aggreg•tes used to customize and improve the 
performance of concrete makes pldstics 9ooJ 
c•ndidates tor concrete aq9regate, accordin9 to 
Master Builders. Potential •pplicdtions include 
precast panels, rooting systems, and other 
archite.:tural uses. (Source: Ch.,mical -~l!!.'t!!i:..!.!!9• 
September 1?89) 

• • • • • 

The city <•f Cologne (l'RGJ is USllHj 110 tons of 
plastic trash (bottles, yoghull containers, etc.) to 
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builJ di noise .111~ pvllut1cn b..trrier c1lvn9 the 
autobahn. The waste is beinq ground into small 
pieces, heated and poured into inolds to form 
components for the 3-meter-hiqh wall. (Seen in the 
Wall Street JJurnal, b-7 O.:tobe· 1989) 

. . . . . 
Molder turns commingled plastic va=te into inoney 

Processed Plastics Co., Ionia, Mic~i9an, USA, 
is g~tting in on the 9round floor in the relatively 
nev business of aakin9 plastic products from 
post-consumer and industrial plastics vwste. It is 
the first .ru.erican company producing commercial 
products usin9 the ET;! extrusio:t.'molding system for 
processin9 ca-nin9led plastic waste. The 
tvo-and-a-halt-pi!ar old company, which entered tho: 
recycled product business in late 1988, is llldking 
picnic tables, park benches and boat bumpers, as 
veil as products for the steel and paper industri~s-

Polyethylene, polyprop)lene, polystyrene, 
expanded polystyrene (EPS), polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET), along with some polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC), nylon, polyester and engineerir.9 
alloys comprise the bulk of the plastic waste 
recycled by Processed Plastics. The company also 
recycles the scrap from its own tabricatin~ 
operations. The ~Olllpany expects to recycle 
) million pounds of plastic waste this year at the 
current rate of consumption. 

P:ocessed Plastics also has de•eloped a 
proprietary process for producing large, thick 
plastic sheet from commingled waste. Departments of 
Public Works in several states are testing the sheet 
in various~- .>und contact and other outdoor 
applications. It is currently being used in 
manufacturing hoq feeders. The company is also 
usin9 the precess to "cast" the ends for park 
bencnes and picnic tables. 

Although the e:Hruded end-product of the ETil 
system is co111111Cnly called "pl.istic lumber", it is 
not cl sub.stitut.- for wood, steel, ctlumiuium or 
concrete. He pcints out that • wood l>oard would 
cost far less than a plastic one, but on the t:..tsl~ 

of extended service life the plastic board would be 
mo1e econOll!ical . 

Many plastic waste sources 

Processed Pl•stics uses both post-consumer dnd 
industrial plastic waste in its processes. The 
c0111pany uses only plastic waste that destined tor 
the landfill. The industrial w•ste rome: troc 
automotive comp•nies and their pcHts suppl ier:s, •nd 
o:her Midwest pldst ic processors. tt consi!'ls ·_,t 

polyolefins, enginee•ed alloys, •nd polyouter film 
laminates. 

Post ·consumer pl•stic comes from four p1isons 
in the area and is mainly l•rge polyethylene and 
polystyrene containers and packaging films. 
Municip•l recycling centres and milk and soft drink 
bottlers supply all kinds of HOPE, PVC and PET 
bottle.1. The company •lso has a collection station 
on its property where loc•l people deposit their 
pl•stic wastes, includ1n9 HD~E. PVC and PET bottles, 
"nd bags. 

The processor mixes pl.ut io·s th"t ""' ••<>st 
Lompatible and have simil•r physical p1ope1t1es fo1 
8'> pe1 Len•. ot the melt. It rest r lets l'!T to 1 ~ per 
cent of the tot•I m.,lt hec•use ot Its h19her melt 
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temperature which can reduce the strensth of the 
extruded product. Oepending on th~ desired 
end-product pr~perties, the process can accept up to 
25 per cent of EPS in the melt. 

The ET/l system produces products that range 
from black and many shades of grey to brown. To 
pro~ide a specific colour, the company uses granular 
colourants. Also it segregates baled bottle scrap 
by colour when possible. Because of the colourant 
cost addition and ex.ra handling for sorting by 
colour, a uniformly coloured ~roduct carries ~ 

higher price tag. (Extrac~ed from Plastics Wor:d, 
Se1tember 1989) 

••••• 
Occidental to recycle PVC bottles 

Occidental Chemical, a major producer of 
polyvinyl chloride, will establish a c0111111ercial 
progra111111e for recycling PVC bottles. In the past 
several years, the recycling of plastic bottles has 
focused primarily on those made from polyet~ylene 
terephthalate (PET) and high-density polyethylene 
(HDPE). PET and HDPE bottles make up about 86 per 
cent of all plastic bottles. According to figures 
from the Plastics Recycling Foundation, only about 
7 per cent of plastic bottles are made from PVC. To 
initiate the programme, Occidental Chemical will 
investigate the commercial potential of recycling 
PVC and plans co bu~· back used bottles at prices 
comparable to those for PET bottles. The company 
supports programmes to develop PVC separation and 
raprocessing methods and will look for ways to 
re-use material in extrusion or injection molding 
applications. (Reprinted with permission from 
Chemical and Engineering News, 2 October 1989, 
American Chemical Society) 

....... 
Plastics recycling venture in the UK 

EVC is to enter the plastics recycling business 
through a joint venture with PVC Reclamation Ltd. 
The new company, Reprise International Plastics 
Recycling, will operate from at least four sites in 
the north· vest of England. The operation will 
involve both the recycling of industrial and 
post-consumer plastic waste. 

The lftOSt important and complex part of the 
project is the reprocessing of post-consumer 
plastics. This is scheduled to commence during the 
early part of 1990 and will involve the separation 
of a stream of mixed plastics into its components 
and its upqrading to a material suitable for 
re-use. It is envisaged that plastic bottles will 
form a prime source of post-consumer waste. Reprise 
is already seeking the support of major retail 
cha ins, local authorities and waste management f i mis 
to provide the plastic waste. (Extracted from 
Eurooean Chemical News, 16 October 1989) 

• • • • • 
Recycling firms attacklng solid waste problem 

A joint venture betv~en a West German 
Industrial equipment manufacturer and a US 
minerals and fibre products producer will blild and 
operate plants to recover plastics and other 
recyclables from post·consumer trash. The new 
compdny, Polymer Resource Group, will sell the 
separated plastics to industrial users, while other 
recovered material• will be marketed through normal 
commercial channels. 

The firm vill open its first Pol1Source 
recovery plant in the Baltimore-Washington area in 
March 1990. 

ITC's Germ.sn partner, IJtW Apparate and 
Verfahren GlolbH, an internationally known engineering 
fir• specializing in vet minera' refining pro~esses, 
is responsible fot much of the waste separation 
technology to be used in PolySource plants. Main 
products are polyethylenes. polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC). 

The Dov Chemical-Domtar plant in Canada, due 
for a 1991 start-up, is lini~g up •feedstocks" with 
curbside ~~llection contracts in three Canadian 
provinces and in several US border states. Dov vill 
1111rket the recovered high-density polyethy' •··H! and 
Domtar will use the PET in its line of building 
materials. 

Du Pont-Waste Management, Inc. joint recycling 
operation vill be on line in 1990. It too will use 
curbside collection to supply the plant. 

Plastics Recovery Systems - a joint venture of 
Plastics Tec~nologies. Inc., Toledo, Ohio, and a 
metal reclaimer - has developed a proprietary 
process for recovering this discarded plastic, which 
consists of about 35 per cent PVC and 60 per cent 
polyolefins. 

More products based on mixed plastics scrap are 
emerging. One such enterprise, Innovative Plastics 
Products, Inc., compression molds ther111<>plastic 
sheet based on a mixed-plastics filler in a PE or 
PVC carrier resin at a new plant in Greensboro, Ga. 

Supervood International, located in Wicklow, 
Ireland, has developed a thriving business for 
molding highway markers, fence posts, dock supports, 
and similar items several feet long frota mixed 
plastics. The company has developed a special 
indexing-mold, water-bath machine, material recipes, 
and coating processes to meet the strength and 
appearance requirements for these applications. 
Cycle time is two to five minutes. (Excerpted frOlll 
Plastics World, July 1989) 

• • • • • 
• ••.• Many plastics products companies have endorsed 
the idea of recycling post-consu .. r solid waste, but 
fev have IDOYed as far, or as fast, as Rubbermaid 
COIMlercial Products, Inc. in actually developing 
u•es for recycled plastics in its operations. 

The company has set up a special materials 
group charged with two missions: finding reliable 
sources of recycled resins; and developin~ recipes 
and process controls for using the resins to 
maintain the quality standards applied to 100 per 
cent virgin ccntent. 

Starting from ground-zero nearly two years ago, 
Rubbermaid has steadily increased its consumption of 
recycled plastics - all of it recovered from the 
post-consumer vast• stream by c0111111er• ial recyclers. 
By the end of this year, the firm vl1l be using more 
than l million pounds of reclaim and by the end of 
1991, the figure Is expected to rise to 3 million 
pounds or more. 

Production uses growing 

In developing applicdtions for reclaim, 
Rubbermaid has concentrated mainly on HDPE because 
of Its availability. Starting with several styles 
of Brute refuse containers, it now incorporates 



reclai• in its 15-gallon cylindrical IUrsh•l and the 
35- and 45-galloo square-aided RAnger li-s. Tb• 
HDPB-using Brutes are aade for aunicipal alld private 
recycling progr .... s, ~ike the one nov in pl•ce in 
lleV York City, which increasingly •r• calling for 
specific percentages of recycled resin in their 
pur~s• specific•tions. 

In anticipation of aore abund•nt supplies of 
reclaimed PP •lld PS, Rubberaaid •lso has begun to 
incorporate those resins into its products. A aop 
wringer .,.sed on 100 per cent recycled PP has been 
developed, alld other iteas such as j•nitori•l •nd 
food-service carts vill follow. (l!lltr•cted froa 
Pl•stics World, Septeal>er 1919) 

• • • • • 

••••• Unusu•l, if not unique aaor.g resin recyclers, 
MRC Polyaers, Inc., ChicalJO, is following the beat 
of a different drUlllller. Ten years in the business, 
MRC has opted to vork th• other side of the str .. t. 
Instead Gf voluae-resin reclai•, it specializes in 
recycled engin .. ring resins - aainly polycarbonate 
(PC), nylon, PET and PC/PET - into v•lue-added 
engin .. ring coapounds for injection alld foaa aolding 
and sh .. t and profile extrusion. Using engineering 
aaterials as a "feedstock", it produces 
10 aillion lb/year of upgraded reclaia. 

llRC reprocesses PC froa discarded 5-gallon 
water bottles and froa industrial scrap that cannot 
be re-~sed in the original application - such as 
aedical and optical products and COllpact discs. Its 
nylon coaes froa fibres and textiles, and its PET 
froa bottle aanufacturers and post-consuaer 
recyclers. (Extracted froa Plastics World, 
Septeaber 1919) 

• • • • • 
Eauicaent for plastics recycling 

(Following are excerpts froa, 
Plastics World, Septeaber 19191 

One solution to recycling expanded polystyrene 
packaging waste into reusable i;ellets is available 
in the•• series of reprocessing aachines froa 
Jtpan-Repro IUchine Industries Co., Ltd. These 
aachines .. it and extrude recycled industrial EPS 
packaging waste, as vell ts PE, PS, and PP bottle 
and fil• scrap. Th• units have t rotary-type feeder 
which C011Pr•sses the crushed scrap into the .. iting 
section where it is .. 1ted to a flowable state. The 
.. it then flows dovn into tn extrusion section where 
th• gases are reaoved and further .. lting occurs 
before the aaterial is extruded. In the PS series, 
the extruded .. teritl is cooled either by t chill 
roll or t vat•• .,.th before it enters t pelletizer 
or chip cutter. 

The rr .. chine works like the PS units except 
that it extrudes the reprocessed .. teritl into t 
resin box where it cools into t solid block of any 
desired she. ual91olle Kisco, 111e., White Plains, 
N.Y., USA. 

• • • • • 
Allotb!r 1por91ch to r!ducina the voluae of 

expanded polystyrene waste pri~r to reprocessing is 
the Seklsul A.P. Shrinker. This .. chine is 
basically t heat tunnel with infrared heating 
ele .. nts that densities the scrto (ota by degassing 
it, and exhausting the gases through t chi11n•y. 
The A.P. Shrinker reduces the volu .. of the aolded 
piece bV up to 93 per cent. An integral conveyor 
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carries the cle•ned foaa scrap through the 
5-foot long tunnel. Te-. lac., CMrlotte, 
11.C., USA. 

• • • • • 

Recyclers f•ced vith the prob1ea of providing 
an evenly aetered feed rate of aixed post-consuaer 
and industrial plastic v•stes to dovnstre .. 
gr•nulators aay filld th•t priaary size reduction 
using the Model 1000-E 1.,.,-speed, rotary she•r 
shredder is the solution. The .,.gged or loose 
post-consumer v•ste is conveyed to the unit's 
shredding c:hAmlber where it is reduc.d to • 
0.5-inch • 5-ilY•> particle sia. •~ ... iag 
Syat ... , 11111:., Wilsonville, Ore., USA. 

• •••• 
High vdue-added products aolded froa 100 per 

cent recycl~ ol•stic scrap •re being produced on 
tvo n- injec' on aolding iuchines incorporating 
unusual injection technologies. The first 
technology, a slow-speed, low-pressure reciproc•ting 
screw process c•lled theraoplastic cellul•r •nd 
solid aolding (TCJl/TSll) aakes parts weighing up to 
16 pounds. The second process is • "first-in, 
first-out•, tvo-st•ge .. thod in which .. it froa the 
first st•ge •xtruder is fed to the injection unit 
through the bore of its hollow injection plunger. 
Both .. thods "••se" the .. teri•l into th• aold 
slowly and at relatively low pressures. The 
aachines can tcc~ate both •lxed •nd separated 
plastic w•ste. 

COllpanies in the Federal Republic of eer .. ny, 
Holl•nd, Austria and J•pan are aolding floor •nd 
c•rpet tiles, bathrooa sinks, l•rge pallets •nd 
autoaotive tri• vith these aachines. Unseparated 
polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride c•ble insulation 
scrap, •ixeC' high-density polyethylene and 
polyprop~lene waste, polystyrene pack•ging scrap, 
and phenolic resin are used in these products. 
.. ttl ... apla-iat. lac., Des Moines, 1..,.,., USA. 

••••• 

Another syst .. for reclai•inq in-pl•nt or 
post-consu .. r pl•stic scr•P• built by the Austrian 
fir• of Ereaa GabH, is available through 
Reifenh•user-Van Dorn. The Er ... syst .. 
incorporates• proprietary shredder/densifier, 
extruder, screen ch•nger •nd hot-f•ce pelletizer 
(strand pelletizer lf processing polyester) • 

The syste• t•kes v•shed gr•nulate, froa which 
paper tnd other conta•inants have been reaoved, •nd 
then sh.eds and densities it. The Jensifier 
preheats the scrap to about 212•p, It then 
processes the densified .. terial in •n extruder and 
passes it through the screen changer and 
pellether. ..u ........ r-9aa Doi'•, Danvers, 
Mass., USA. 

••••• 
Rxtruc!tr Technology I !ST/l! is an integrated 

!.Y!!!!! that takes eo111ai"9led post-consuaer and 
industrial plastics wast• and processes it lnto 
•tllllber-like• products. Developed in .. lgiua by 
Advanced bc:ycllng Technology SA, it ls being 
.. rketed in the USA by Mid-Atlantic Pltitics 
Syst .... Roselle, NJ. 

The &T/1 extruder can process aost types of 
thtraoplastlc scrap, including •i•td, conta•intted 
post-consu .. r waste and •ixed co-extruded or 

' 
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l.,.i.,.ted industri•l v•ste. The extruder c•n 
produce up to t5'0 lb 'bour, depend1n9 on th• 
compositlor. •nd density of the plastic vaste. The 
molded product, c•lled Synt•I (synthetic 
•lter.,.tive), stands up to weather. vater, fungus, 
rot •nd insot.=ts. It is also non-conducive. Syntal 
is un•ffe-cted by org•nic solvents •t •mbient 
temper•tures, or •clds •nd •lk•lis up to 25'0"F. The 
molded products c•n be fabric•ted using conveutio.,.l 
vood-vorking •nd -achine-shop toolS. 

The ET; l syst- consists of .a hydr aul 1cally 
driven adiabetic extruder vith a shOrt L1D screv, a 
horizontal rotatinq turret on vhich 10·12 linear 
molds are mo.__ ·ecirculatinq vater bath, and 
associated •ixlnq hoppers .and product-handling 
equis;ment. The molds can be chang...S quickly and 
easily. 

The systea -akes products l to lt ft long and 
up to 6" x 6" in cross-section. Parts can be 
square, round, rectan9ul•r, oval, t•per~, or 
irregular to fit the application. Potential 
applications tor the molded products include: 
pilings, boat d'lCks, h•rbour fenders, ani-al 
pens that require sterilization, tree planters, 
outdoor playground equipment and stadi-
s••t ing. •ld-AllADtic Plastics Syal .... 
Roselle, H.J. USA. 

• • • • • 

Rec;~J,rs are using air aspirators to remove 
paper anc :nEtal contaainants from granulated bottle 
scrap and chopped up vice and cable, and dust from 
polystyrene foa• granulate. An air aspirator 
separates -aterials of different densities in 
plastic regrind. It also re910ves fines and 
•angel-hair" f roe virgin or repelletizl!d plastics to 
improve processing. The Multi-Aspirator pulls high 
velocity air through the falling resin or regrind at 
six evenly spaced levels opposite which are slots 
for removing the lighter -aterials or fines. The 
unit di•charges clean, heavier materials into a 
gaylord and the lighter materials or fines are 
discharged into an airtight container. Rice 
llldla•trl .. , lllC., Wichita, lansas, USA. 

• • • • • 
Reclaimers processing polyester bottle scrap 

must recrystallize it before it can be 
repelletized. In Conair's CR 1000 crystaliizer, the 
granulated P~ is rapidly heated to the crystallized 
stage. A specially designed agitator in the 
insulated hopper keeps the particles in .,,tion to 
prevent aggl09eration during the recrystallizing 
process. Colaalr PraaliliD, Franklin, Pa., aSA. 

• • • • • 
R•=ycled plastic bottles must be reduced in 

volu .. to per•it reprocessing. There are two 
specially 9Qd;f led ~mall granulators from Cullberland 
Engineering. One is a 20-hp model vith a 12" x 12" 
throat and three-blade scooped rotor for large 
bottles. A JS• tilt challber and a modified 
tangential cutting chamber reduce bottle bouncing on 
the rotor. It processes SOO lb/hour of baled 
bottles or 2SO lb/hour of uncrushed bottles. The 
other model ls a S-hp unit vith a top-feed hopper, 
an e• • 12" throat that accepts one-gallon bottles, 
and a two-blade rotor that pulls bottles into the 
cutting challber. Cllllllerl..., ..,1 ... rl89, 
frovidence, R.I., USA. 

• • • • • 

Carp.'o el~ctrostatic ~~tors are being 
videly used in the re.:yclinq industry to r~ve 
-tal conta•inants fr.- qr•nulated polyethyle1•e 
terephthalate (PET) bottle scrap and 
plastic-jacketed vire and cable prior t~ remelting 
and pelletizing. The cle.an, dry grar.alated PET 
scrap usu.ally contains up to 1.5 per cent aluainiu• 
by veiqht vhich the electrostatic separator reduces 
to 50-100 ppm. The HTE series separa~~rs have a PET 
throughput of l.S00-2,000 lb 1h0ur. The chopped vice 
scrap contains t-10 per cent residual .. tal, vhich 
the separator reduces to less than 0.5 per cent. 
C.rpco, I11e., Jacksonville. Fla., USA. 

• • • • • 

For recyclers of larqe-size in!ection .._,lded 
plastic scrap. llelmor supplies its Bold Series 
Model Gl820M and Gl810M granulators. These .. chines 
have larqe throat sizes - 18" " 20· .and 18• " 29.5", 
respectively - and a tan9entially fed cutting 
chaaber that ingests scrap in front of the knives. 
A three-blade open·winged rotor vith slant knife 
mounting provides good air flow through the cutting 
chamber, thus reducinq heat build-up in the 
granulate. The bed knives are reversible for longer 
cuttinq life. Gltl6M qranulator is for scrap 
recovery from blov-.110lded bottles up to 1-gallon 
size at rates of ~oo lb/hour. The tangential feed 
feature prevents bouncing on the rotor and flyback. 
llelmor, North U•br idge. Mass., U~'A. 

• • • • • 

To help municipalities and CO!lpanies collect 
and segregate plastic and other recyclable wastes 
for sale to recyclers, Recycling Services, Inc. 
builds, leases and sells a transportable plastics 
recycling centre. The unit is a S0-7S cu. yd. steel 
roll-off container vhlch fits on to a 
tractor-trailer. The container is divided into 
coapart .. nts for holding vast• paper, plastics and 
.. tal cans. The unit has portholes in the side to 
p..r•it people to drop their segregated waste for 
recycling. Two container sizes are available: 
8-ft x 8-ft • ~0-ft and I-ft x 8-ft x 10-ft. 
llec:Jell89 Ser•lces, IDC., Claremont, 11.H., USA. 

• • • • • 
An innovative re~ycling development for 

c0111M1nities vith curbside vast• separation 
progra ... s ls a truck-aounted granulator for 
grinding up plastic bottles at curbside. By 
reducing the bulk bottles to granulated chips, the 
truck can collect aore vast• in fever trips. The 
specially modified Gloucester Engineering granulatoc 
has a 14" • 11" throat that accepts up to 1-gallon 
bottles. The hopper is faced outward to simplify 
feeding. The unit's cutting chamber is designed for 
blown parts and has a special rotor that ingests the 
bottles. A stainless steel screen is used to combat 
corrosion from fluid residues in the bottles. The 
unit is hydraulically dciven throu9h a power 
take-off from the truck. 8bred-1'ecb Ll•lted, 
Callbridge, Ontario. 

• • • • • 
Recrystallized PET bottlt regrind aust be dried 

just the 1a .. al virgin PET resin. For reclal• 
op. rations repelletizing P&T regrind, a 
dehu•ldlfying drier vlth a high volu .. throughput ls 
required. Una-Dyn OHO 40 and OHO 60 dr le rs vlth 
throughput• of 1,000-2,000 lb/hour are widely used 
by PST reclai .. u. U.lnH•l .,,._le:•, 
Woodbridge, Va., USA. 
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Other suppli•rs of l•rg•-c•~city d•huaiditying 
driers for r....:yc!ed pl•stics r•grind include: 
C09pU-Dry desicc•nt dri•rs vith throughputs of 100, 
200 •nd 400 lb'hour. C.O..ir Prallltlia, Fr•nklin, 
P• .• CSA. 

• • • • • 

Recycling service extends to Asi• 

Sb_,..n Pl•stics (P•cif ic) Liaited, Hong Kong, 
is to represent Shuman"s Resourc• R.covery Service 
Division throughout Asi•. The division v•s cr••ted 
in 1986 in the US •nd ex~nded into Euro;;>e vh•n 
Euro Poly-.rs BV, Aasterdaa, vas •ppointed to 
represent it. The division provides consulting 
servic•s in • nuaber of •r••-~ r•nging froa -tlW>ds 
of recycling scr•p through to purcahse of recycl•ble 
surplus or v•ste. Shuma Plastics (Pacif icl Liaited, 
Rooa 506 Bev•rly Rous•. 93-107 Lock~rt R<Nd, 
W•nch•i, Hong Kong (Source: Modern Pl•stics 
Int•ra.tion•l. Nov..tMtr 1989) 

••••• 

Recycling of plastic vast• 

C~ny in the C.raan O..OCratic Republic has 
developed • proc•ss for the r•cycling of thre• kinds 
of theraopl•stic vast• aat•rials - pure-grade clean 
v•ste, pure-grade contaainated vaste, and •ixed 
co&taain•ted vaste. Recovery of valuable second•ry 
rav .. t•rials is •ff•cted through the washing, 
grading, drying, and regranul•ting of plastic 
household and industrial vastes, by a continiwus and 
autoiaated process. CO!!p!ny vill supply turnkey 
package, embracing plant, production know-how, 
erection and other engineering services, and 
personnel training. (Source: International 
Licensing, Deceaber 1989) 

• • •• 
PVC separated 

Rutgers University's Center for Plastics 
Recycling Research (USA) claias to h•ve discovered a 
.. thod of se~rating PVC bottles froa other plastic 
bottles by csing X-rays. While PVC is said to 
account for only about l per cent of plastic bottles 
in the us. the detection syst .. vould aake the 
essential ••~ration of plastics faster. The syst .. 
is said to sort up to 600 bottles a ainute. 
(Source: Che•ical Marketing Reporter, 
26 March 1990) 

• • • • • 
Listed belov are just a few R6D centres in the 

USA and £\&rope dealing vith plastics recycling: 

Center for Plastics Recycling Research. 
Rutgers University, Building 3529-Busch Ca1Dpus, 
Piscata~ay, N.J. 08855. Conducts research on the 
recycling of post-consunier plastics waste. 
Initially focused on reclaaation technology and 
end-uses for polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and 
high-density polyethylene (HOPE). Nov includes 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polystyrene and 
polypropylene. 

Council for Plastics and Packaging in the 
!nviron .. nt <COPP!). 1275 K St. N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20005. COPP! vas for .. d in the 
aid 1980'• to infora consu .. rs, the .. dla and 
elected officials about solid waste Issues. 
Includes .ore than 50 c9111>anles and Is quite 
broad-based, f roa resin producers to food 
processors. 

Council tor Sclid waste ~lutions. 1275 K 
St. N.W., Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20005. 
£st•blish<Rd in 1~81 by aajor resin ~nies, the 
council funds solid vast• projects. lobbies •nd 
conducts education•l progra.,..s. It has in effect 
becoae the voice on solid vaste issu•s for the 
plastics producing industry in pl•c• ot the Soci•tY 
of the Pl•stics Industry (SPI), vith which it 
co-operates closely. 

The ... tional Association for Pl•stics Cont•iner 
Recovery. 5024 P•rkv•y Pl•z• Blvd., Suite 200, 
Ch•rlotte, N.C. 28217. NAPCOR works vith coaaiunities 
to institute PET recycle. There are currently active 
pr<>'Jra..,.s i~ eight tc t•n stal•s. It is supported 
by 12 coar-.ni•s tnat produce PIT or PET bottles. 

The ... tional Soft Drink A•sociation. 
1101 16th St. N.W., Washingtor., D.C. 20036. This 
group of soft drink .. kers •nd their suppliers 
supports comprehensive recycling progr...,.s that do 
not focus on specific containers. Recently espanded 
its interest to all solid vaste issues. Literature 
•vailable includes •Plastics Kecycling" and 
"Proaoting Recycling to t~• Public•. 

Seep ~rica Beautiful. Nine West B:oad St •• 
st .. ford, Conn. 06902. Founded in 1951 as a 
non-profit anti-littering organization, Keep Aaerica 
Beautiful has br•nched out into soli' waste •nd is 
nov funded by .are th•n 300 c~nies. Its •pproach 
is develop19ent of comaunity-based prograaaes and is 
in the third printing of its "Recycling Manual" for 
comaunities. 

Flexible Packaging Association. 1090 veraont 
Avenue, N.W., Suite 500, Washington, D.C. 20005. 
This approxiaately 200-....t>er group, which vas 
founded In 1950, is an important voice on the use of 
plastics and other .. terials in -ny packaging 
applications. Its solid waste •ctivities have 
included a Washington Govern.ant Relations 
Conference •nd a flier outlining its positions. 

The Plastics Bottle Infor .. tion Bureau. 
1275 s St. N.W., Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20005. 
The Bureau is part of the Plastics Bottle 
Institute (BPI), which in turn is a division of • .• e 
SPI. It spearhead<Rd In 198i a voluntary syste• of 
container coding to facilitate post-consu .. r sorting. 
Actu•l recycling activities of the Bure•u have been 
transferred to the Council on Solid Waste Solutions 
as part of a policy decision by the SPI to use the 
co~ncil as the focal point of solid waste activiti•s. 

Plastics Recycling Corp. of California. 
3345 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1105, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90010. Set up in 1987 in response to th• 
California Beverage C~ntain•r R•cycling and Litter 
Reduct ion Act. 

National Solid wast•s Association. 1730 Rhod• 
Island Ave. N.W., Suite 1000, Washington, D.C. 20016. 
This 2,100-.. aber trade association lobbies and 
pro.ates recycling through s .. inars and other 
progra111111es. It represents waste hauling and 
coll•ctlon businesses. 

Plastics Recycling Corp. of Nev J•rsey. 
P.O. Box 6316, North Brunswick, N .. J. 08902. S•t up 
in 198R in response to .. ndatory curbside recycling 
In Nev Jersey, this group Is working to convince 
c<>11111unitl•s to Include plastics cont•iners, 
particularly PET. 

The National Recycling Coalition. Organlaatlon 
of recyclers and local recycling groups, can be 
contacted at •5 Roclefeller Plaaa, ROOlll 2150, 
Nev York, N.Y. 10111, USA. 
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PUil~·styr.tne P.1..:ka\finq C.:oun<.·.il .• 
1025 Conn.cticut Ave. N.W., Suite 5ll, 
Washington, ~.c. 200)6. Found..:! 1n 1911. tne 
council lobbies and conducts public infor .. tion 
pr09ra..,.s on polystyren~ r.cycling. Pu~lications 

produced by the council include •Taking out the 
C.rbage• and •Polystyrotne Foa• Fooc! Service 
Projects: Enviro.,..ntal I~ct and Waste Disposal 
I11plicatlons•. 

Plastics R!£Yclinq Foundation. 
1275 K St. N.W., Suite 400, VashllMJton, D.C. 20005. 
Founded in 1915, the PRF sponsors res~arch 
deaonstratin9 the feasibility of plastics re<.yclin9 
in pilot-scale facilities and then diss .. inates 
infor .. tion on r.cyclln9 technol09y. 

The Vinyl Institute. 155 Route 46 Vest, 
Wayne, N.3. 07470. The Institute vas formed in 1912 
to counter attacks on vinyl aaterials by .. tal pipe 
and conduit producers. Recently, it has played a 
leadin9 role in research on vinyl incineration as 
well as vinyl r.cyclin9. It is funded by the aajor 
polyvinyl chloride producers. 

Several or9anizations .. ntioned above offer 
literature and other lnfor .. tion on plastics 
recyclin9. Soae of these organizations perfor• a 
prf'doainantly technical fbnction, vhile others 
engage in public education and lobbyin~. ..... 
Metal Box plc Research and oevelos-ent Depart .. nt 

Address: Denchworth Road, Wanta9e 0Xl2 9BP., 
UIC. Telephone: (02157) 2929. Telex: 117929. 

Research centre within an industrial coapany. 

Activities: oevelopaent and evaluation of new 
packagin9 containers; biol09ical safety of products 
and processes; food •icrobiology and preservation 
.. thods; electrocheaical corrosion of .. tal 
containers; coapatibilitt of food vith container 
.. terials; analysis of trace -tals i·i foods; 
properties and processing of packagin9 aaterials 
(aetals, plastics, paper and board); analytical 
techniques for these aaterials; curing and 
perforaance of protect;ve and decorative coatings on 
all types of container: printing techno109y on all 
container .. terials: security printing of cheques, 
sta.ips, labels, tickets; design of .. chinery for 
.. nufacture and closing of containers; CAD/CAM; 
electronics and coaputin9: instru .. ntation and 
control engineering; noise control; energy 
conservation; inateri~ls recycling; sheet .. tal 
for•ing. 

Publications: Metal Box Nevs, aonthly; annual 
report. 

Brunel University 

Address: Kingston Lane, Uxbridge, 
Middlesex, UBI lPH, UK. Telephone: (0895) 74000. 
Telex: 261171 BRUNEL C. Status: Educational 
establish .. nt vith R•D capability. 

Ecoloqical Materials Research Institute. 
Activities: Contract research projects on the 
optilMI• exploitation of natural and synthetic 
inaterlals. Typical areas ot research Include: 
developaent ot envlron ... ntally acceptable 
t11c1terials1 identification of nev .. terials froa 
renewable natural resources vlth associated 

pr->duction techniques: recycling of p:>lymers and 
recovery of .. terials froa urban and industrial 
waste. 

Work in pr09ress includes: ~-ontinuous •1x1ng 
studies related to probleas of filled-polyaer 
aasterbatch production; the developaent of new 
coaposite polyaeric .. terials vith reduced llfeti .. 
in soil burial, having l11prcved aechanical properties 
for use in packagl09; optlai,ation of slurry/ 
colloict..l dispersion flov properties lnvolvin9 the 
developaent of techniques in particulate 
technol09y; experi-ntal and theoretical 
investigations of the propa9atlon of ultrasound in 
concentrated suspensions and dispersions. 

University of Surrey 

Address: Guildford, Surre· CU2 5XH, tat. 
Telephone: (0411) 571211. T•-••: 159331. 
Status: Educational establishaent vlth r•d 
capability. 

Dep&rt .. nt of Civil Engineering. Activities: 
Analytical and experl .. ntal studies of v•rlous types 
of space structu~es in steel, •luainiua, pl•stics, 
timber, and reinforced concreter investigations 
into the behaviour of fibre-reinforced plastics 
coaponents used In structural and s .. i-structural 
applications; testin9 of large-scale civil 
engineering coaponents; studies of the behaviour of 
various types of soils, stress •nalysis of piles and 
stability of clay slopes; developaent of 
repl•c ... nt aaterial for asbestos sheeti1MJ, cyclic 
loadin9 behaviour of polyaer-reinforced c ... nt; 
deaolition of structures; recycling of 
constructional aaterials. 

lnstitbto de Plisticos y Caucho - IPC (Plastics and 
Rubber Institute) 

Address: Juan de la Cierva l, 28006 Madrid, 
Spain. Telephone: 91-262 29 00 • 

Activities: Synthesis and characterization of 
polyaers and study of relationships between 
structures •nd propertie5 ( .. chanical, ther .. 1, 
cryst•lliz•tion), etc. - fund ... ntal research 
and applications to theraal-resistant electrical 
insulant ena .. ls, polyaer aodlfled concrete, 
photosensitive polyaers, plastic processing in 
general. Plastics recyclln9 - utlliz•tion of 
urban and industrial residues1 rubber 
co-pounding vith Inorganic fillers -
iaprov ... nt of affinity and reinforcing ability 
of original and aoi:lified silica and n•tural 
silicates for the rubber aanufacturin9 industry1 
coaposites. 

Sociiti de Techniques en Milieu lonisant - STMl 

Address: 9 rue rernand Leger, 
91190 Cif sur Yvette, France. Telephone: 
(l) 69 28 01 71. Telex: 600419 FSTMICIF. 

Activities: The technical develo~nt 
depart .. •t al•• aainly at developing tools, .. thods 
and processes for the use of STMl's operational 
tea•s, such as: reaote handling, v1ste-conditionln9 
llOblle unlts1 v1ste-r.ondltlonlng process•s1 
deconta•inatlon processes, etc. lt Includes both 
engineering and research tea•s In very tight 
co-operation. l'.urrently, It ls working on: a nev 
subvater electrodeconta•inatlon process1 recycling 
of conta•lnated stainless steel1 a poly .. r concrete 
c ... nt vast• aatrlx. 
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;PW Recycle Mart 
I . 
~ Recydoplast proclu<es sheet 
! using 500/o saap 
I 

lhls sy st9M .......... comMlftgl•d scrap and plosheotes If wilh o 50% PE or PVC resin 
comer. ':onflnuOuSly e•rruded charges ore fed to comprr.sion molding presses that produce 
sheet. ('!"r:.novativ~ Plasti= Pr:>ducts, Inc., f.tlanta, Ga., l'!:A) 

Extrusion system geared for reclaim 

Sofeiy shear 
wosher 

'-Screen 
changer 

Fer .._ IMA 4-lltr KNP• lhis system hos o dual-diometet screw driYen from lhe diKhorge end. This 
alowt 72: I compreHion ratios and eliminofeS ram slUffers. The extruder is ovodoble '"outputs of JOO.J.000 
lb/hour. ,,..... ..... "-tic M.ct11n1rr, •·· Prov;dence. R.I., u:-;A 

• 
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I ...... ICATIClmS GI PLASTICS lmCTaUG Alm~ MTmlAJ.S 

R!CJCling von Al:-Tbera:.olasten •i: Aufvertung fur 
gezielt• Allvendungen .:aa Beispiel ·.ton Polypropylen 
{llecyeliDCJ of used theraoplastics vith assessaent of 
specific applications on the ••&9Pl• ~f 
polypropyl•ne.) 

By Hugo 80nau. Published in C.riun in 1911 
by Tecllllische Universitit. Abt. Publikationen. 
Strass• d•s 17 J~ni 15. 0-1000 Berlin 12. Fed. Rep. 
of C.raany. 

This 19th volU8e in the series •sunststoCf
forschung• (plastics research) discusses tb• 
probl.-s and li•itations of recyclin9 used 
therllQPlAstics parts into re-usable rav aaterials. 
specifically describin9 th• projects runnillCJ at the 
West Berlin technical university. Tb• book aajors 
on the rec:ov•ry and re-use of polypropylene froa 
scrap automotive battery cas•s. . . . . . 
.. tional recycling directory 

Tovns-n • s Cui lds and Waste Watch have 
announced th• co<11pletioa of th• first .. tional 
Di.rectory of Recycli.llCJ Inforaation to be published 
in October 1919. The llational Directory vill 
provide details of all local authority recyc1in9 
facilities and kc/ local 9roup contacts on a county 
by county basis. Details froa Tovns-n's C.ilds. 
Cbatlber of c-rc• HOuse, 75 llarborne Road. 
Ed9baston, Birainghaa 815 )CA, US. 

• • • • • 
a.vised six-pa9• brochur• froa Eri.ez ... gnetics. 

Erl.•, Pa., describes the coapar.y's line of 1U9netic 
and vibratory s•paration equipment for solving 
product undlia9. purity. and processing probl
in the recycling industries. Also included is 
inforaation on •Ul detection equipaent and ore 
treat .. nt products. 

• • • • • 
Recycling of plastics, commodity and engineering 
plastics 

International techno-econoaic report by 
Yladiair M. Nolpert. Published by 
Yl&diair M. Nolpert, Hunt•rs, Holly Hill, 
Col.-ns Hatch, S.st Sussex Tll7 CIP, En91and. 
192 pp. 

This report consists of sections on equipaent, 
individual sources of plastics vast•, and 
developments and trends in lJestern Europe, USA, 
Canada and Japan. It is based on discussions vi.th 
plastics and recyclift9 coapanies, their clients, and 
authorities on vast• disposal in various countries. 
Included are asses ... nts of different processes and 
lntervievs in which some controversial views are 
expressed. ..._. and addresses of the ca.panles and 
organlaatlons referred to are also provided. 

• • • • • 
Antee II procttdi.n91 

Yolu-. froa the t6th Conference of the So.:lety 
of Plastics lncJineers (April 1911) contains .are 
than C50 or19inal technical papers. Topics covered 
includes colour and appearan,•1 extrusion1 
injection 110UldiQ91 electrical and electronlc1 
~lleraofor•in91 eQ9lneerin9 properties and etructure1 

vinyl; theraosets; thermoplastic aaterials and 
foaas; blov aouldin9; autoaotive analysis; aould 
.,.king and design: N<lical 9r.11des; modifiers and 
additives; failure analysis; plas .. polyNrization; 
d•sign; advanced COOllpOsites; quality control; high 
temperature polymers; thermoplastic elastoaers: 
c:oaputer uses; plastics disposal and r!CJClinq; 
and alloys and blends. The 1921-pp. softe:>-r 
v~luae froa Technc.aic Publishing Co., Inc., 151 Nev 
Holland Ave., 80• 15i5. Lancaster, PA 1760t, USA. 

••••• 

Plastics recycling as • future business opportanity 

Proceedings of the Recyclin9Plas III 
Conference, Washin9ton, D.C., May 1911. Paper 
9 1/2• a 11". 177 pages. Technoaic Publishin9 
Company, 151 lleV Holland Avenu•, 80x 1515, 
Lllncaster. PA 1760t. 

This nev volimie contains proceedin9s of the 
technolC!CJY UcMllCJ• progr-. aecycli.~gPlas III 
Co~fer .. ce, sponsored by the Plastics Institut• of 
ANrica in co-operation witb the Depart•nt of 
£ner9f. llOV in its third year, th• confer•nce has 
become an ill(JOrtant nationtl conference o~ the 
t~nology of plastics recycling as •videnced by th• 
11 r•ports froa industry specialists on n.., 
developaents that were presented at the May 1911 
.. etin9 in Washin9ton, D.C. 

Ia addition to nev inforaation on processing 
•thods, the reports include details on product 
applications and aarkets. as -11 as econoaic, 
environ-.ntal and requlatory aspects. S•v•r•l 
reports ex .. ine the recycling of plastic p.tckagin9 
aaterit1s1 others d•scribe plastics recycling 
.. thods used in other countries. 

• • • • • 
Plastics Recycling ts t Future Business Opportunity 
contains papers presented at Recyc1in9Plts JII, held 
in May 1919. In addition to nev inforaatlon on 
processift9 •thods, the reports include ck.tails on 
p;oduct applicttions and aarkets, as vell as 
econoaic, environ-.ntal and re9ulatory aspects. 
Several reports ••••ine the r•cycling of plastic 
packa9in9 aaterials, vhile oth•rs describe recyclin9 
•thods used in other countri~s. Th• conferenc• vas 
sponsored by the Plastics Institute of A-.rica in 
co-operation vith th• US llepart•nt of Energy. 
Order fro.a Technoaic Publishing Co., Inc., 
151 lleV Holland Ave., P.O. Boa 1515, Lllncaster, 
PA J760t, USA. 

• • • • • 

Recycling and Resource Recovery 

Directory of Plastic soft Drink 1!9ttle 
Recycler• ls available froa the Plastic Bottle 
Infor .. tion llureau, l5S Lexington Ave., lleV To;k, 
Ill 10017. Tels 212/571-9•61. 

• • • • • 
The thir~ annual edition of the A-.rictn 

Recycling Market Annyal Directorv/Rtference Manual, 
ltt pages, includes • glotsary, specifications for 
.. terials, list of •~•te a9encles, and .are. 
7,SOO listiD9• are included all told. Box 577, 
09densbur9 llY 11669, USA. 

• • • • • 



The E.:vnoak Fe.uitiliry ~! .R01cycl~~Case 
Study of Plastic Wastes, could have ~n subtltted 
"everything you vant~ to k~ov at>..>ut piastics 
re~ycling but c..>uldn't fin.i anyone to ask". Author 
T. Randall Curlee is an 0.k ~id1e National 
Laboratories ..-ployee. 200 pa9es, Prager 
Publishers G1-.nvood Press, 81 P,,st Road West, 
Box S007, -..stport, CT 06181, USA. 

. . . . . 
Proc.edings frooa a co~ference on "Plastics 

Recycling as a t'uture Business Opp;irtun ity". 

The 1)9 p.tges cover • ccnference co-sponsvred 
by the US Depart .. nt of Ener9y and the Plastics 
Institute of America. Write PIA care of Ste11ens 
Institute of Technol09y, Castl~ Point, llob.>ken, 
Kl 07010, USA. 

• • • • • 

Technology Transfe1 Manual 

The Center for Plastics Recycling 
Research (CPllll) at Rutgers. The State University of 
llev Jersey now has available a technology transfer 
-nual focusing on the science and ecoftQ9ics of 
lncludl119 post-co~s ...... plastic l>evera~e bottles in 
a multi-aaterial collection/sortation progra ... for 
non-rural, slngle-Caally ~s. 

The -nual details the results of research 
sponsored by the Plastics Recycling Foundation (PRF) 
at CPllll and various other universities, vhlch 
•conflrllS that the inclusion of plastic beverage 
containers in a curbside collection progra ... along 
vltb glass ... tal and alualniu• containers ls 
ec:uncJ91lcally attractive•. 

The 200-page technology transfer -nual 
includes an overview section on municipal solid 
vast• a:'CS chapters on collection technology, sorting 
technology, eco-lcs and -rkets, as -u as case 
studies of comMJnitles actlvely involved in plastic; 
recycling and a look at research plans. 

Coples of the -nual or .ore details can Ile 
obtained by contactlngs Center for Plastics 
llecycllng Research, Rutgers, The State University of 
llev Jersey, Building JS29, Busch Ca11p1s, Piscataway, 
aJ 088SS, USA. Tels (201) 9l2-tt02. 

The Infor-t 101. ~•rvlces Olvislon of the Center 
for Plastics Recycling Research, also at Rutgers, Is 
constructing a data bale of docu .. nt1 enc~sslng 
all aspects of plastics recycling. To the fullest 
••tent possible, the original docu .. nts or copies 
thereof have Ileen obtained and can be ••a•lned In a 
special lnfor .. tlon area established for this 
purpose. The use of this room and personal 
esa•lnatlon of docu .. nts therein are available 
without charge to personnel engaged in plastics 
recycling research. 

In addition, a newsletter - the Plastics 
Recycling Report - reports on activities of the 
Center and provides news and other lnfor .. tlon 
relevant to the recla .. tlon, reprocessing and re·use 
of plastics. It Is available at no charge by 
letterhead request. 

• ft ••• 

1!fV cu1t011 tranplationp 1ervlce available frOll MITS 

Metallurgists and .. terlals sclentl1t1 vho have 
technical publications in languages they cannot read 

- U2 -

c.an n·>V h•ve ..:ustvm t r.tns~.tt ivns '1vnt!' by the 
Materials Inf,,r .... t i0n Transl.It IOr>s Service (MITS). 

For •any years ftITS has p<o.~c,:.,J trans lat tons 
of selected technical p~pers rel.,vant to ferrous 
anJ nvn-ferrous ,..tallur9y. and more rec.,ntl1 
polymers. cera•ic~. and .:~site ~at~rials. Today, 
this collection contains more than ~S.000 it .. s. 
selected for translatiun because cf their scientific 
!mportance an~ broad appe~!. 

The nev ~-ustoe translations servic" has been 
introduced in response to d..and frooa existing 
cust~rs. It vill enable scientists vorkin9 in the 
metals and .... t.,rials fields to obtain translations 
of papers th~t are of inter~st to them but have not 
been included in the 111ain lists. 

All custom translations vill be cf the sa .. 
high quality as the established translations series. 
they vill be checked for scientific accuracy. 

For further details and a free quotation for 
a custooa translation, please contact: 
Eleanr.or Baldwin, MITS, The Institute of Metals. 
l Carlton House Terrace, London, SWlY SOB, lllt. 

Materials Infor .. tion is the joint 
not-for-profit infor .. tion service of ASM 
International (USA) and the Institute of Metals (UK). 

• • • • • 
Advanced Cutting Tool Materials, Kennametal Inc., 
P.O. Box 1t6, Latrobe, PA 1S6SO, USA 

A nev lOt-page catalogue presents the cooapany's 
COllPr•hensive range of advanced cutting tool 
..terlals, engineered to boost .. talvorkin~ 
productivity and solve ~usta.er probl .. s. Ceramic, 
cer .. t, polycrystalline dia.ond and CBN .. terials 
are offered by aenna .. tal Inc., in a vlde selection 
of insert styles and geometries. 

• • • • • 
Food and p.ickaging interaction! 

Ed. J. H. Hotchkiss. Washington: American 
Ch .. lc4l Society 1981. Ppsi + JOS, 
ISBN 0 8tl2lt6S t. 

Th• past decade has seen a slgnlf icant increase 
in the use of pla1tlc1 as food-contact packaging 
.. terlals. Consequently, considerable .-phasis is 
nov belr.g placed on studies of the ways in which 
foods interact with plastic packaging. The present 
volu .. consists of a collection of ll research 
papers and reviews on this topic vhlch were 
p1 .sented at a symposlu• organized by th~ 
agrlcultur•l and food ch .. istry division of the 
American Chemical Society in the spring of 1987, 
which brought together a number of leading 
research groups studying food and packaging 
Interact ions. 

Th• papers cover four .. in areas of concern: 
(I) migration of components of the package to the 
food during 1torage or preparatl~n (and the 
development of appropriate analytical .. thodologle1 
for the deter•lnatlon of 1paclflc migrants): 
(ii) per .. ation of the food container to gases •nd 
water vapour1 (iii) sorptlon and/or per .. atlon of 
the container by organic vapours1 and (iv) chemical 
changes In food packaging resulting frooa exposure to 
lonlalng radiation. 

• • • • • 
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Alloying 

A nev book on a subject basic to materials 
tech~ol09y, represents the effort~ of th•ee eminent 
researchers to provide a b.lsic and comprehensive 
volume on alloyinq, the addition of elements to a 
aaterial to modify its properties. Edited by 
J. L. Walter, M. R. Jackson and C. T. Sias, it of(ers 
a complete source of inforaation on hov al!oying 
el~nts affect structures and properties in a v1de 
variety of engineered aaterials. The first half of 
the book discusses inforaation relevant tc all 
alloying procedures. The second half deals with the 
alloying of ferrous and non-ferrous alloys, cera•ics 
and electronir aaterials. 546 pages. Contact: 
ASM, Member/Customer Service Centre, Metals Park, 
OH 44073, USA. 

• • • • • 
A Guide to Materials Characterizations and Chemical 
Analysis 

Ed. by John P. Sibilia. VCH Publishers, 
Suite 909, 220 East 23rd Street, Ne~ York, 
llY 10010-4606. 1911. lll pages. 

• • • • • 
Lasers in Materials Processing - A Bibliography of a 
Developing Technology 

By Alan Gomersall. Springer-Verlag, 
175 Fifth Avenue, lie¥ York, llY 10010. 1916. 
167 pages. 

• • • • • 
Superconductivity Sourcebook 

By v. Daniel Hunt, John Wiley • sons, 605 Third 
Ave., Nev York, NY 10158. 1989. 308 pages. 

• • • • • 
Materials selection book 

Updated aaterlals selection handbook details 
new phenolic, general-purpose encapsulation grade 
epoxy, speciality grade, vinyl ester, and ;:iolyl•ide 
carbon-fibre moulding c0111pOUnds. Listing Include 
in-depth specifications and sel•ction aids. 
Perforaance features. physical properties, design 
tolerances, and applications are reviewed for all 
products. ICI Advanced Materials, Concord Pike • 
Nev Murphy Road, Wil•lngton, DS 19897, USA. 

• • • • • 
MattrlaU and the Designer 

S. H. Cornish. Cambridge 1987, 212 pages, A S, 
hardtNick, tables and illustrations, Sn9llsh. 

This book Is written for the des;9ner and deals 
with the four cate90ries of aaterlals: .. tals, 
polymers, cera•ics and COllPO•ltes. 

• • • • • 
Proce11lnq of Advanced Cera•ic1 

J. s. Moya, s. de Aza (eds.) 

Proceedln9s of the workshop held at the 
In1tltuto de Cera•ica y Vldrldio, Arganda del Rey 
(Madrid, Spain), 28-29 October 1986. Madrid 1987, 
2)) pp., 22.S x 16.~ c•, paperback (&nglilh). 

• • • • • 

C.tr~air; rav &.lter ials 

Edited :iy D. J. De Ren7<.. No10e~ Put-lications, 
Park Ridge, N.J 1988. Pp. 890. 

This -..ssive reference vcrk of 890 pages 
appears to be a c~rehensive listing of cera•ic 
materials available within the United States of 
America. 

In Part l of the book 99 rav materials are 
I isted alphabetically, ranging from aludna to 
1ir~oniu• nitride: both the traditional cera•ic 
materiais an~ the never nitride and carbide 
materials are listed. Several different suppliers 
and grades of aaterial appear under many of the 
entries. A short description of the typi~al uses 
of the rav aaterial is often included. 

Part 2 is in a si•ilar for• but details more 
specialized products such as additives, binders, 
glass decorating ena..,ls, glazes, and electronic 
cer .. ic aaterials. The format reaains the sa.., as 
Part 1 with ch .. ical, physical, and safety 
information tabulated in a for• which is easy to use. 

The suppliers listed are all based in the USA 
but of course .any are part of multinational 
groupings which may aake the data still relevant to 
readers outside the US. . . . . . 
Advanced CO!!pOsites III: Expanding the Technology: 
proceedings, 1987 

Metals Park: ASM, 1987, 397 p. 620.l 
TA411.9 87-071917 ISlllJ 0-17170-307-6. 

Summarizes material presented at a conference 
designed to bring together all factions of the 
composites COll!Mlnity. oevelopMtnt of synergis• 
between the various industries attempting to 
opti•ize the use of advanced compo~ites is the 
stated purpose. Focuses attention on applications 
in the aerospace. defence and aut090tive industries. 

• • • • • 

CO!pOsites Guide Published 

The US Society of the Plastics Industry's 
Composites Institute has published a new guide 
presenting applications of fibreglass reinforced 
plastic for solving corrosion problems in 
..nufacturing operations. It includes case histories 
from companies such as Mobay, oov. Barcroft, Gillette 
and Chevron, all of which have taken advantage of 
rRP'• resistance to acids and alkalis as well as 
their improved impact and crack resistance. 

• • • • • 
Fibre-reinforced CO!pOsites: 11aterials, 
!fnufacturing, and design 

Mallick, P. 1. llY: Dekker, 1988. 
•69 p (Mechanical Snglneerlng1 62) 
020.l'll TA418.9 17-22692 ISBll 0-8247-7796-4. 
Contentss Materials, Mechanics, Perfor111ance, 
Manufacturing. Design. Ind••· 

A textbook treating aaterials, .. chanics, 
properties, .. nufacture, and design of fibre
reinforced composite•. Coverage include• the 
differences in the characteristics and behaviour 
of fibre-reinforced poly .. rs and cOllllllOn •tructural 
.. tal~. funda .. ntal de•ign consideration• and 
equations, available computer pr09ra ... s, journals, 
and societies. Campi•• theory and detailed 
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derivations ct -.cbanlcs formulas are avoi~. 
Intended fo~ enginffrs involved in the design and 
use of ~'41pe>sit• a.sterials and students studying 
.-oeterial,., -.::luu.ical. civil, aeronautical, and 
aJtonotlve •r.~•r. ... 1i~g Incl~ors ,....,r~ed examples. . . "' .. 

Volume 6 of the second aditioc llOn-dastruc~lv~ 
Testing tbndboolt su ies, Magnet le Part lcl• Test T;;g; 
details the physical phe-u behind Ngnetic 
particle test .. thods, then discusses techniques fo• 
applying the technology to a large variety of test 
object configurations. HO pages: extensively 
indexed. (a.erican Society tor llOn-destructive 
Testing, 4151 Arlingate Plaza, Colomtxas, 
OH 41221-0511, USA) 

• • • • • 
PolV-r llDE 

It. H. G. ~hbee. ed. Lanc:.ster, PA: Tech-le 
PUblishing Co., 1916. xiv+ 121 pp. 

'fhe proceedings of th• European Workshop on 
lion-destructive Evaluation of Polymers and Polymer 
llatrix COllpOsites ~ddress some of the probl..s faced 
in fabrication and in-service use of these exotic 
.. terials. The book is divided into nine technical 
sections: alcrostructure at the aolecular level1 
aolecular orlentatlon: non-destructive evaluation 
(lllDE) of la•inates: acoustic .. ission1 control of 
fibre orientation in short-fibre COllpOSite,, 
electro..gnetic wave propagation in composite 
.. terlals: fracture aechanics as a .. tbod for 
quality controlJ vibrations, elastic waves, and 
ultrasonlcsr and rubber elasticity and anlstropy 
under stress. 

As is evident froa the table of content.s, the 
proceedings cover alaost all the lllDB tools available 
tor the characterization of these polymers. Bach 
section contains two to three detailed subsections 
written by proainent scientists. Bach section is 
followed by a few COlll99nts or sNll discussion by 
the participants. 

• • • • • 
lion-destructive Evaluation - A 'fool in Design, 
tunufacturing and s.rvice. Don B. Bray and 
Roderic It. Stanley. llev York, NY: llC:Grav-Hill 
Book Co., 1919. ••iv+ 511 pp. 

• • • • • 
SBSI Journal: Journal of the Solar &nergy Societv 
of India 

Publi•h•d bi-annually (June/Decetlber) by Wiley 
Eastern Publishers on behalf of the Solar &nergy 
Society of India. 

• • • • • 
BiO!!flSSs Regenerable &nergy 

lldited by D. o. Hall and R. P. OVerencl. 
Published by John Wiley and Sons, 
ISBN 0-471-90919-X, 1917. 504 pages. . . . ~ . 
Plastic-cO!l)Otlte 1pring1 

CuttOll pla1tlc-C011pOtite .. chanical tprlllCJ•• 
plattlc theathed .. tal 1pring1, and plattic·coated 

,..tal springs tor a large nll!lber of corrosive 
appllcatl~as ~r• presented ln a technical brochure. 
Text e1p1.alns how design and configuration of springs 
provide good perforNnce in hostile environaents. 
Tayco Technology, Tonawanda Island, M.>rth ToGavanda, 
llY 14120, USA • 

• • • • • 
Ch .. ical reactions on poly.ers 

Edited by Judith L. Benhaa and Jaaes r. ltinstle. 
Washington, DC: Aa Ch .. ical, 1911. 411 p. 
661.9 QDllO P7-ll9ll ISBll 0-1412-1441-4. 

Contains ll papers presented at a syaposiua 
focusing on six researcb areas: reactive polymers, 
nev synthesis routes, surf~ce aodification of 
polyarrs, specialty polymers vith polar/ionic 
groups, cbeaical aodification for analytical 
characterization, and chetaical aoditication for 
func:tionalizatioa and curing. 

• • • • • 
Eneyclopaedia of polyeer science ar.d engineering 
Vol. 12: Polyesters to polypeptide synthesis 

Edited by Her .. n f. Mark ~· 2nd edition • 
llY: Wiley, 1911. 158 p. 661.9 'fP1017 84-19711 
ISBN 0-471-10944-6. 

• • • • • 
Future directions in polysar colloids 

Sdited by Mobaaed s. Bl-Aasser and 
Robert N. Fitch. Boston: Kluver-Nijhott, 1917. 
402 p. E61.9 QD549 17-24111 ISBll 90-247-3625-0. 

Contents: Bllulsion copolyaerization and 
particle aorphology. Rheology of latex systeas and 
concentrated dispersions. Polymer stabilized 
late•••· llev techniques in charactLrization of 
polymer colloids. Polymer colloid• in the 
bioaedical field. Subject index. 

NOte: The objective of th• f irtt vorktbop vas 
to develop potition papers ou~linirg future 
directions for reteairch. Cont.•lr,1 all five position 
papers as vell as all invited papert presented at 
the voirksbop. Will be of value to 1clentists and 
engineers in both th• academic and industrial vorldt 
vho are concerned vlth the fund-ntah or the 
applications of polymer colloidt. Retearch level 
collections. 

••••• 
Handbook of th•r!Oplastic elastoaert 

Sdited by Benjaain M. Walker and 
Charles P. •adair. 2nd edition. NYs Van llot 
Reinhold, 1911. 430 p. 661.4'21 'fS1925 17-21576 
ISBll 0-442-29184-1 • 

Contents, abridged: Styirenlc theraoplastic 
elastomer1. Slastomerlc alloy theraopla1tlc 
vulcanlzates. Copolye1ter theraopla1tic ela1tomer1. 
Autoaotlve application• of theraoplattic elattoaert. 
Ho••· tubing, and 1heeting. Electrical application• 
of theiraoplattlc elastomert. Tlleraoplattic 
•l•ttoaeirt, future aarket opportunities. 

NOt•• Collllercial practice and practical 
applications rather than theory and re1earch activity 
of theraopla1tic ela1toaer1 (TP&t) are etlphatlzed. 
'fhg second edition tu.Mtrlzes and doc:u .. nt1 the 
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technologic.al .anJ ~rcial progu·ss ot TPEs sinew 
the public.ation of the origin.al volume in 1979. 
P.art II provides • det•iled study of a.ajor a.arket 
.are.as vhere TPEs h.ave found ~rel.al success. For 
rese.archers .and technologists in the rubber .and 
pl.astics industries. 

••••• 
Kunststoffe in der £lektrotechnik und Elektronik 
(Pl.astics in Electrical Sngin .. ring .and Electronics) 

By Jurgen Bedn.arz. Published in 1988 in 
Cera.an by w. Kohlh.a ... r c-bff, Hessbruhlstr.asse 69, 
Postf.ach 80 04 10, D-700 Stuttg.ar: 80, Fed. Rep. of 
Cera.any. 528 pp. 

••••• 
Thermioforaing - A Plastics Proces3in9 Cuide 

By C. Cruenv.ald. Pvblished in 1917 by 
Technoaic l\G, Elis.abethenstrasse 15, CH-4051 Basel, 
Switzerland. 224 pp. 

• • • • • 
International Pl.astics Handbook, 2nd Edition 

By Hansjurger. S.aechtling. Published in 
1987 by Carl Hanser Verlag, Postfach 86 04 20, 
D-8000 Munich 86, Ped. Rep. of Cera.any. 595 pp. 

Second edition of this useful pocket book 
updates the original 1981 edition by including 
significant developaents such as trends to 
copolyaerization, .alloying, and specialty 
compounding, technical a'M! c-rcial developaent of 
high-temper.ature thermoplastics .and advanced 
cc.pc>sites, and specialized application fieids for 
high-technology engineering a.aterials. As in the 
first edition, the treat .. nt c<>111prises b.asic 
aspects, a.aterials synthesis, and processing 
technologies. 

• • • • • 
Ther!Oplastic elastoaers - .an introduction for 
engineers 

London: Mechanical lln9ineerin9 Publications 
1987. Pp. 40. ISllll 0 15291 6)51. 
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This brief public.ation contains seven papers on 
v.arious aspects of the title subject. . . . . . 
Conducting polY!l!rS, s~i•l .applic.ations: 
pro...--..dings of the workshop held at Sintra, 
Portug.al, 28-ll July 1986 

Edited by Luis Alcicer. Boston: Reidel Pub. 
1987. 220 p. 620.1'9204297 QDl82 87-9644 
ISllll 90-277-2529-2 • 

The electroctieaistry or electronically 
conducting polyaers. In~reasing the conductivity 
of polyacetylen• filas by elongation. Polyaers 
vith both ionic and electronic conductivity. llev 
electronically conducting polyaers. High 
conductivity in .an amiorphous cross-linked siloxane 
poly.er elec:crolyte. Poly{Atalocyanines. Subject 
index. 

• • • • • 
PolyMrs for advanced technologies 

Ed. M. Levin. Weinheia: VCH 1981 • 
Ppavi + 951, ISllll 0-8957l-l9l-9. 

This book contains over 50 papers presented by 
distinguished scientists at .an IUPAC a.acro-aolecular 
division SJllPOSiua in ~erusal .. in August 1987. 

• • • • • 
The applications of ferroelectric polv-ers 

Edited by T. T. Wang, J. M. Herbert and 
A. M. Class. lllY: Chapman ' Hall, 1988. 117 p. 
620.1'92 TK7172 86-1005 ISllll 0-412-0126!-8. 

The discovery that strong piezoelectrical 
effects could be induced in the polymer 
poly(vinylldene fluoride) PVF2 or PVDP .,.s led to 
a large nuaber of 8pplicaticns in audio englneerlng, 
-.dical la.aging and detectors for infrared la.aging 
and security systeas. A review of a variety of 
different applications tor ferroelectric polyaers, 
including the latest developaents ln electro-optical 
applications. Por graduate students and working 
engineers. 

• • • • • 
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Cb .. ical industry officials 
participating in a Council on 
Plastics and Packaging in the 
Envir-nt (COPP!!:) s .. inar 
say they support kerbside 
collection of recyclable 
garbage - including plastics -
and expect recycled .,.terials 
to become a profitable niche 
once industry gears up 
recycling plants and finds nev 
uses for the resurrected 
... terials 

Recyclingplas IV-'89 (Plastics 
Institute of America) 

International Exhibition for 
Recycling (Cebr. Helbig 
Industrie llessen Gmbll, 
Postfacb 1569, 
D-8480, Weiden, PRC) 

Conference, •p1astics 
Recycling - future challenges. 
Contact: Sian Taaner, 
Conference Dept., Plastics and 
Rubber Institute, 11 Hobart 
Place, Loadoa SWlW OHL, 1111 

Recycling. degradable plastics 
and package redesign 
conference, Sheraton Center, 
Nev York, llY, USA. Contact: 
Stephanie Pinn, Modern 
Plastics, 1221 Ave. of 
the ,...ricas, ...,, York, 
llY 10020, USA 

II International Conference on 
the Use of Plastics in 
Agriculture -ICPA '90. This is 
being organised by the 
Gov•r-nt of India and 
co-sponsored by Plastindia 
Foundation. Over 500 experts 
froa S099 50 countries are 
expected to attend 

Plastindia '90 - Ir.ternational 
Plastics Exhibition and 
Conference offers international 
and national organisations 
involved in tbe plastics 
industry a unique opportunity 
to present their technologies, 
product lines and services to 
an expanding Indian .. rket. It 
offers the following benefits 
to exhibitors: 

To lnter .. tioeal exbibltors 

Effective penetration for your 
products in this ever-expanding 
.. rket in India1 

Good possibilities for sale of 
th• .. chinery 1nd equipment, 
.,ulds ind dies, tools ind 
testing .. chines dl,pl1y•d In 
your st1nds1 

7-9 llarcb 
lladrid, Spain 

l-6 April 
Paris, Prince 

4-6 April 
Paris, Prance 

22 April 
Washington, DC, 
USA 

22-26 May 
Munich, PllC 

23-24 May 
W1sbington, DC, 
USA 

Interaction vith rotential 
Indian partners for technical 
collaboration or joint 
ventures; 

Identification of Indian 
partners for supply of rav 
.,.terials, processing 
.,.cbinery, ancillary 
equipment, moulds and dies, 
sub-assemblies, processed 
article.s and turnkey 
projects1 

Exposure to visitors ~roa 
other developing areas, 
especially froe SAARC, ASEAN 
and OAU countries; 

Boost in .,.rketing support 
to vour existing Indian 
agents, collaborators, 
partners 

"Recycling of plastics• 
Conference. Contact: 
Dr. o. Laguna, Revista 
de Plisticos llOdernos, 
Juan de la Cierva l, 
28006 Madrid, Spain 

SEPT, exhibition of plastics, 
ceraaics and coaposite parts, 
Pare des Expositions de 
Paris-llOrd. Contact: 
Pidiration de la Plasturgie, 
65, rue de Prony, 75854 Paris, 
Cede• 17, Prance 

European Congress on C011pOsites. 
Contact: Centre de PrOIM>tion 
des COllpOsites, 65, rue de 
Prony, 75017 Paris, Prance 

Tb• er•iro-nt1l .,v-nt bas 
been p~rticularly bard on 
plastics, but tbe pl1stics 
industry is responding. In 
preparation for "Barth 
Day 1990", tbe Society of the 
Plastics Industry (SPI, 
Washington) is developing a 
progra ... to de.,nstrate hov 
plastics have contributed to 
iaproving the environ .. nt during 
the past 20 years. A second 
part of the progra ... vill 
det1il how plastics 
.. nufacturers have aade their 
oper1tions .,r• ecologically 
sound. This event vill also 
celebrate the 20th anniversary 
of the establish .. nt of the 
Environ .. ntal Protection Agency 
and the passing of nev 
environ .. ntal legislation 

International Trade Pair for 
Waste Disposal Seva1• Systeas, 
Refuse, Recycling, City 
Cleaning. (Munchener Mes~• Clnt>H, 
PP 12.10.09, D-8000 Muncben, "RC) 

RecycllngplH V' 90 - Co.if er enc• 
on Business Opporluniti•~ in 
Plastics Recycling (Plast;cs 
Institute of America) 

.. 

• 
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29-ll May 
D&vos. 
SVitzerland 

21-ll October 
Vi 11 iaasburg. 
VA, USA 
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RECYCLE '90 
(Maack Business services, 
CH-8804, Au/near turich, 
SVitzerland) 

The 1990 TMS F~ll Extractive 
Meeting vill discuss the 
technological, ecoll09ic and 
social incentives for 
recycling and recovery of 
valuable materials froa 
industrial vaste. The 
conference is sponsored by 
The Minerals, Metals ' Materials 
Society 

An international group of 
experts involved in recycling 
research vill present papers and 
stimulate an exchange on 
pra~tica. processing 
procedures for cycles of 
recovery and re-use. Major 
topic areas to be covered 
include: recycling of iron and 
steel, aluainiu•, copper, lead, 
zinc, tin, precious .. tals and 
engineered materials; advanced 
material separation1 and 
materiGls recovery froa 
industrial vast• streaas 

For 11110re information contact: 
TMS, Meetin9s Depart .. nt, 
420 COllllOr.vealth Drive, 
Warrendale, PA 15086, USA. 
Tel.: 412 776 9050. 
Pax: 412 776 3770 
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Issue No. 3 
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Issue No. 7 
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Issue No. 9 

Issue No. 10 

Issue No. ll 

Issue No. 12 

Issue No. 13 

Issue No. 14 

Issue No. 15 

Issue No. 16 

Issue No. 17 

!'••·1 ious issues 

Steel 

Nev ceraaics 

Fibre optics 

Povder .. tallurgy 

Composites 

Plastics 

Aluminiu• alloys 

Materials testing and quality control 

Solar cells o11aterials 

Space-related materials 

High-temperature superconductive 
uterials 

Materials for cutting tools 

Materials for pa·=kaging, storage and 
transportation 

Industrial sensors 

Non-destructive testing of materials 

Materials developments in selected 
countries 

Metal .atrix coaposites 

One of Austria's largest depart .. nt stures, "KGM", opened the first recycling station in Vienna on 
10 Novellber 1989 

Shoppers can not only dispose of hazardous material, old oil, cheaicals, glass and aluminium cans, but 
also plastics it .... 

~ I 
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UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIO~ 
Advances in Materials Technology: Monitor; Code 504 
Editor - Room D1950 
P.O. Box 300 
A-1400 Vienna, Austria 

Advances in Materials Technology: Monitor 
Reader Survey 

llle Advances in Materials Technology: Monitor has nov been published since 19d3. 
Although its mailing list is continuously updated as nev requests for inclusion are 
received and changes of address are made as soon as notifications of such changes 
are received, I vould be grateful if readers co~ld reconfiOll their interest in 
receiving this newsletter. Kindly, therefore, ansver the questions belov and mail 
this fotlD to: 1be Editor, Advances in Materials Technology: Monitor, UNIDO 
Technology Programme at the above address. 

Computer access number of mailing list (see address label): 

Name: 

Position/tit le: 

Address; 

Do you wish to continue receiving issues of the Advances in Materials Technology: 
Monitor? 

Is the present address as indicated on the address label correct? 

How asany issues of this nevsletter have you read? 

Optional 

Which section in the Monitor is of particular interest to you? 

Which additional subjects vould you suggest be included? 

Would you like to see aay sections deleted? 

Have you access to s01Ae/raost of the journals from vhich the information contained 
in the Honitor is dravn? 

ls your copy of the Monitor passed oo to friends/colleagues etc.? 

Please make any other coiments or suggest ions for improving the qua 1 i ly and 
usefulness of this newsletter. 
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FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS: 

Request for ADVANCES IN MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY: MONITOR 

If you would like to receive issues of the Advances in Materials 
Technology: Monitor in the future, please complete the form below 
and return to: 

NAME (underline family namel 

TITLE OR POSITION 

ORGANIZATION 

SiREET ANO No. (or P.O. Box) 

CITY ANO STATE OR PROVINCE 

COUNTRY 

UNl'i'ED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
Arlvances in Materials Technology: Monitor; Code 504 
Editor - Room: D1950 
P.O.Box 300 
A-1400 Vienna, Austria 

Type Of" print clearly lone letter per box) and leave a space between each word 

J_ --t-~- - ,__ ·- --
I 

·- - __ ,__ 
>--

I 
·-·-~ 

! I I 
I I I I 

PLEASE 00 NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES 

S/A 

CITY 

Reader's comments 

D tilSP_ COOE D CCNNTRY I I I I 
LI 11I11111 llJ 

We should appreciate it if readers could take the timP to tell us in 
this space what they think of the ?8th issue of Advances in Materials 
Technology: M&nitor. Comments on the usefulness of the information and the 
way it has been organized will help-uf in preparing future issues of the 
Monitor. We thank you for your co-operation and look forward to hearing from 
you. 
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